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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Sunday, June 24, 2018 11:07 AM 

To: O'Callaghan, Edward C. (ODAG); Boyd, Stephen£. (OLA); Lasseter, David F. (OLA) 

Subject: Fwd: Face the Nation {CBS) - Rep. Jim Jordan (Immigration, Peter Strzok} 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: RNC War Room <Warroom@gop.com> 
Date: June 24, 2018 at 10:58:00 AM EDT 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: Face the Nation (CBS) - Rep. Jim Jordan (Immigration, Peter Strzok) 

Face the Nation (CBS) - Rep. Jim Jordan (Immigration, Peter Strzok) 
http:i/mms.tveyes.com/transcnpt.asp?PlayClip=FALSE&DTSearch=TRUE&OateTlme=06%2F24% 
2F2018+10%3A40%3A44&market=m101 &StationlO=270 

MARGARET BRENNAN: we turn now to ohio republican oongressman jim jordan. he's a member 
of the conservative house freedom caucus. he's just outside columbus this morning. 
congressman, thank you for joining us. 

REP. JIM JORDAN: you bet. 

BRENNAN: thank you. how should americans view those fleeing across the border? should they 
view them as victims or as criminals? 

REP. JORDAN: i think we should - america's the most welcoming country on the planet but you 
got to follow the law. secretary nielsen has been real clear, you show up to a port of entry, your 
family will be kept together, you'll go through the process and we'll see if you're a legrtimate 
asylum seeker. when i was in our office a week and a half ago they told me 80% of the folks 
seeking asylum are not actually eligible for it we want to do that, consistent with the law -

BRENNAN: - narrowed the definition for claiming asylum, as well. you can no longer claim you're -

REP. JORDAN: 80%. 80%, this is straight from the folks al immigration and customs enforcemenl 
so they're telling me the number, 80% aren't actually legitimate asylum seekers. we need to sort 
that out. but yeah we want to welcome folks who come here for legitimate reasons. we want to do ij 
by the rule of law. who follow the law. we want to welcome them here. but mostly what we want to 
do, margaret, is the mandate from the 2016 election was real clear. the american people made 
donald trump president, made republicans the majority in the house and the senate, to build the 
border security wall, stop chain migration, end the advantage uary city policy, reform our asylum 
laws, get rid of the visa lottery and deal with the daca population. that legislation consistent with that 
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mandate and the promise he made to the american people was on the floor just three days ago, 
and fel l a few votes short of passing_got 193 votes_that's the focus -

BRENNAN: well it failed _ 

REP_ JORDAN: that should be the legislation that should be passed -

BRENNAN: the president now has this compromise bill is kind of a waste of time. what are you 
going to vote on that? 

REP_JORDAN: well, the compromise bill was pulled because it was going to get a lot less votes_ 
if our leadership had put the same whip effort behind that immigration legislation, chairman good 
lot's legislation, it would have passed_ 

BRENNAN: do you know something we don't about that vote on the compromise bill being 
canceled? 

REP _JORDAN: it hasn't been canceled_it was supposed to happen thursday night 

BRENNAN: right 

REP. JORDAN: then it was supposed to happen friday and it still hasn't happened_ 

BRENNAN: right 

REP. JORDAN: and the reason it hasn't 

BRENNAN: right. 

REP_JORDAN: happened because it would have got a lot less votes than the conservative bill, 
the one that is consistent withhe mandate of the election, consistent with what we told the american 
people we would do if they put us in office, that bill got 193 votes and was just 19 votes short of 
passing on last thursday_ 

BRENNAN: but when it comes to that question of a narrow issue, that senator corker was talking 
about simply allowing families to be detained together, and getting rid of this 20-day limit that 
affected this separation policy, would you support something tike that in the house -

REP_JORDAN: we're all -

BRENNAN: - in the senate? 

REP_JORDAN: yes, but chuck schumer is the problem_my colleague mark meadows has a bill 
that would address the situation, keep families together but do it in a way where we could find out 
and follow the rule of law_senator cruz has a bill but chuck schumer says no, no, no, we're not 
going to bring it up because the democrats deep downwhat they care about is catch and release, 
what they want is open borders and the political issue_they don't want to keep families together 
and adjudicate this and have it go throughthe hearing process and do it in a way that's consistent 
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with the rule of law_chuck schumer was clear, he said we're not going to support mr_meadows' 
legislation or senator cruz's legislation. so yeah i'm for fixing that-

BRENNAN: do you think the administration -

REP. JORDAN: - introduced the bill. 

BRENNAN: administration's handled this family separation issue well? should there be an 
investigation into how this was carried out? 

REP_JORDAN: the president has issued his executive order. the problem -

BRENNAN: it's a temporary fix as you just said. 

REP. JORDAN: the problem is the 20-day rule. the decision and now that is in conflict with keeping 
families together for a longer period of time because the rule says you can only detain children for 
20 days. we want to do that in a way that keeps the families together, so we have legislation to 
address thal but again, as i sald, senator schumer doesn't want to support any legislation to fix the 
problem. 

BRENNAN: well i want to - there's so much more we oould talk about on this topic but i want to ask 
you about one of the committees you're on, and deposition this week, or some testimony this 
week from the fbi agent peter strzok who, for our viewers, was removed from the special counsel 
investigation for some disparaging text messages he had sent authe president. what do you want 
to know from him? 

REP. JORDAN: well we're going to have a lot of questions for him. but i think some of the things 
are, who did he talk to in the course of the russia inves1igation? things, margarel because 
remember a couple of key on july 31st, 2016, peter strzok opens the russia investigation. he was 
the lead agent on that investigation after being the lead agent on the clinton investigatfon, as well. 
he opens that investigation, eight days later there's a text message that says we'll stop one week 
after that on august trump_says we have an insurance policy_so obviously we want to dwig into 
that we want to know who were you talking to at the time? how many times did you travel 
overseas? did he talk to key people? for example do you think peter strzok may have talked to 
glen simpson or christopher steele? those are the kind of questions that need to be asked. i look 
forward to this deposition scheduled for wednesday of this week. 

BRENNAN: we'll be watching for that congressman, thank you_ 

REP _JORDAN: you bet, thank you. 

Disclaimer: The Republican National Committee provided the above article as a service to its 
employees and other selected individuals. Any opinions expressed therein are those of the 
article's author and do not necessarily reflect the views ano opinions of the RNC. 
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From:  Flores,  Sarah  Isgur  (OPA)  

Sent:  Thursday,  June  14,  2018  5:39  PM  

To:  Schools,  Scott  (ODAG)  

Subject:  BO  text  references  

The  FBI’s  Document  Blackouts  

The  bureau  is  redacting  documents  without  credible  justification.  

https://images-wsj-net.cdn.ampproject.org/i/s/images.wsj.net/im-14087?width=620&aspect  ratio=1.5  

FBI  Director  Christopher  Wray  in  Washington,  D.C.  on  May  16.  PHOTO:  TOM  
WILLIAMS/CONGRESSIONAL  QUARTERLY/NEWSCOM  VIA  ZUMA  PRESS  

SHARE  

 https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-fbis-document-
blackouts-1528931262  

 https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=The%20FBI%E2%80%99s%20Document%20Blackouts&url=  
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-fbis-document-blackouts-1528931262&via=WSJ  

 mailto:?subject=The%20FBI%E2%80%99s%20Document%20Blackouts&body=https://www.wsj.c  
om/articles/the-fbis-document-blackouts-1528931262  

 whatsapp://send?text=https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-fbis-document-blackouts-1528931262  

By  

The  Editorial  Board  

June  13,  2018  7:07  p.m.  ET  

Deputy  Attorney  General  Rod  Rosenstein  and  FBI  Director  Christopher  Wray  want  Congress  to  trust  
them  about  the  FBI’s  actions  in  2016.  That  would  be  easier  if  not  for  daily  proof  that  they  continue  to  
play  games  when  redacting  documents.  

Senate  oversight  Chairman  Ron  Johnson  exposed  the  latest  unjustified  blackouts  in  a  June  8  letter  to  
Mr.  Wray.  The  Wisconsin  Republican  is  one  of  several  Chairmen  objecting  to  the  FBI’s  excessive  
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redactions  and  its  refusal  to  even  supply  the  standard  “log”  with  justifications  for  each  redaction.  
Under  pressure,  Justice  grudgingly  invited  Johnson  staffers  to  review  some  documents  in  late  May.  

Those  sessions  revealed  that  the  bureau  is  redacting  in  a  way  that  stymies  Congress’s  ability  to  run  
down  leads  in  its  oversight  of  the  Hillary  Clinton  and  Donald  Trump  investigations.  Notably,  Justice  
and  the  FBI  have  been  redacting  names  or  initials  of  employees  involved  in  handling  those  cases.  
This  frustrates  Congress’s  ability  to  seek  more  information  or  interviews  with  those  individuals.  

One  initial  batch  of  documents  contained  an  Oct.  11,  2016  text  message  from  FBI  official  Peter  Strzok  
to  his  FBI  paramour  Lisa  Page.  It  read:  “Currently  fighting  with”  while  the  rest  was  redacted.  The  
unredacted  version  reads:  “Currently  fighting  with  Stu  for  this  FISA,”  which  may  be  a  reference  to  the  
warrant  the  FBI  obtained  to  surveil  Trump  campaign  adviser  Carter  Page.  Who  is  Stu  and  what  was  
that  fight?  Congress  has  a  right  to  know.  

ADVERTISEMENT  

The  initials  “BO”  are  also  redacted  from  several  messages.  An  unredacted  version  shows  a  Strzok  
text  on  ,Oct.  7,  2016:  “Jesus.  More  BO  leaks  in  the  NYT.”  Another  from  Oct.  25 2016  reads:  “Just  
cranky  at  them  for  bad  choices  about  BO.”  Investigators  aren’t  certain  who  BO  is,  but  one  possibility  
is  Bruce  Ohr,  the  DOJ  employee  who  was  demoted  after  it  emerged  that  he’d  held  undisclosed  
meetings  with  anti-Trump  dossier  author  Christopher  Steele,  and  whose  wife  worked  for  Fusion  GPS,  
the  firm  that  hired  Mr.  Steele.  

Another  less-redacted  text  shows  someone  blacked  out  a  Strzok  explanation  for  why  the  FBI  didn’t  
pursue  some  Clinton  leads.  “Clinton,  Mills,  and  Abedin  all  said  they  felt  the  server  was  permitted  and  
did  not  receive  information  that  it  was  not.  To  the  extent  there  was  objection  down  the  line  in  IRM,  we  
did  not  pursue  that  as  State  OIG  did,  because  it  was  not  a  key  question  behind  our  investigation.”  

Why  not?  An  important  issue  regarding  Mrs.  Clinton’s  private  email  server  was  whether  she  and  
aides  Cheryl  Mills  and  Huma  Abedin  intentionally  violated  State  Department  rules  in  setting  it  up,  and  
if  this  increased  her  mishandling  of  classified  information.  

ADVERTISEMENT  

Redactions  are  supposed  to  be  limited  to  guarding  national  security,  attorney-client  privilege,  
individual  privacy  or  criminal  investigations.  These  blackouts  appear  motivated  to  withhold  pertinent  
information  from  Congress  or  spare  the  FBI  political  embarrassment.  

Meanwhile,  the  FBI  is  refusing  to  answer  a  May  11  letter  from  Sen.  Johnson  seeking  the  names  of  
employees  who  are  doing  the  redacting.  Mr.  Johnson  is  concerned  that  some  of  the  employees  
involved  in  this  investigation  might  also  be  overseeing  the  redacting.  

As  retired  FBI  special  agent  Thomas  Baker  wrote  on  these  pages  last  month  (“The  FBI’s  Shocking  
Disrespect  for  Congress,”  May  11),  the  FBI  has  damaged  its  credibility  by  flouting  subpoenas  and  
slow-rolling  or  hiding  information.  This  behavior  is  why  Congress  must  continue  to  pry  out  the  truth.  
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 3:02 PM 

To: O'Callaghan, Edward C. (ODAG); Schools, Scott (ODAG); Boyd, Stephen E. (OlA); 
Bolitho, Zachary (OOAG) 

Subject Fwd: Rod Rosenstein' s Subpoena Threat: He's Conflicted, and He' s Acting Like It 

(b )(5) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: OoJ Real Time News Clips <alert-doj@rendon.com> 
Date: June 13, 2018 at 12:35:27 PM EDT 
To: "Sarah Isgur Flores; Director, Office of Public Affairs, DOJ" 
<sarah.isgur.flores@usdoj.gov> 
Subject: Rod Rosenstein's Subpoena Threat: He's Conflicted, and He's Acting Like It 
Reply-To: Rendon Alert Desk <a lert@rendon.com> 

Rod Rosenstein's Subpoena Threat: He's Conflicted, and He's Acting Like It 

Media: National Review 
Byline: Andrew C. McCarthy 
Date: 13 June 2018 
Hyperlink: https://w.vw.nationalreview.com/2018/06/rod-rosenstein-subpoena-threat
shows-conflict-of-interest/ 

The House Intelligence Committee is investigating whether the government has used the 
Justice Department's awesome investigative authorities as a weapon against political 
adversaries. We learned yesterday that, in response to this very investigation, Deputy 
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein ... threatened to use the Justice Department's 
awesome investigative authorit ies as a weapon against political adversaries. 

That Rosenstein threatened to subpoena the committee's records does not seem to be in 
serious dispute. There are differing accounts about why. House investigators say that 
Rosenstein was trying to bully his way out of compliance with oversight demands; the 
Justice Department offers the lawyerly counter that Rosenstein was merely foreshadowing 
his litigating position if the House were to try to hold him in contempt for obstructing its 
investigations. Either way, the best explanation for the outburst is that Rosenstein is 
beset by profound conflicts of interest, and he' s acting like it. 

The first thing to bear in mind about the news reported Tuesday by Fox News's Catherine 
Herridge is that the dispute in question - which is just one of many during a year of 
Justice Department stonewalling - happened five months ago, on January 10. 

So, what was going on back then? 
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Among other things, the House Intelligence Committee and senior Republicans on the 
Senate Judiciary Committee were pressing for disclosure of the applications the Justice 
Department submitted to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court {"FISA court") for 
warrants to eavesdrop on Carter Page, a former Trump-campaign advise-r. (The Nunes 
memo is dated just eight days after Rosenstein's reported subpoena threat; the Grassley
Graham memo is dated just four days before; both prompted bitter disclosure fights.) 

Back then, we were being told that the FBI and Justice Department would never provide 
the FISA court with unverified allegations from third- and fourth-hand anonymous foreign 
sources, purveyed by a foreign former spy whose partisan work - including the planting 
of media stories at the height of the election race - had been paid for by the Democratic 
presidential candidate. We were being told that if the sources of information presented to 
the FISA court had any potential biases, those would be candidly disclosed to the FISA 
court. And we were being told that information in FISA applications is so highly dassifie.d 
that disclosing it would reveal methods and sources of information, almost certainly 
putting lives and national security in jeopardy. 

What, then, did we learn when Congress, after knock-down-drag-out fights like the one in 
January, finally managed to force some public disclosure? 

We learned that the Justice Department and FBI had, in fact, submitted to the FISA court 
the Steele dossier's allegations from Russian sources, on the untenable theory that the 
foreign purveyor of these claims, Christopher Steele, was trustworthy - notwithstanding 
that he was not making the allegations himself, but instead was only relaying the claims 
of others. 

We learned that the FBI had not been able to verify the dossier's claims ( and that even 
Steele does not stand behind them), but that the Justice Department presented them to 
the court anyway. 

We learned that the Justice Department failed to tell the FISA court that Steele' s reports 
were an anti-Trump opposition-research project paid for by the Clinton campaign - i.e., 
paid for by the political candidate endorsed by the president, paid for by the party of the 
incumbent administration that had applied fo r the FISA warrant against its political 
opponent. 

We learned that the Justice Department failed to tell the FISA court that Steele - on 
whose credibility it was relying - had been discontinued by the F81 as a source because 
he had lied about his contacts with the media. 

We learned that one of those contacts with the media (specifically, with Michael fsikoff of 
Yahoo News) had generated a news story that the Justice Department actually offered as 
corroboration for Steele - on the false theory that someone other than Steele was the 
source fo r the story. 

We learned that the revelation of these facts posed no danger to national security or to 
methods and sources of intelligence-gathering. Instead, the Justice Department and FBI 
had fought tooth-and-nail against disclosure because these facts are embarrassing and 
indicative of an abuse of power. 
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And we learned that, after the initial 90-day FISA warrant was authorized in October 2016 
(about three weeks before the election), it was reauthorized three times - well into the 
first year of the Trump administration. Meaning: The last FISA-warrant application was 
approved at the Justice Department by none other than Deputy Attorney General Rod 
Rosenstein. 

Note that the required sign-off by the Justice Department's top official (which Rosenstein 
was due to Attorney General Jeff Sessions's recusal} is a key element of FISA's elaborate 
statutory process. The process is in place because, unlike criminal-law wiretaps, which are 
disclosed to the defense and fully litigated prior to trial, national-security wiretaps under 
FISA are classified and are never disclosed to the targets. Because Congress was 
concerned that this could lead to abuse, it mandated that warrant applications be 
approved at the highest levels of the FBI and Justice Department before submission to the 
FISA court. This is supposed to give the court confidence that the application has been 
carefully reviewed and that the surveillance sought is a high national-security priority. 

To recap: In January 2018, Congress was investigating whether the Justice Department 
had abused the FISA process . The top Justice Department official for purposes of 
responding to this congressional investigation was resisting it; this included fighting the 
disclosure of the last warrant relevant to that investigation, which he had personally 
approved - a warrant that relied on the unverified Steele dossier (flouting FBI guidelines 
holding that unverified information is not to be presented to the FISA court), and that 
failed to disclose both that the dossier was a Clinton-campaign product and that Steele 
had been booted from the investigation for lying. 

Meanwhile, on May 17, 2017, Rosenstein appointed Robert Mueller as special counsel to 
take over the so-called Russia investigation. The incident that proximately triggered this 
appointment was President Trump's firing of FBI director James Corney. From the start of 
his tenure, Special Counsel Mueller has been investigating the Camey dismissal as a 
potential criminal offense - specifically, obstruction of justice. Mueller has done this with 
Rosenstein' s apparent approval, even though there are significant legal questions about 
whether a president may properly be accused of obstruction based on an act that is both 
lawful and a constitutional prerogative of the chief executive. 

Even more significantly for present purposes, Rosenstein has clung to his role as Mueller's 
ostensible supervisor in the investigation notwithstanding that he is a central witness in 
Corney's dismissal. He authored a memorandum that, ironically, posits that a troubled 
official's removal was necessary "to restore public confidence" in a vital institution. The 
Trump administration used Rosenstein's memo to justify Corney's firing even though there 
are salient questions about whether it states the true rationale for the firing - precisely 
the questions Mueller is investigating. 

Conflicts of interests can be tough to analyze because some are contingent and 
hypothetical. Others, however, are obvious and straightforward. In the latter category 
are "actor on the stage" conflicts: If a lawyer is an important participant in the facts that 
form the subject matter of a controversy, he is a witness (at the very least) whose actions 
and motives are at issue. Therefore, he is too conflicted to act as an attorney representing 
an interested party in the controversy. 

To point this out is not to attack Mr. Rosenstein's integrity. I do not know the deputy 
4!11+-t-nrf"'\o\t rTOr\o.-"!ll l"'lo_o.-er.n o ll1, , h .1 1+ 11"\_ol'!\..l"'\.nlo I ,.1,-.. l,nn.u, ~ ,..,,-1 +...-., ,~+ riorre.rrl t,,.:m "!I ~ o ~,..rt 1..... t 1l,-. 1 1e 
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person and professional. That's good enough for me. And indeed, while I disagree with his 
appointment of Mueller (because it was outside DOJ regulations), his impulse to appoint a 
special counsel suggests that he perceived an ethical problem in directing an 
investigation that would have to scrutinize his own conduct. That is to his credit. 

Nevertheless, it is not to his credit to threaten members of Congress with Justice 
Department subpoenas for their emails and phone records. It suggests that the conflicts 
under which he labors are distorting his judgment. And in any event, to point out that a 
lawyer has a conflict is not to assert that he is acting unethically. A conflicted lawyer 
recuses himself not because he is incapable of performing competently but because his 
participation undermines the appearance of impartiality and integrity. In legal 
proceedings, the appearance that things are on the up and up is nearly as important as 
the reality that they are. 

This is not a symmetrical conflict in which one side's investigative demands can properly 
be reciprocated by the other - "if you subpoena me, I'll subpoena you," etc. The Justice 
Department is a creature of statute. While part of the executive branch, it has no 
independent constitutional standing; it exists because it was established by Congress {as, 
by the way, was Rosenstein's office). If the House Intelligence Committee were to issue a 
subpoena demanding, say, President Obama' s communications with members of his 
White House staff, that would be objectionable. By contrast, Congress has not only the 
authority but the responsibility to conduct oversight of the operations of executive 
departments it has established and funds, and whose operations it defines and restricts 
by statute. 

The Justice Department is not the sovereign in this equation. If it has legal or policy 
reservations about a disclosure demand from the people's representatives, it should 
respe-ctfully ra ise them; but it is ultimately up to Congress to decide what the people have 
a right to inquire into. The Justice Department has no business impeding that inquiry. And 
while people can lose their temper in the heat of the moment (like most of us, I am no 
stranger to that phenomenon), it is outrageous for a Justice Department officia l to 
threaten Congress with subpoenas. If the deputy attorney general did that in a fit of pique, 
I hope he has apologized. 

The Justice Department's spin on this is ill-conceived. Apparently, the idea is that if the 
House tried to hold Rosenstein in contempt for defying its subpoenas, he would be 
permitted to mount a defense and could issue his own subpoenas in that vein. Maybe so 
(at least, if there were a court prosecution); but he wouldn' t be able to subpoena anything 
he pleased. Congress has the power and duty to conduct oversight of the Justice 
Department; it does not need a reason, and its reasons are permitted to be (and no doubt 
frequently are) political. It would violate separation-of-powers principles for an executive 
official to attempt to use law-enforcement powers to infringe on the constitutionally 
protected power of lawmakers to consult and deliberate over legislative activity. 

In any event, I assume this is all water under the bridge. It happened five months ago 
(which is eons ago in the Age of Trump}. What matters is the disclosure dispute as it 
stands in the here and now: On what basis is the Justice Department still withholding 
some documents and massively redacting others; and when will President Trump, instead 
of blowing off Twitter steam, finally order his subordinates to comply with lawful 
congressional demands for information? If there were credible allegations that a 
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Republican administration had spied on a Democratic campaign, we would not be hearing 
precious concerns about the viability of the Justice Department and FBI as critical 
American institutions; in unison, the media and the political class would be demanding 
transparency. 

Finally, note that Attorney General Sessions was counseled by Justice Department officials 
(none of them Trump appointees) to recuse himself under circumstances in which (a) 
there was no criminal investigation (which the regulations call for in recusal situations); 
(b) his contacts with Russian officials were not improper; (c} there was scant evidence of 
criminally actionable collusion between the Trump campaign and Russia; and (d) Sessions 
apparently had no involvement in approving FISA surveillance of Trump officials, and had 
less involvement than Rosenstein did in Camey's firing. 

On what planet is it necessary for Jeff Sessions to recuse himself but perfectly appropriate 
for Rod Rosenstein to continue as acting attorney general for purposes of both the Mueller 
investigation and Congress's probe of Justice Department investigative irregularities? 

END 

RENDON Media News Alert Notice: 

This RENDON Media News Alert is distributed as part of a deliverable for OOJ News 
Clipping Service Solicitation 15JPSS18RQZMOOOOS for for sarah.isgur.flores@usdoj.gov. 

This media news Alert may not be furthe r distributed to a bulk mailing list, placed on a 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur {OPA) 

Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:22 PM 

To: O'Callaghan, Edward C. (ODAG); Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA) 

Su bject: presumably from nunes 

A question he is going to be talking about after the meeting r d assmne: 

When Carter Page Met Stefan Halper 
A timeline that contradicts claims by Justice and the FBI. 

Carter Page, a former foreign policy adviser of President Donald Trump, speaks at a news conference ac RIA 
~ovosti news agency in Moscow, Dec. 12, 2016. PHOTO: PAVEL GOLOVKDJ1ASSOCIATED PRESS 
By 
The Editorial Board 
May 22, 2018 6 :5-9 p,m. ET 

1022 C01fMD.rTS 

Multiple media sources have now confirmed that American academic Stefan Halper is the '"top 

secret» informant the FBI asked to sidle up to Trump campaign officials in 2016. Some 

questions follow: Who asked Mr. Halper to keep tabs on the Trump officials, and when and why? 
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The answers go to the credibility of the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation' s claim that it didn't 

open an official counterintelligence probe into Trump-Russia collusion until July 31, 2016. 

The answers might also show ifObama Administration officials knew about this mission, or if 

political actors working for the Clinton campaign such as Fusion GPS played a role. 

One mystery concerns Mr. Halper' s interaction with Trump aide Carter Page. The New York 

Times reported on Friday that Mr. Halper' s contact with Trump officials happened only after 

the July 31 launch of the probe. The story notes that Mr. Halper reached out to campaign 

adviser George Papadopoulos "late that summer" and then to Mr. Page "in the ensuing months." 

A Washington Post story adds that Mr. Halper sat do\vn with Trump official Sam Clovis on 

either "August 31 or Sept. l." 

Potomac Watch Podcast 

But Mr. Page tells us he actually met Mr. Halper in mid-July, at a symposium at England' s 

University of Cambridge, where Mr. Halper is an emeritus professor. Mr. Page says the 

invitation to that event came much earlier- the end ofMay or early June. Mr. Page declined to 

say who invited him but says it was someone other than Mr. Halper. 

Mr. Halper had a central role in the symposium. The event was hosted by the Centre for 

Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities (CRASSH), a Cambridge research 

institute. And the official organizer was another American academic and alumnus ofRepublican 

administrations named Steven Schrage. In a F acebook post at the time, Mr. Schrage explained 

that the event was supported by Cambridge"s Department ofPolitics and International Studies

Mr. Halper' s department. CRASSH and Mr. Halper' s department share a building where the 

symposium took place. 

The event was titled «2016' s Race to Change the World," and headlined the dueling perspectives 

of former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and former GOP Congressman Vin Weber. 

According to the program, Mr. Halpe1· kicked off the opening session on July 11. Mr. Page 

confirms he met Mr. Halper for the first time at the symposium . 

• t\nother noteworthy participant was Sir Richard Dearlove. Sir Richard, a Cambridge alumnus, 

spent anear-40-year career at the British intelligence service, MI6, rising to its chieffrom 

1999 to 2004. As such he overlapped with anti-Trump dossier author Christopher Steele, who 

was recruited by N.Il6 after graduating from Cambridge in the late l 980s, and who tater ran the 

Russia desk. Sir Richard told the Washington Post in February that Mr. Steele' s reputation 

was "superb." 

Sir Richard is also friendly with Mr. Halper. The two men were part ofa small group that ran the 
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Cambridge Intelligence Seminar, an academic forum for researchers and one-time practitioners 

ofspycraft. At least one of these sessions in 2014 featured eventual Trump National Security 

Adviser Michael Flynn. The duo made headlines in the United Kingdom in 2016 when they 

resigned from the organization, which Mr. Halper told the Financial Times was due 

to 'llllacceptable Russian influence on the group." 

For the re-cord, Mr. Page says he had never interacted with the CRASSH program at Cambridge 

before that early summer 2016 invitation. And while he did not speak at the event, he says the 

organizers paid his round-trip airfare from New York. 

Perhaps all of this is a crazy coincidence, but House Intetligence Chairman Devin Nunes is 

right to investigate. President Trump on Monday tasked Chief ofStaff John Kelly with ensuring 

that Justice Department officials let congressional leaders review "classified and other 

information they have requested." There' s no excuse for refusing to cooperate. 

Sacah Isgur Floce, 
Dire-ctor of Poblic Affair; 
202.305.5808 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:36 PM 

To: O'Callaghan, Edward C. (OOAG); Boyd, Stephen£. (OLA) 

Subject: Fwd: The Lead {CNN) - Rep. Matt Gaetz {OOJ Investigation, Russia Investigation} 

The Lead (CNN) - Rep. Matt Gaetz (DOJ Investigation, Russia Investigation) 
httpJ/mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?PlayClip=FALSE&DTSearch=TRUE&OateTime=0S%2F22% 
2F2018+16%3A17%3A16&market=m1&Station1D=100 

JAKE TAPPER: joining me is one of the house republicans, congressman matt gates offlorida and 
thanks for joining us. 

REP. MATT GAETZ: thanks for having me, jake. 

TAPPER: and you spend time investigating the investigators.au agree with the premise of the 
original counter intelligence investigation that russia interfered in the election and it is worth getting 
to the bottom of any possible american assistance. 

REP. GAETZ: absolutely. russia engaged in a malign influence campaign all around the world. they 
seek to undermine democracy by undermining democratic institutions and they will continue to do 
that in the united states and there are a number of ways that our supervr-sors of elections and heads 
of our departments of state around the country are fighting to ensure that we're sufficiently resilient 
to combat that threat 

TAPPER: i want to know what you thought about that today you demanded a second special 
counsel be appointed. just - point of fact, independent council are for violation of law. what crime 
are you suggesting might have taken place here? 

REP. GAETZ: well here we see the potenHal collection of intelligence on the trump campaign and 
we also see the misrepresentation of information before the fisa court which would violate woods 
procedures and something that we would absolutely want to get to the bottom of it and we've seen 
a number of personnel changes at the fbi and the department of justice that seem to indicate 
something is not right when have you to demoat and reassign the top of intelligence and top 
lawyers in lisa page and andrew mccabe fi red and bruce orr not disclosing his own wife was 
working for fusion gps and all of a sudden he goes from a counter narcotics profession-al to 
working on counter intelligence, it seems like a lot of information that could lead to hopefully some 
good bipartisan reform of these entities. 

TAPPER: so i wondered if you would bring up the issue of what was presented before the fisa 
r-.n11rt hP.r-.:11tRP. i rlnn't knnw hnw vn11 knnw th:it vnu'rF! nnt nn thP. hnuRP. intP.ll inP.nr.iP. r-.nmmittP.P. 
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and you haven't seen the underlying intelligence. how do you know that anything improper was 
done in the fisa court. 

REP. GAE1Z: we have received information and read the memo from the house intellrgence 
committee that all - thein entire house voted to nd that laid out clearly that the principle piece of 
evidence laid out was thises doeyer that was paid for by -

TAPPER: no, that memo - that memo made it very clear that it was papadapoulos' meeting with the 
australian diplomat in which he acknowledged that he had talked to somebody with kremlin 
connections about dirt on hillary clinton and hillary clinton e-mails -

REP. GAE1Z: that is one element. 

TAPPER: they said that -

REP. GAE1Z: the first piece of evidence. 

TAPPER: the devin nunes memo said that is the reason the investigation was launched. 

REP. GAE1Z: that is a memo from peter struck that did launch the investigation. but that didn't lead 
to the application before the fisa court. my allegation is that the woods procedures were not 
followed before the fisa court there wouldn't have been any preparation of the fi.sa court in the 
absence of that very dossier and that is not - don't take my word for it, that is the testimony of 
andrew mocabe. 

TAPPER: i have talked to people at the justice department and say you keep saying this and you 
don't know what you are talking about because you are you're not on the - you're not aunt house 
intelligence -

REP. GAETZ: and they are briefing the house judiciary committee and they have oversight over 
the fisa prooe.ss. that is not exclusively the purview of the intefligence committee, frankly i wish the 
judiciary would be more active in interviewing witnesses regarding the procedures that were 
followed and the eftds that wasn't presented. these prosecutors before a fisa court did not have a 
defense attorney in the room. they had an obligation to present the evidence favorable to their 
position but the evidence that wasn't favorable and gave no indication that the dnc was involved in 
paying for this and no indication that christopher steefe was involved only a vague reference to 
glenn simpson. 

TAPPER: they said it was paid for by political political opponents of the -

REP. GAETZ: and that was christopher steele who the fbi deemed unoredible because he lied to 
the fbi about other disclosure to the media. 

TAPPER: let's step back to the is.sue to talk about this call for - for a second special counsel. to 
investigate the justice department. have you spoken directly with president trump or any officials 
inside of the white house about this legislation, are they on board? 

RFP ~AFT7· i h~vP. nnt i:.nnkP.n tn :inv nf th"Am Ahnut this IAfli.o:; IAtion 
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TAPPER: has anyone else in your group of members of oongress who introduce<i this legislation, 
meadows or desantis, have they talked to anybody in the white house? i'm looking to find out in f 
the whrte house supported this. 

REP. GAETZ: mr. zeldin was the principal author and he said at a press conference he's not 
spoken to the white house and mr. meadows indicated he's not spoken to the white house about 
this resolution and i've not spoken about the resolution so i don't know if other members of 
congress have but the principle author of the work product filed today have not spoken with the 
president or the white house about the specifics. obviously there is a lot of information referenced 
regarding the status of the hillary clinton e-mail investigation, the double standard at the fbi and the 
level of bias at the fbi and over time i've had discussions with the white house with b those issues 
but not about this today. 

TAPPER: and you slammed jeff sessions over a decision to recuse himself, rooted in justice 
department guidelines. you said this before mr. sessions. let's roll the tape. 

REP. GAETZ (CLIP): over in the department of justice, he's got stockholm syndrome and -

TAPPER: and the entrre justice department and intelligence apparatus and leadership was 
appointed by president trump. so who is the deep state you're referring to? is it the fbi director 
christopher wray or coats. 

REP. GAETZ: my oonoem is with rod rosenstein. i think mr. rod rosenstein is deeply oonflicted and 
that in many cases he is playing jeff sessions and i think jeff sessions is functionally set off into a 
oomer at the justice department on these critical issues or a legal or factual basis for his recusal 
and i think it has hurt the country. 

TAPPER: you said the white house is not yetormed about the extent of the - of the trump 
campaign and what information do you know that the white house and president do not. 

REP. GAETZ: i cannot talk about that in an unclassified setting. but there is an additional fact pattern 
nothing to do with the individual been talked about in the media regarding the collection of 
intelligence on the trump campaign and that is in the possession of some congressional 
investigators and not others and it is my hope to have greater transparency about the facts. 

TAPPER: and you learned about this how? 

REP. GAETZ: i'm not getting into that because it could disclose classified information . 

TAPPER: take a listen to the former republican governor of new jersey, chris christie, a former u.s. 
attorney continually advised president trump on the mueller investigation. take a listen. 

CHRIS CHRISTIE (CLIP): bob mueller himself is not a partisan. he's an onnest and hard working 
guy and he's smart and you can't argue the investigation is not effective so far. a number of guilty 
pleas and a couple of- of indictments in a year and that's pretty good work. 

TAPPFR· i.c: hP. wrnno? 
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REP. GAETZ: i don't agree with that assessment when you look at the indictments against the 
russian entities, this is information in response to your first question that it is widely none around the 
world there is an effort for russia interfering in democracy and this is not ground breaking endeavor 
and the team that robert mueller has assembled there is great bias against the president and tools 
used, that aren't fair, if the collection of evidence influenced the mueller investigation and we don't 
know that to be true but i want to find out more and that is why i support the appointment of a 
second special counsel. 

TAPPER: congressman gaetz, thank you. 

REP. GAETZ: thank you. 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 3:20 PM 

To: Schools, Scott (ODAG); Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA}; O'Callaghan, Edward C. {ODAG) 

Subject : long read 

A Secret Mission, a CodeName and Anxiety: Inside the Early Days of theF.B.l.'sTrump Investigation 
New York Times 
Matt Apuzzo,Adam Goldman, &Nicholas Fandos 
May 16, 2018 
https:l/www.n~times.com/2018/05116/us/PoliticsJcrossfire-h u rricane-trump-russia-fbi-mueller-investigation.htmI 

WASHINGTON - Within hours ofopening an investigation into the Trump campaign's ties to Russia in the summer of 
2016,the F.B.I. dispatched a pair ofagents to London on a mission so secretive that all but a handful ofofficials were kept 
in the dark. 

Their assignment, which has not been previously reporte<l,was to meet the Australian ambassador, who had evidence that 
one of Donald J Trump's advisers knew in advance about Russian election meddling After tense deliberations between 
Washington and Canberra, top Australian officials broke with diplomatic protocol and allowed the ambassador, Alexander 
Downer, to sit for an F .8.1. interview to describe his meeting with the campaign adviser, George Papadopoulos. 

The agents summarized their highly unusual interview and sentword to Washingtonon Aug. 2, 201£, two days after the 
investigation was opened. Their report helped provide thefoundationfor a case that, a year ago Thursday, became the 
special counsel investigation. Butatthe time, a smallgroup of F .8.1. officials knew it by its code name: Crossfire Hurricane. 

The name, a reference to the Rolling Stones lyric "I was born in acrossfire hurricane,"' was an apt prediction of apolitical 
storm that continues to tear shingles off the bureau. Days after theyclosed their investigation into Hillary Clinton's use of a 
private email server, agents began scrutinizing the campaign of her Republican rival. The two cases have become 
inextricablylinked in one of the most consequential periods in thehistory ofthe F.B.I. 

This month, the Justice Department inspector general is expecte<l to release the findings of its lengthyreview of the F.8.1.'s 
conduct in the Clinton case. The resultsare certain to renew debate over decisions by the F.B.I. director at thetime, James 
8. Corney, to publiclychastise Mrs. Clinton in a news conference,and then announce the reopening ofthe investigation 
days before Election Day. Mrs. Clintonhas said those actions buried her presidential hopes. 

Those decisions stand in contrast to the F.8.I.'s handling of Crossfi re Hurricane. Not onlydid agents in that case fal l back 
to their typical policy of silence, but interviews with a dozen current and former government officials and a review of 
documents show that the F .8.1. was even more circumspect in that case thanhas been previously known. Manyof the 
officials spoke on condition of anonymity because theywere not authorized to discuss the investigation publicly. 

Agents considered, then rejected, interviewing keyTrump associates,which might have spe<l up the investigationbut 
risked revealing the existence ofthe case. Top officials quicklybecame convinced that they would not solve the case 
before Election Day, which made them only more hesitant to act. When agents did take bold investigativesteps, like 
interviewing theambassador, they were shrouded in secrecy. 
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Fearful of leaks,theykepi details from ix>litical aplX)intees across the street at the Justice Department Peter Strzok, a 
senior F.B.I. agent. explained in atext that Justice Department officials would find it too "tasty" to resist sharing. ·rm not 
worried about our side; he wrote. 

Onlyabout five Justice Department officials knew the full scope ofthe case,officials said, not the dozen or more who might 
normallybe briefed on amajor national security case. 

The facts, had theysurfaced, might have devastated the Trump campaign: Mr. Trump's future national security adviser 
was under investigation, as was his campaign chairman. One adviser appeared to have Russian intelligence contacts. 
Another was suspected of being aRussian agent himself. 

In the Clinton case, Mr. Corneyhas said he erred on the side oftransparency. But in the face of questions from Congress 
aboutthe Trump campaign,the F.B.I. declined to tip its hand. And when The New York Times tried to assess the state of 
the investigation in October 2016, law enforcement officials cautioned against drawing anyconclusions, resulting in astory 
that significantlyplayed down the case. 

Mr. Corneyhas said it is unfair to compare the Clinton case,which was winding down in the summerof 2016, with the 
Russia case, which was in its earliest stages.He said he did notmake political considerations about who would benefit 
from each decision. 

But underpinning both cases was one ix>litical calculation: that Mrs.Clinton would win and Mr. Trump would lose. Agents 
feared being seen as withholding information or going too e.asyon her. And theyworried that any overt actions against Mr. 
Trump's campaign would onlyreinforce his claims that the election was being rigged against him. 

The F.B.I. now faces those very criticisms and more. Mr. Trumpsays he is the victim of a politicized F.BJ He says senior 
agents tried to rig the election by declining to prosecute Mrs. Clinton, then drummed up the Russia investigation to 
undermine his presidency. He has declared that adeeplyrooted cabal - including his own appointees- is working 
against him. 

That argument is the heart of Mr.Trump's grievances with the federal investigation. In the face ofbipartisan supix>rtfor the 
special counsel, Robert S. Mueller Ill, Mr. Trump and his allies have made a priority of questioning how the investigation 
was conducted in late 2016 and trying to discredit it. 

.,It's a witch hunt,"' Mr. Trump said lastmonth on Fox News.·And theyknow that. and I've been able to message it." 

Congressional Republicans, led by Representative Devin Nunes ofCalifornia,have begun to dig into F.B.I. files, looking for 
evidence that could undermine the investigation. Much remains unknown and classified.But those who saw the 
investigation up close,and many of those who have reviewed case files in the past year,say that far from gunning for Mr. 
Trump, the F.8.1. could actually have done more in the final months of 2016 to scrutinize his campaign's Russia ties. 

.,I never saw anything that resembled awitch hunt or suggested that the bureau's approach to the investigation was 
politicallydriven," said Mary McCord, a 20-year Justice Department veteran and the top national security prosecutor during 
much of the investigation's first nine months. 

Crossfire Hurricane spawned a case that has brought charges against former Trump campaign officials and more than a 
dozen Russians. But in the final months of2016,agents faced great uncertainty-about the facts, and how to res~nd. 
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Crossfire Hurricane began exactly 100 days before the presidential election, but ifagents were eager to investigate Mr. 
Trump's campaign, as the president has suggested, the messages do not reveal it. 1 cannot believe we are seriously 
looking at these allegations and the peivasive connections: Mr. Strzok wrote soon after returning from London. 

The mood in early meetings was anxious, former officials recalled. Agents had just closed the Clinton investigation, and 
they braced for months ofRepublican-led hearings over whyshe was not charged. Crossfire Hurricane was built around 
the same core of agents and analysts who had investigated Mrs. Clinton. None was eager to re-enter presidential politics, 
former officials said, especially when agents did not know what would come ofthe Australian information. 

The question theyconfronted still persists:Was anyone in the Trump campaign tied to Russian efforts to undermine the 
election? 

The F.BJ investigated four unidentified Trump campaignaides in those early months. congressional investigators 
revealed in February. The four men were Michael T. Flynn,Paul Manafort, Carter Page and Mr. Papadopoulos. current 
and former officials said.Each was scrutinized because ofhis obvious or suspected Russian ties. 

Mr. Flynn, atop adviser,was paid $45,000 by the Russian government's media arm for a 2015speech and dined at the 
arm ofthe Russian president, VladimirV. Putin. Mr. Manafort, the campaign chairman,had lobbied for pro-Russia interests 
in Ukraine and worked withan associate who has been identified as having connections to Russianintelligence. 

Mr. Page, a foreign policy adviser,was well known to the F.BJ He had previously been recruited by Russian spies and was 
suspected ofmeeting one in Moscow during the campaign. 

Lastly, there was Mr. Papadopoulos, the young and inexperienced campaign aide whose wine-fueled conversation with the 
Australian ambassador setoffthe investigation. Before hacked Democratic emails appeared online, he had seemed to 
know that Russia had political dirt on Mrs. Clinton.But even ifthe FBI. had wanted to read hisemails or intemept his calls, 
that evidence was not enough to allow it. Manymonths passed, former officials said, before the F .BJ uncovered emails 
linking Mr. Papadopoulos to aRussian intelligence operation. 

Mr. Trump was not under investigation, but his actions perplexed the agents.Days after the stolen Democratic emails 
became public, he called on Russia to uncover more. Then news broke that Mr. Trump's campaign had pushed to 
change the Republican platform's stance on Ukraine in ways fai,orable to Russia. 

The F.BJ's thinking crystallized by mid-August, after the CJA director atthe time, John O Brennan, shared intelligence 
with Mr. Corney showing that the Russian government was behind an attack on the 2016 presidential election.Intelligence 
agencies began collaborating lo investigate that operation. The Crossfire Hurricaneteam was part of that group but largely 
operated independently. three officials said. 

Senator Marco Rubio, Republican of Florida,said that after studying the investigation as amember the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, he saw no evidence ofpolitical motivation in the opening ofthe investigation 

"There was agrowing bodyof evidence that aforeign government was attempting to interfere in both the process and the 
debate surrounding our elections. and their job is to investigate counterintelligence," he said in an interview. "That's what 
theydid: 

Abounding Criticism 
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Looking back, some inside the F.8.1. and the Justice Department say that Mr.Corneyshould have seen the political storm 
coming and better sheltered the bureau. Theyquestion whyhe consolidated the Clinton and Trump investigations at 
headquarters, rather than in afield office. And theysayhe should not have relied on the same team for both cases. That put 
abull's-eye on the heartofthe FB.L Anymisstep in either investigation made both cases, and the entire bureau, vulnerable 
to criticism. 

And there were missteps.Andrew G. McCabe, the former deputv F .8.1. director,was cited by internal investigators for 
dishonestv about his conversations with reporters about Mrs.Clinton. That gave ammunition for Mr. Trump's claims that 
the F.8.1. cannot be trusted.And Mr. Strzok and Lisa Page,an F.8.1. lai.vyer, exchanged texts criticizin_g Mr. Trump, allowing 
the president to point to evidence ofbias when theybecame public. 

The messages were unsparing. Theyquestioned Mr. Trump's intelligence, believed he promoted intolerance and feared 
he would damage the bureau. 

The inspector general's upcoming report is expected to criticize those messages for giving the appearance ofbias. It is not 
clear, however, whether inspectors found evidence supporting Mr. Trump's assertion that agents tried to protect Mrs. 
Clinton, a claim the F.B.I. has adamantlydenied. 

Mr. Rubio,who has reviewed manyofthe texts and case files,said he saw no signs that the F.8.1. wanted to undermine Mr. 
Trump. •There might have been individual agents that had views that, in hindsight, have been problematic for those 
agents; Mr.Rubio said. "'But whether that was a systemic effort, I've seen no evidence of it.~ 

Mr. Trump's dailyTwitter posts, though,offer sound-bite-sized accusations-witch hunt, hoax,deep state, rigged 
system - that fan the Hames of conspiracy. Capitol Hill allies reliablyecho those comments. 

·it's like the deep state all got together to try to orchestrate apalace coup,~ Representative Matt Gaelz, Republican of 
Florida, said in January on Fox Business Network. 

CautiousIntelligence Gathering 

Counterintelligence investigations can take years, but ifthe Russian government had influence over the Trump campaign, 
the F.8.1. wanted to know quickly. One option was the most direct interview the campaign officials about their Russian 
contacts. 

Thatwas discussed but not acted on, two former officials said, because interviewing witnesses or subpoenaing documents 
might thrust the investigation into public view,exactlywhat F.BJ officials were trying to avoid during the heat ofthe 
presidential race. 

'"You do not take actions that will unnecessarilyimpact an election; SallyQ. Yates, the former deputy attorneygeneral,said 
in an interview. She would not discussdetails, but added. ·Folks were very careful to make sure that actions that were being 
taken in connection with that investigation did not become public... 

Mr. Corneywas briefed regularlyon the Russia investigation, but one official said those briefings focused mostlyon hacking 
and election interference. The Crossfire Hurricane team did not present manycrucial decisions for Mr.Corneyto make. 

Top officials became convinced thatthere was almost no chance theywould answer the question of collusion before 
Election Day. And that made agents even more cautious. 
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The F.B.I. obtained phone records and other documents using national security letters- asecret type ofsubpoena
officials said.And at least one government informant met several times with Mr. Page and Mr. Papadopoulos, current and 
former officials said. Thathas become apoliticallycontentious point,with Mr.Trump's allies questioning whether the F.B.I. 
was spying on the Trump campaign or trying to entrap campaign officials. 

Looking back, some at the Justice Department and the F.8.1. now believe that agents could have been more aggressive. 
Theyultimatelyinterviewed Mr. Papadopoulos in January 2017 and managed to keep it asecret,suggesting theycould 
have done so much earlier. 

·rhere is always ahigh degree ofcaution before taking overt steps in acounterintelligence investigation: said Ms. 
McCord,who would notdiscuss details ofthe case. "'And that could have worked to the president's benefit here.· 

Such tactical discussions are reflected in one ofMr. Strzok's most controversial texts, sent on Aug 15, 2016, after a 
meeting in Mr. McCabe's office. 

·1 want to believe the path youthrew out for consideration in Andy's office- that there's no way he gets elected; Mr. Strzok 
wrote, ·but I'm afraid we can't take that risk. It's like an insurance policy in the unlikely event you die before you're 40.' 

Mr. Trump says that message revealed asecret F.BJ plan to respond to his election."'We'll go to Phase 2 and we'll gel 
this guyout ofoffice:• he told The Wall StreetJournal. "This is the F .BJ we're talking about- that is treason.· 

But officials have told the inspector general something quite different. Theysaid Ms. Page and others advocated aslower, 
circumspect pace,especiallybecause polls predicted Mr.Trump's defeat. Theysaid that anything the F.8.1. did publicly 
would onlygive fodderto Mr. Trump's claims on the campaign trail that the election was rigged. 

Mr. Strzok countered that even ifMr.Trump's chances of victory were low- like dying before 40 - the stakes were too 
high to justify inaction. 

Mr. Strzok had similarlyargued for amore aggressive path during the Clinton investigation, according to four current and 
former officials. He opposed the Justice Department's decision to offer Mrs.Clinton's lawyers immunity and negotiate 
access to herhard drives, the officials said.Mr. Strzok favored using search warrants or subpoenas instead. 

In both cases, his argument lost. 

Policy and Tradition 

The F.B.I. bureaucracy did agents no favors. In July, a retired British spynamed Christopher Steele approached afriend in 
the F.B.I. overseas and provided reports linking Trump campaign officials to Russia.But the documents meandered 
around the F .B.1. organizational chart, former officials said. Onlyin mid-September, congressional investigators say,did the 
records reach the Crossfire Hurricane team. 

Mr. Steele was gathering information about Mr. Trump as aprivate investigator for Fusion GPS, a firm paid by Democrats. 
But he was also considered highlycredible, having helped agents unravel complicated cases. 

In October, agents flew to Europe to interview him. But Mr.Steele had become frustrated by the F.B.l.'s slow response.He 
began sharing his findings in September and October with journalists at The New York Times, The Washington Post, The 
New Yorker and elsewhere, according to congressional testimony. 
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So as agents tried to corroborate Mr. Steele's information, reporters began calling the bureau, asking about his findings. If 
the F.8.1. was working against Mr. Trump, as he asserts, this was an opportunity to push embarrassing information into the 
news media shortlybefore the election. 

Thatdid nothappen.News organizations did not publish Mr. Steele's reportsor reveal the F.8.1.'s interest in them until after 
Election Day. 

Congress was also increasinglyasking questions. Mr. Brennan, the C.I.A. director,had briefed top lawmakers that summer 
about Russian election interference and intelligence that Moscow supported the Trump campaign - a finding that would 
not become public for months. Lawmakers clamored for information from Mr. Corney, who refused to answer public 
questions. 

Many Democrats see rueful irony in this moment. Mr. Corney, after all, broke with policy and twice publicly discussed the 
Clinton investigation. Yet he refused repeated requests to discuss the Trump investigation. 

Mr. Corneyhas said he regrets his decision to chastise Mrs. Clintonas ·extremelycareless: even as he announced that 
she should not be charged. But he stands by his decision to alert Congress, days before the election. that the F.8.1. was 
reopening the Clinton inquiry. 

The result, though, is that Mr. Corney broke with both policy and tradition in Mrs.Clinton's case, but hewed closely to the 
rules for Mr Trump. Representative Adam B. SchiffofCalifornia, the top Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee, 
said that alone proves Mr. Trump's claims ofunfairness to be ·both deeplyat odds with the facts, and damaging to our 
democracy." 

Spying in Question 

CrossfireHurricane began with afocus on four campaignofficials. But by mid-fall 2016, Mr. Page's inquiry hadprogressed 
the furthest Agents had knownMr. Page for years. Russian spies tried to recruit him in 2013. and he was dismissive when 
agents warned him about it, a half~ozen current and former officials said. That warning even made its way back to 
Russian intelligence, leaving agents suspecting that Mr. Page had reported their efforts to Moscow. 

Relying on F.B.I. information and Mr. Steele's, prosecutors obtained court approval to eavesdrop on Mr. Page,who was no 
longer withthe Trump campaign. 

Thatwarrant has become deeplycontentious and is crucial to Republican arguments that intelligence agencies 
improperlyused Democratic research to help justify spying on the Trump campaign. The inspector general is reviewing 
that claim. 

Ms. Yates, the deputy attorneygeneral underPresident Barack Obama. signed the first warrant application. But subsequent 
filings were approved by members ofMr. Trump's own administration the acting attorneygeneral, Dana J. Boente, and 
thenRod J. Ros~rnstein, the deputy attorneygeneral. 

4 Folks are very, very careful and serious about that process,· Ms. Yates said. ·1 don't know of anything that gives me any 
concerns: 

After months of investigation, Mr. Papadopoulos remained largely a puzzle. And agents were nearlyreadyto close their 
investigation of Mr. Flynn, according to three current and former officials. (Mr. Flynn rekindled the F.B.l.'s interest in 
" '~•~~h~• 'l-'1-iL' I..•• ~:~ -:-~~-~- ~...1 ~,.:~1~ •1.-.~• ~--~~-~,.1 • 1.-.~ .... :..~- ~- 1.-.~1.-.~1+ ~••I..~ T , , .1,:~1. ~~..~---~-• ~-...1 •i..~-~ 
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making phone calls to the Russian ambassador that December.) 

In late October. in response to questions from The Times, law enforcement officials acknowledged the investigation but 
urged restraint. Theysaid they had scrutinized some ofMr. Trump's advisers but had found no proofof any involvement 
with Russian hacking. The resulting article.on Oct. 31, reflected that caution and said that agents had uncovered 
no •conclusive or direct link between Mr. Trump and the Russian government· 

The key fact ofthe article - that the FB.I. had opened abroad investigation into possible links between the Russian 
government and the Trump campaign - was published in the 10th paragraph. 

Ayear and ahalf later, no public evidence has surfaced connecting Mr.Trump's advisers to the hacking or linking Mr. 
Trump himself to the Russian government's disruptive efforts. But the article's tone and headline - "Investigating Donald 
Trump, F .8.1. Sees No Clear Link to Russia»-gave an air offinality to an investigation thatwas justbeginning. 

Democrats say that article pre-emptivelyexonerated Mr. Trump, dousing chances to raise questions about the campaign's 
Russian ties before Election Day. 

Just as the F.B.1.has been criticized for its handling ofthe Trump investigation, so too has The Times. 

For Mr.Steele, itdashed his confidence in American law enforcement. "He didn't know what was happening inside the 
F.81/ Glenn R Simpson, the founderofFusionGPS, testified this year. "And there was a concern that the F.8.1. was being 
manipulate{l for political ends by the Trump people.~ 

Assurances Amid Doubt 

Two weeks before Mr. Trump's inauguration, senior Americanintelligence officials briefed him at Trump Tower in 
Manhattan on Russian hacking and deception.Theyreporte{l that Mr. Putin hadtried to sow chaos in the election. 
undermine Mrs. Clinton and ultimatelyhelp Mr. Trump win. 

Then Mr. Corneymet with Mr. Trump privately, revealing the Steele reports and warning that journalists had obtained them. 
Mr. Corney has said he feare{l making this conversation a·J. Edgar Hoover-type situalion: with the F.B.I.presenting 
embarrassing information to lord over a president-elect. 

In acontemporaneous memo, Mr. Corney wrote that he assured Mr. Trump that the F.B.I. intended to protect him on this 
point. ·1 said media like CNN had them and were looking for anews hook,.. Mr. Corneywrote ofMr.Steele's documents...I 
said it was importantthatwe not give them the excuse to write thatthe F.B.I. had the material." 

Mr. Trump was not convince{j - either by the Russia briefing or by Mr. Corney'sassurances.He made up his mind before 
Mr. Corney even walked in the door. Hours earlier, Mr. Trump told The Times that stories aboutRussian election 
interference were being pushed by his adVersaries to dis.tract from his victory. 

And he debuted what would quicklybecome afavorite phrase: "This is apoliticalwitch hunt... 

Sarah Isgur Floi-e-s 
Di.cectoi- of Public Affairs 
202.3033808 
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O'Callaghan, Edward C. (ODAG) 

From: O'Callaghan, Edward C. (OOAG) 

Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 9:28 AM 

To: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Cc: Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA}; Lasseter, David F. (OLA) 

Subject: Re: Fox & Friends (FNC) - Rep. Devin Nunes (Russia Investigation} 

(b)(5) 

Edward C. O'Callaghan 
202-514-2105 

On May 15, 2018, at 8:36 AM, Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) <siflores@jmd.usdoj.gov> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sarah Isgur Flores <sarahmisgur@gmail.com> 
Date: May 15, 2018 at 8:34:52 AM EDT 
To: "Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA)" <sarah.isgur.flores@usdoj.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Fox & Friends (FNC) - Rep. Devin Nunes (Russia Investigation) 

From: Comms Alert <Comm£Alert@gop.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 8:11:25 AM 
Subject: Fox & Friends (FNC}-Rep. Devin Nunes (Russia Investigation) 

Fox & Friends (FNC) - Rep. Devin Nunes (Russia Investigation) 
http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID= 130&DateTime=5/15/2018% 
207:16:57%20AM&playclip=true&pbc=search%3a%2b(nunes) 

AINSLEY EARHARDT: this morning the house intel committee demanding answers 
about the possibility that someone inside president trump's campaign was spying 
and seoretty feeding information to the fbi. 

STEVE DOOCY: or somebody close to the campaign. house fntel committee 
chairman devin nunes joins us now. good morning, chairman. 
good morning a lot easier than live hookup. 

BRIAN KILMEADE: why is it important to find out who was possibly on the inside of 
the trump camp informing people on the outside? 
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REP. DEVIN NUNES: let's talk about how did this get started? you hratic party and the 
clinton campaign to draw up a dossier on the president as the president was runn[ng 
for president what happened with that is that in his testimony he mentioned that there 
was a source within the campaign. 

KILMEADE: glenn simpson runs fusion gps. 

REP. NUNES: glenn simpson said that in closed testimony and became public he 
confirmed he was telling congress the truth which is probably a good idea. we 
believe he was telling the truth . what we are trying to do is get the documents to 
figure out did they actually have what methods were used to open this counter 
intelligence investigation? 

EARHARDT: if that is true. 

REP. NUNES: we don't normally believe is he telling the truth. but in this case. 

KILMEADE: you have a problem with his veracity? 

REP. NUNES: if you look at what he said and how he tried to walk it back and plant a 
story in the "the washington post" to walk it back. 

EARHARDT: makes it look like really was a spy. if there was a spy though, what does 
that mean for fusion gps? or for christopher steele? 

REP. NUNES: i think what it really means, i think it will look badly on the department 
of justice and the fbi on how they conducted this investigation. 

DOOCY: right 

REP. NUNES: that's what we are trying to get to the bottom of. we are trying to put 
clarity and sunlight for the american people so they know everything that happened 
on how this investigation began. 

DOOCY: it kind of sounds as if your congressional investigators got the information 
regarding this secret source, it sounds like this might call into question the narrative 
we have heard so far it's like oh, really? it didn't happen like that at all. 

REP. NUNES: i think if the campaign was somehow set up, i think that would be a 
problem. right? if they were somehow meetings that occurred and all of this was a 
setup. we have yet to see any credible evidence or intelligence that led to the 
opening of this investigation. 

DOOCY: by you saying that, it makes it sound like you believe donald trump was 
framed. 

REP. NUNES: look, i believe that they didn't have- well, first of all, i oelieve they 
never should have ooened a counter intelliaence investiaation into a oolitical oartv. 
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counter intelligencere very rarely do they happen and when they do happen, you 
have to be very careful because you're using the tools of our intelligence services 
and relationships with other countries in order to spy on a political campaign probably 
not a good idea. brian. 

KILMEADE: along with the fact that you could be influencing an election. last week 
you were asked to go. you asked and you got permission to go over because you 
had a subpoena to go over and view these documents with trey gowdy. what 
happened last week? what's going to happen tomorrow? 

REP. NUNES: well, i think we had a productive meeting last week. and really the 
solution here is to get the department of justice to just come clean with everything. 
provide all the documents in a timely manner. so tomorrow, we're going to go back 
hopefully to the department of justice. they have questions that we left for them to 
answer for us this week. and i think we'll have another productive session. and 
hopefully you begin to shine some light on this whole situation. 

EARHARDT: we a statement from the doj. they say deputy attorney general ron 
rosenstein has said repeatedly we don't put a lot of stock in anorthem must sources 
over here. we are committed to continuing to work chairman gowdy and nunes to 
accommodate their requests. are they working with you? 

REP. NUNES: yeah. i think that rod rosenstein the deputy attorney general has a real 
chance here to clean this mess up for the american people. he really can step in and 
clean it all up. i think, you can make sure. nobody is asking for sources. right? 
nobody is asking for sources. nobody is asking for methods. let's lay all the cards 
out on the table. here is what happened and how this oounter intelligence 
investigation was opened. 

KILMEADE: two years a president, whether you voted for him or not, has been 
hamstrung by a process that's making it impossible for him to move forward. 

REP. NUNES: they never had any evidence of colluding with russians then you have 
to ask yours.elf why did they open this investigation. 

DOOCY: great question. that's why you want to hear about the source. 

REP. NUNES: nice to be here in person. 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2018 10:23 PM 

To: Rosenstein, Rod (ODAG); Terwilliger, Zachary (ODAG); Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA); 
Schools, Scott {ODAG); Lasseter, David F. (OLA}; O'Callaghan, Edward C. {ODAG) 

Subject Fwd: The Ingraham Angle (FNC) - Rep. Jim Jordan (Russia Investigation, FBI) 

The Ingraham Angle (FNC) - Rep. Jim Jordan (Russia Investigation, FBI) 
httpJ/mms.tveyes.comltranscriptasp?StationlD=13D&DateTime=4/11/2018%2010:04:09% 
20PM&playclip=true 

LAURA INGRAHAM: republican congressman jim jordan of ohio. congressman, all is well, right? 
they coughed up the electronic communication, the two-page document after the comment last 
night by nunes on the show. 

REP. JIM JORDAN: a step in the right direction direction. there were still redactions in it 
sometimes i go to the fundamental, why is it that folks in the department of justioe get to see 
unredacted things but members of congress elected by the people of this great country can't 
save - can't see them? 

lNGRAHAM: if you do because they say that you leaked. 

REP. JORDAN: what i know is the american people want answers and you can't get answers to 
important questions that deal with their fundamental liberties if you don't have access to that 
documents. 

lNGRAHAM: why does christopher wray, excuse me, peter strzok and lisa page still have their 
security clearance? 

REP. JORDAN: same issue. they are so compromised bob mueller shook them off his team. but 
they still have security clearance and members of congress can't see documents. we had a new 
point person of the department of jus1ice. john lausch is the new point person. to give documents 
to oongress that we are entitled to. he comes in to talk to mr. meadows and i yesterday along with 
other lawyers, asking four simple questions. once the number of documents? i said what is the 
standard for determining how the reductions are done and what are the steps and how the process 
works? i don't know. i don't know. leads the important question, when are we going to the 
documents? i don't know. my attitude is l[ke devin nunes. if things don't change dramatically, i am 
talking days, not weeks or months. if they don't change dramatically t impeachment and contempt 
and resignations should all be on the table because we are tired of it more important, the 
american people are tired of it. 

IN~ RAHAM · whP.n vnu R::tv imnP.::ir.hmi=mt rP.s inn:itinn firinn w hn ::i.rP. WP. t:ilkinn ::ihnut ::1hn11t? 
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REP. JORDAN: talking about the guys were supposed to be running the department of justice. jeff 
sessions and rod rosenstein. they are supposed to be in charge. they are supposed to give us 
information. never forget the underlying issue. they took an opposition research document 
dressed it up and made it look like legitimate intelligence, took it to a secret court to get a secret 
warrant test by a fellow citizen associate with the trim campaign and they didn't tell the court who 
paid for the document and more importantly in those renewals and the fisa court, they didn't tell the 
court that the author of the document, christopher steele, had his relationship terminated with the fbi 
because he went and linked to the press. 

INGRAHAM: according to what you've seen, it looks like actually strzok wrote it or significantly 
contributed. people understand, we are talking about the two-page document that was the basis for 
beginning the surveillance. 

REP. JORDAN: the ~..vo-page document that nunes and trey gowdy launched it i think tt is 
associated with papadopoulos. 

INGRAHAM: strzok wrote the document or significantly directed the writing of it. 

REP. JORDAN: his deputy had a counterintelligence - involved in that. 

INGRAHAM: and writing about insurance policies and so forth. 

REP. JORDAN: also likely had a big influence on the dossier even though he may not have 
signed tt, he had big influence. 

INGRAHAM: what is the time frame? throwing around words like impeachment, resignation firing . 

REP. JORDAN: it should all be on the table. if they're not going to improve, we have been asking 
this information for five months. we do jeff sessions' says he is serious about complying. he says 
he hears you. special councils councils. but we need a second special counsel. 

INGRAHAM: you are not getting one. 

REP. JORDAN: can the fbi investigate themselves? john lausch, seems like a nice guy but, who 
do they answer to? rod rosenstein. the employees are going to investigate their boss? that's how 
this is going to work? 

INGRAHAM: if you were the president, would you fire rosenstein? 

REP. JORDAN: i think those things should be on the table. resignation, impeachmenl contempt 

INGRAHAM: mark warner gave a comment. he says he is fed up with the complaints about this. 

SEN. MARK WARNER (CLIP): it's fairly typical of the way the house majority has operated. frankly 
outside the boundaries of what most of us would be awould be appropriate. obviously not in any 
sense bipartisan. 
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REP. JORDAN: when i talk to folks back home. they are fed up with the double standard, the idea 
that there is one set of rules for regular pecple and different rules for clinton, comey, lynch. 

INGRAHAM: congressman jordan, thank you. 
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Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA) 

From: Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA) 

Sent: Thursday, March 8, 2018 10:51 AM 

To: Schools, Scott (ODAG) 

Su bje ct: Christopher Steele, the Man Behind the Trump Dossier_ The New Yorker.pdf 

Att achments: Christopher Steele, the Man Behind the Trump Dossier _ The New Yorker.pdf 
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THE 

NE.W YORKER 

CHRISTOPHER STEELE, THE MAN BEHIND THE 
TRUMP DOSSIER 

How the ex-spy tried to warn the world about Trump's ties to Russia. 

By Jane Mayer 

► 
Audio: Listen to this story. To hear morefeature stories, download the Audm app far your iPhone. 

I nJanuary, after a long day at his London office, Christopher Steele, the former spy turned 

private investigator, was stepping off a commuter train in Farnham, where he lives, when one 

of his two phones rang. He'd been looking forward to dinner at home with his wife, and perhaps 

a glass ofwine. It had been their dream to live in Farnham, a town in Surrey with a beautiful 

Georgian high street, where they could afford a house big enough to accommodate their four 

children, on nearly an acre ofland. Steele, who is fifty-three, looked much like the other 

businessmen heading home, except for the fact that he kept his phones in a Faraday bag-a 

pouch, of military-tested double-grade fabric, designed to block signal detection. 

A friend in Washington, D.C., was calling with bad news: two Republican senators, Lindsey 

Graham and Charles Grassley, had just referred Steele's name to the Department ofJustice, for a 

possible criminal investigation. They were accusing Steele-the author of a secret dossier that 

helped trigger the current federal investigation into President Donald Trump's possible ties to 

Russia-of having lied to the very F.B.I. officers he'd alerted about his findings. The details of the 

criminal referral were classified, so Steele could not know the nature of the allegations, let alone 

rebut them, but they had something to do with his having misled the Bureau about contacts that 

he'd had with the press. For nearly thirty years, Steele had worked as a close ally of the United 

States, and he couldn't imagine why anyone would believe that he had been deceptive. But lying 

to an F.B.I. officer is a felony, an offense that can be punished by up to five years in prison. 

The accusations would only increase doubts about Steele's reputation that had clung to him since 

BuzzFeed published the dossier, in January, 2017. The dossier painted a damning picture of 

collusion between Trump and Russia, suggesting that his campaign had "accepted a regular flow 

of intelligence from the Kremlin, including on his Democratic and other political rivals." It also 

alleged that Russian officials had been "cultivating"Trump as an asset for five years, and had 

https://www.newyorker.oom/magazine/2018/03/12/christopher steele the man behind the trump dossier 1/31 
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obtained  leverage  over  him,  in  part  by  recording  videos  ofhim  while  he  engaged  in  compromising  

sexual  acts,  including  consorting  with  Moscow  prostitutes  who,  at  his  request,  urinated  on  a  bed.  

In  the  spring  of2016,  Orbis  Business  Intelligence—a  small  investigative-research  ȩrm  that  Steele  

and  a  partner  had  founded,  in  2009,  after  leaving  M. 6,  Britain’s  Secret  Intelligence  Service—  I.  

had  agreed  to  do  opposition  research  on  Trump’s  murky  relationship  with  Russia. Under  the  

arrangement,  Orbis  was  a  subcontractor  working  for  Fusion  GPS,  a  private  research  ȩrm  in  

Washington. Fusion,  in  turn,  had  been  contracted  by  a  law  ȩrm,  Perkins  Coie,  which  represented  

both  Hillary  Clinton’s  Presidential  campaign  and  the  Democratic  National  Committee. Several  

months  after  Steele  signed  the  deal,  he  learned  that,  through  this  chain,  his  research  was  being  

jointly subsidized by the  Clinton  campaign  and the  D. C.N.  In  all,  Steele  was  paid  a  hundred  and  

sixty-eight  thousand  dollars  for  his  work.  

Steele  had  spent  more  than  twenty years  in  M. 6, most  ofit focussing  on  Russia.  I.  For  three  years,  

in  the  nineties,  he  spied  in  Moscow  under  diplomatic  cover. Between  2006  and  2009,  he  ran  the  

service’s  Russia  desk,  at  its  headquarters,  in  London. He  was  ȫuent  in  Russian,  and  widely  

considered  to  be  an  expert  on  the  country. He’d  also  advised  on  nation-building  in  Iraq. As  a  

British  citizen,  however,  he  was  not  especially  knowledgeable  about  American  politics. Peter  

Fritsch, a  co-founder  at Fusion  who  has  worked  closely with Steele, said  ofhim,  “He’s  a career  

public-service  officer,  and  in  England  civil  servants  haven’t  been  drawn  into  politics  in  quite  the  

same  way  they  have  here. He’s  a  little  naïve  about  the  public  square.”  

And  so  Steele,  on  that  January  night,  was  stunned  to  learn  that  U. politicians  were  calling  him  aS.  

criminal. He  told  Christopher  Burrows,  with  whom  he  co-founded  Orbis,  that  the  sensation  was  

“a  feeling  like  vertigo. Burrows,  in  his  ȩrst  public  interview  on  the  dossier  controversy,  recalled  ”  

Steele  telling  him,  “You  have  this  thudding  headache—you  can’t  think  straight,  you  have  no  

appetite,  you  feel  ill. Steele  compared  it  to  the  disorientation  that  he  had  felt  in  2009,  when  his  ”  

ȩrst  wife,  Laura,  had  died,  after  a  long  illness,  leaving  him  to  care  for  their  three  young  children.  

That  night,  Burrows  said,  Steele  and  his  second  wife,  Katherine,  who  have  been  married  since  

2012, sat in  their  living  room, wondering what  would become  ofthem. Would they be  ȩnancially  

ruined  by  legal  costs?  (In  addition  to  the  criminal  referral  in  the  U. ,  a  Russian  businessman,  S.  

Aleksej  Gubarev,  had  ȩled  a  libel  lawsuit  against  Steele,  saying  that  the  dossier  had  falsely  accused  

his  company  ofhelping  the  Russian  government  hack  into  the  Democratic  Party’s  internal  e-mail  

system.  S.  )  Would  Steele  end  up  in  a  U. federal  penitentiary?  Would  a  Putin  emissary  knife  him  in  

a  dark  alley  somewhere?  

In  conversations  with  friends,  Steele  said  he  hoped  that  in  ȩve  years  he’d  look  back  and  laugh  at  

the  whole  experience. But  he  tended  toward  pessimism. No  matter  how  the  drama  turned  out,  “I  

will take  this  to  my grave,”  he  often  predicted. A longtime  friend  ofSteele’s  pointed  out to  me  

h 
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that  Steele  was  in  a  singularly  unenviable  predicament.The  dossier  had  infuriated  both  Vladimir  

Putin  and  Donald  Trump  by  divulging  allegedly  corrupt  dealings  between  them. “You’ve  got  

oligarchs  running  both  superpowers,”  the  friend  said. “And,  incredibly,  they  both  hate  this  same  

guy.”  

Legal  experts  soon  assured  Steele  that  the  criminal  referral  was  merely  a  political  stunt.  

Nevertheless,  it  marked  a  tense  new  phase  in  the  investigation  into  Trump’s  alleged  ties  to  Russia.  

The  initial  bipartisan  support  in  Congress  for  a  serious  inquiry  into  foreign  meddling  in  

America’s  democracy  had  given  way  to  a  partisan  brawl.Trump’s  defenders  argued  that  Steele  was  

not  a  whistle-blower  but  a  villain—a  dishonest  Clinton  apparatchik  who  had  collaborated  with  

American  intelligence  and  law-enforcement  officials  to  fabricate  false  charges  against  Trump  and  

his  associates,  in  a  dastardly  attempt  to  nullify  the  2016  election. According  to  this  story  line,  it  

was  not  the  President  who  needed  to  be  investigated  but  the  investigators  themselves,  starting  

with  Steele. “They’re  trying  to  take  down  the  whole  intelligence  community!”  Steele  exclaimed  

one  day  to  friends. “  ”And  they’re  using  me  as  the  battering  ram  to  do  it.  

VIDEO FROM THE NË YORKER  

Putin,  Russia,  and  Trump  

t  was  not  the  ȩrst  time  that  a  congressional  investigation  had  been  used  as  a  tool  for  I destroying  someone’s  reputation. Whenever  a  scandal  hit  Washington,  opponents  used  

subpoenas,  classiȩed  evidence,  and  theatrical  public  hearings  to  spread  innuendo,  confusion,  and  
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lies. Senators  Grassley  and  Graham  declined  to  be  interviewed  for  this  article,  but  in  January  

Grassley,  the  chairman  ofthe  Senate  Judiciary  Committee,  gave  a  speech  on  the  Senate  ȫoor  

defending  the  criminal  referral. He  noted  that  Steele  had  drawn  on  Russian  contacts  to  amass  the  

dossier. “Who  was  ac  “It’s  becoming  more  clear.tually  colluding  with  Russians?”  Grassley  asked.  ”  

Democratic  members  ofthe  committee, who  had  not been  consulted by Republicans  about the  

criminal  referral  against  Steele,  were  enraged.The  California  senator  Dianne  Feinstein,  the  

ranking  minority  member  on  the  committee,  declared  that  the  Republicans’  goals  were  

“undermining  the  F.  and  Special  Counsel  Mueller’s  investigation”  and  “deȫecting  attentionB I.  ”  

from  it. Feinstein  said  that  the  criminal  referral  provided  no  evidence  that  Steele  had  lied,  and,  

she  added,  “not  a  single  revelation  in  the  Steele  dossier  has  been  refuted.”  

Sheldon  Whitehouse,  a  Democratic  senator  from  Rhode  Island,  is  a  former  prosecutor  who  also  

serves  on  the  Judiciary  Committee. “To  impeach  Steele’s  dossier  is  to  impeach  Mueller’s  

investigation,”  he  told  me. “It’s  to  recast the  focus  back on  Hillary  ”The  Republicans’  aim, he.  

believed,  was  to  “create  a  false  narrative  saying  this  is  all  a  political  witch  hunt.”  

Indeed,  on  January  18th,  the  staffofDevin  Nunes,  the  Republican  chairman  ofthe  House  

Intelligence  Committee,  produced  a  report  purporting  to  show  that  the  real  conspiracy  revolved  

around  Hillary  Clinton. “The  truth,”  Nunes  said,  is  that  Clinton  “colluded  with  the  Russians  to  

get  dirt  on  Trump,  to  feed  it  to  the  F. I.  ”B. to  open  up  an  investigation  into  the  other  campaign.  

Glenn  Kessler,  who  writes  the  nonpartisan  Fact  Checker  blog  at  the  Washington  Post,  awarded  

Nunes’s  statement  four  Pinocchios—his  rating  for  an  outright  lie. “There  is  no  evidence  that  

Clinton  was  involved  in  Steele’s  reports  or  worked  with  Russian  entities  to  feed  information  to  

Steele,”  Kessler  wrote.  

Nonetheless,  conservative  talk-show  hosts  ampliȩed  Nunes’s  message. On  Fox  News,  Tucker  

Carlson  denounced  Steele  as  “an  intense  partisan  with  passionately  left-wing  views  about  

American  politics,”  and  said,  inaccurately,  that  his  “sloppy  and  reckless”  research  “appears  to  form  

the  basis”  ofthe  entire  Mueller  investigation. Sean  Hannity charged that Steele’s  dossier  was  

“claptrap”  ȩlled  with  “Russian  lies”  that  were  intended  to  poison  “our  own  intelligence  and  law-

enforcement  network”  againstTrump.The  editorial  page  ofthe  WallStreetJournal accused  Steele  

ofturning  the  F.  into  “a  tool  ofanti-Trump  political  actors. Rush  Limbaugh  warned  his  radioB I.  ”  

listeners,  “The  battle  is  between  people  like  us  and  the  Deep  State  who  are  trying  to  keep  hidden  

what  they  did.”  

President  Trump  had  mocked  “the  dirty  dossier,”  suggesting  that  a  “failed  spy”  had  relied  on  

“made-up  facts  by  sleazebag  political  operatives. But  on  February  8th  the  President  denounced”  

Steele  by name  for the  ȩrst time. “Steele  offraudulent Dossier  fame,”  he  tweeted, was  “all tied  

into  Crooked  Hillary.”  
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Two  days  later,  Burrows,  ofOrbis,  was  at  his  home,  in  Winchester,  southwest  ofLondon,  

struggling  to  express  to  me  how  odd  and  disturbing  it  was  to  have  his  business  partner  targeted  

by  the  President  ofthe  United  States. A  tight-lipped  ȩfty-nine-year-old  who  is  conservative  in  

politics  and  in  manner,  Burrows,  like  Steele,  had  spent  decades  as  a  British  intelligence  officer.  

“This  whole  thing  has  been  quite  surreal,”  he  said. “We  are  being  made  into  a  political  football,  in  

U.S. terms, which  we  really regret. Chris  is  being  accused  ofbeing the  heart ofsome  Deep  State  

conspiracy,  and  he’s  not  even  in  your  state.”  

Steele’s  lawyers  have  advised  him  not  to  speak  publicly  about  the  controversy,  and,  because  he  is  a  

former  intelligence  officer,  much  ofhis  life  must  remain  secret. His  accusers  know  this,  and,  as  

Senator  Whitehouse  explained,  “they  are  using  selective  declassiȩcation  as  a  tactic—they  use  

declassiȩed  information  to  tell  their  side,  and  then  the  rebuttal  is  classiȩed. Both  the  criminal  ”  

referral  and  Nunes’s  report  used  secret  evidence  to  malign  Steele  while  providing  no  means  for  

his  defenders  to  respond  without  breaching  national-security  secrets. But  interviews  with  Steele’s  

friends,  colleagues,  and  business  associates  tell  a  very  different  story  about  how  a  British  citizen  

became  enmeshed  in  one  ofAmerica’s  most  consequential  political  battles.  

teele  was  born  in  1964  in  Aden,  then  the  capital  ofYemen. His  father  worked  for  the  U. ’sK.  S national  weather  service,  and  had  postings  overseas  and  in  Great  Britain. Steele’s  family  was  

middle  class,  but  its  roots  were  blue-collar:  one  ofSteele’s  grandfathers  was  a  Welsh  coal  miner.  

An  outstanding  student,  Steele  was  accepted  at  Cambridge  University  in  1982. He  soon  set  his  

sights  on  becoming  the  president  ofthe  Cambridge  Union,  the  prestigious  debating  society. It  is  

such  a  common  path  for  ambitious  future  leaders  that,  according  to  one  former  member,  its  

motto  should  be  “The  Egos  Have  Landed. Getting  elected  president  requires  shrewd  political  ”  

skills,  and  Steele  secured  the  position,  in  part,  by  muscling  the  university  newspaper,  for  which  he  

had  been  writing,  into  endorsing  his  candidacy. His  jockeying  created  enemies. One  anonymous  

rival  recently  told  the  DailyMail that  Steele  used  to  be  a  “little  creep.”  

Steele  was  a  middle-of-the-road  Labour  Party  supporter,  and  at  the  Cambridge  Union  his  allies,  

known  as  the  Anti-Establishment  Faction,  were  state-schooled,  middle-class  students. Steele’s  

camp  competed  against  a  blue-blooded  Establishment  Faction  and  a  right-wing  Libertarian  

Faction. His  longtime  friend, who  was  part  ofa  like-minded  society at Oxford, said,  “Almost  all  

ofus  had  come  from  less  posh  families,  and  suffered  a  bit  from  the  impostor  syndrome  that  made  

us  doubt  we  belonged  there,  so  we  worked  many  times  harder  to  prove  ourselves. He  recalled  ”  

Steele  as  an  “astoundingly  diligent”  student  with  “huge  integrity,”  adding,  “He  just  puts  the  bit  in  

his  teeth  and  charges  the  hill. He’s  almost  like  a  cyborg.”  

Graham  Davies,  now  a  well-known  public-speaking  coach  in  the  U. ,  became  friends  with  K.  

Steele  in  the  Cambridge  Union. He  described  him  as  “ultra  low-key  but  ultra  high-intensity,”  

adding,  “He’s  a  very  quiet  guy  who  listens  more  than  he  talks,  which  made  him  stand  out. Davies  ”  
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went on,  “Most  ofus  like  a bit  ofthe  spotlight, but Chris  has  always  been  the  opposite.That’s  

been  part  ofhis  integrity.  ”He’s  quietly  in  control. Davies,  who  is  a  conservative,  told  me  that  

Steele  has  many  conservative  friends. (Steele  supported  the  Labour  government  ofTony  Blair  

until  the  Iraq  War,  but  he  voted  for  a  local  Conservative  official  in  his  home  county.)  “He’s  not  an  

ideologue,”  Davies  said. “He’s  got  his  political  views,  but  he’s  a  pragmatic  thinker. Fairness,  

integrity,  and  truth,  for  him,  trump  any  ideology.”  

Steele  is  said  to  be  the  ȩrst  president  ofthe  Cambridge  Union  to  invite  a  member  ofthe  

Palestine  Liberation  Organization  to  speak. And  he  presided  over  numerous  high-proȩle  political  

debates,  including  one  in  which  the  proposition  that  President  Ronald  Reagan’s  foreign  policies  

had  hurt  the  U.  carried  the  house.K.  

Tellingly,  none  ofSteele’s  old  friends  seem  to  remember  the  ȩrst  time  they  met  him. Ofaverage  

height  and  build,  with  pleasant  features,  a  clean-cut  style  ofdress,  and  a  cool,  neutral  gaze,  he  

didn’t  draw  attention  to  himself. He  was  a  natural  candidate  to  become  professionally  

unnoticeable. Davies,  who  dines  several  times  a  year  with  Steele  and  other  schoolmates,  said,  

“He’s  more  low-key  than  Smiley”—the  John  le  Carré  character. But,  he  noted,  whenever  Steele  

took  on  a  task  “he  was  like  a  terrier  with  a  bone—when  something  needs  investigating,  he  applies  

the  most  intense  intellect  I’ve  ever  seen.”  

Steele  graduated  in  1986,  with  a  degree  in  social  and  political  science,  and  initially  thought  that  

he  might  go  into  journalism  or  the  law. One  day,  though,  he  answered  a  newspaper  ad  seeking  

people  interested  in  working  abroad.The  advertiser  turned  out  to  be  M  I.6,  which,  after  a  battery  

oftests,  recruited  Steele  into  its  Russian-language  program. By  the  time  he  was  in  his  mid-

twenties  he  was  living  in  Moscow.  

Steele  worked  out  ofthe  British  Embassy  for  M  I.  His  years  in6,  under  diplomatic  cover.  

Moscow,  1990  to  1993,  were  among  the  most  dramatic  in  Russian  history,  a  period  that  included  

the  collapse  ofthe  Communist  Party;  nationalist  uprisings  in  Ukraine,  the  Caucasus,  and  the  

Baltic  states;  and  the  dissolution  ofthe  Soviet  Union. Boris  Yeltsin  gained  ultimate  power  in  

Russia,  and  a  moment  ofdemocratic  promise  faded  as  the  K.G.B.  . B.—now  called  the  FS. —  

reasserted  its  inȫuence,  oligarchs  snapped  up  state  assets,  and  nationalist  political  forces  began  to  

emerge. Vladimir  Putin,  a  K. B.G. operative  returning  from  East  Germany,  reinvented  himselfin  

the  shadowy  world  ofSt. Petersburg  politics. By  the  time  Steele  left  the  country,  optimism  was  

souring,  and  a  politics  ofresentment—against  the  oligarchs,  against  an  increasing  gap  between  

rich  and  poor,  and  against  the  West—was  taking  hold.  

After  leaving  Moscow,  Steele  was  assigned  an  undercover  posting  with  the  British  Embassy  in  

Paris,  but  he  and  a  hundred  and  sixteen  other  British  spies  had  their  cover  blown  by  an  

anonymously  published  list. Steele  came  in  from  the  cold  and  returned  to  London,  and  in  2006  
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he  began  running its  Russia  desk, growing increasingly pessimistic  about the  direction  ofthe  

Russian  Federation.  

Steele’s  already  dim  view  ofthe  Kremlin  darkened  in  November,  2006,  when  Alexander  

Litvinenko,  a  former  Russian  K.G.B.  I.officer  and  a  Putin  critic  who  had  been  recruited  by  M. 6,  

suffered  an  agonizing  death  in  a  London  hospital,  after  drinking  a  cup  oftea  poisoned  with  

radioactive  polonium-210. Moscow  had  evidently  sanctioned  a  brazen  murder  in  his  own  country.  

Steele  was  put  in  charge  ofM  I.  Authorities  initially  planned  to  indict  one6’s  investigation.  

suspect  in  the  murder,  but  Steele’s  investigative  work  persuaded  them  to  indict  a  second  suspect  

as  well. Nine  years  later,  the  U. ’s  official  inquiry  report  was  ȩnally  released,  and  it  conȩrmedK.  

Steele’s  view:  the  murder  was  an  operation  by  the  F. B.S. ,  and  it  was  “probably  approved”  by  

Vladimir  Putin.  

Steele  has  never  commented  on  the  case, or  on  any other  aspect  ofhis  intelligence  work, but  

Richard  Dearlove,  who  led  M. 6  from  1999  to  2004,  has  described  his  reputation  as  “superb. AI.  ”  

former  senior  officer  recalls  him  as  “a  Russia-area  expert  whose  knowledge  I  and  others  respected  

—he  was  very  careful,  and  very  savvy. Another  former  M  I.”  6  officer  described  him  as  having  a  

“Marmite”  personality—a  reference  to  the  salty  British  spread,  which  people  either  love  or  hate.  

He  suggested  that  Steele  didn’t  appear  to  be  “going  places  in  the  service,”  noting  that,  after  the  

Cold  War,  Russia  had  become  a  backwater  at  M. 6.I. But  he  acknowledged  that  Steele  “knew  

Russia  well,”  and  that  running  the  Russia  desk  was  “a  proper  job  that  you  don’t  give  to  an  idiot.”  

The  British  Secret  Intelligence  Service  is  highly  regarded  by  the  United  States,  particularly  for  its  

ability  to  harvest  information  from  face-to-face  sources,  rather  than  from  signals  intelligence,  

such  as  electronic  surveillance,  as  the  U.S. often  does. British  and  American  intelligence  services  

work  closely  together,  and,  while  Steele  was  at  M. 6,  British  intelligence  was  often  included  inI.  

the  U. President’s  daily-brieȩng  reports.  I.  director,  visitedS.  In  2008,  Michael  Hayden,  the  C. A.  

the  U. ,  and  Steele  briefed  him  on  Russian  developments.K.  The  following  year,  President  Obama  

visited  the  U. ,  and  was  briefed  on  a  report  that  Steele  had  written  about  Russia.K.  Steve  Hall,  a  

former  chiefofthe  C  I. ’s  Central  Eurasia  Division,  which  includes  Russia,  the  former  SovietA.  

states,  and  the  Balkans,  told  me,  “M. 6  is  second  only  perhaps  to  the  U. in  its  ability  to  collectI.  S.  

intelligence  from  Russia. He  added,  “We’ve  always  coördinated  closely  with  them  because  they”  

did  such  a  great  job. We’re  playing  in  the  Yankee  Stadium  ofespionage  here.This  isn’t  

Guatemala.”  

In  2008,  Steele  informed  M  I.6  that  he  planned  to  leave  the  service  and  open  a  commercial  

intelligence  ȩrm  with  Burrows. He  left  in  good  standing,  but  his  exit  was  hastened,  because  M. 6I.  

regarded  his  plans  as  a  potential  conȫict  ofinterest. Launching  the  business  was  a  risky  move:  

London  was  ȩlled  with  companies  run  by  former  intelligence  officers  selling  their  contacts  and  

inside  knowledge.To  differentiate  itself,  Orbis,  which  opened  its  office  in  Mayfair,  attempted  to  
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exploit  Steele’s  Russian  expertise.The  strategy  appears  to  have  paid  off. According  to  people  with  

knowledge  ofthe  company, Orbis  grossed  approximately twenty million  dollars  in  its  ȩrst nine  

years. Steele  now drives  a Land Rover Discovery Sport, and belongs  to  a golfclub. He  also  runs  a  

bit,  but  the  feats  that  kept  him  in  shape  while  he  was  a  spy—he  ran  six  marathons  and  twenty-

ȩve  half-marathons,  and  competed  in  a  dozen  Olympic-length  triathlon  events—have  been  

replaced by the  carrying ofa  briefcase. His  free  time  is  devoted largely to  his  family, which  

includes  three  cats,  one  ofwhom  not  long  ago  replicated  the  most  infamous  allegation  in  the  

Steele  dossier  by  peeing  on  a  family  member’s  bed.  

Orbis’s  clients  are  mostly  businesses  or  law  ȩrms  representing  corporations. Burrows  said  that  

although  the  company  has  fewer  than  ten  full-time  employees,  “we’re  a  bit  like  the  bridge  on  the  

Starship  Enterprise—we’re  a  small  group  but  we  manage  an  enormous  ship.”To  serve  its  clients,  

Orbis  employs  dozens  ofconȩdential  “collectors”  around the  world, whom  it pays  as  contract  

associates. Some  ofthe  collectors  are  private  investigators  at  smaller  ȩrms;  others  are  investigative  

reporters  or  highly  placed  experts  in  strategically  useful  jobs. Depending  on  the  task  and  the  

length  ofengagement,  the  fee  for  collectors  can  be  as  much  as  two  thousand  dollars  a  day.The  

collectors  harvest intelligence  from  a much larger  network ofunpaid  sources, some  ofwhom  don’t  

even  realize  they  are  being  treated  as  informants.These  sources  occasionally  receive  favors—such  

as  help  in  getting  their  children  into  Western  schools—but  money  doesn’t  change  hands,  because  

it  could  risk  violating  laws  against,  say,  bribing  government  officials  or  insider  trading. Paying  

sources  might  also  encourage  them  to  embellish.  

Steele  has  not  been  to  Russia,  or  visited  any  former  Soviet  states,  since  2009. Unlike  some  ofhis  

former  M. 6  colleagues,  he  has  not  been  declared  persona  non  grata  by  Putin’s  regime,  but,  in  I.  

2012,  an  Orbis  informant  quoted  an  F. B.  ”S. agent  describing  him  as  “an  enemy  ofMother  Russia.  

Steele  concluded  that  it  would  be  difficult  for  him  to  work  in  the  country  unnoticed.The  ȩrm  

guards  the  identities  ofits  sources,  but  it’s  clear  that  many  Russian  contacts  can  be  interviewed  

elsewhere,  and  London  is  the  center  ofthe  post-Soviet  Russian  diaspora.  

Orbis  often  performs  anti-corruption  investigations  for  clients  attempting  internal  reviews,  and  

helps  hedge  funds  and  other  ȩnancial  companies  perform  due  diligence  or  obtain  strategic  

information. One  Orbis  client  who  agreed  to  talk  to  me,  a  Western  businessman  with  interests  in  

Russia  and  Ukraine,  described  Steele  to  me  as  “very  efficient,  very  professional,  and  very  credible.”  

He  said  that  his  company  had  successfully  cross-checked  Steele’s  research  with  other  people,  

adding,  “I  don’t know anyone  who’s  been  critical  ofhis  work. His  reports  are  very good. It’s  an  

absolute  no-brainer  that  he’s  just  a  political  target.They’re  trying  to  shoot  the  messenger.”  

Orbis  promises  conȩdentiality,  and  releases  no  information  on  its  clientele. Some  ofits  purported  

clients,  such  as  a  major  Western  oil  company,  are  conventional  corporations. Others  are  

controversial,  including  a  London  law  ȩrm  representing  the  interests  ofOleg  Deripaska,  the  
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billionaire victor ofRussia’s aluminum wars, a notoriously violent battle. He has been described as 

Putin’s favorite oligarch. Steele’s possible ȩnancial ties to Deripaska recently prompted Senator 

Grassley to demand more information from the London law ȩrm. Ifa ȩnancial trail between 

Deripaska and Orbis can be established, it is likely to raise even more questions about Steele, 

because Deripaska has already ȩgured in the Russia investigation, in an unsavory light. Paul 

Manafort,Trump’s former campaign manager, has been accused ofdefrauding Deripaska’s 

company while working for it in Ukraine. (Manafort has been indicted by Special Counsel 

Robert Mueller on charges ofmoney laundering and other ȩnancial crimes. He has pleaded not 

guilty.) Even ifSteele’s rumored work for Deripaska is aboveboard, it illustrates the transition 

that he has made from the world ofgovernment service to the ethically gray world ofcommerce.  

Oligarchs battling other oligarchs provide some ofthe most lucrative work for investigators with 

expertise in Russia. Orbis maintains that, as long as its activities are limited to providing litigation 

support for Western law ȩrms acting in Western courts, it is helping to settle disputes in a more 

civilized way than they would be in Russia. But Steele stepped into a murkier realm when he left 

M. 6.I.  

epublican claims to the contrary, Steele’s interest in Trump did not spring from his work forRthe Clinton campaign. He ran across Trump’s name almost as soon as he went into private 

business, many years before the 2016 election.Two ofhis earliest cases at Orbis involved 

investigating international crime rings whose leaders, coincidentally, were based in New York’s 

Trump Tower.  

Steele’s ȩrst client after leaving M. 6 was England’s Football Association, which hoped to hostI.  

the World Cup in 2018, but suspected dirty dealings by the governing body, ŽƀŽŸ. England lost 

out in its bid to Russia, and Steele determined that the Kremlin had rigged the process with 

bribes. According to Ken Bensinger’s “Red Card,” an upcoming book about the scandal, “one of 

Steele’s best sources” informed him that the Deputy Prime Minister, Igor Sechin—now the 

C. O.E.  ofthe Russian state-controlled oil giant Rosneft—is suspected ofhaving travelled to 

Qatar “to swap World Cup votes.” 

Steele appears to have spoken anonymously to the SundayTimes ofLondon about the case. An 

“ex-M. 6 source” who investigated the bidding process told the paper, “The key thing withI.  

Russia was six months before the bid, it got to the point where the country feared the humiliation 

ofbeing beaten and had to do something .  ”Putin dragged in all sorts ofcapabilities. He 

added, “Don’t expect me or anyone else to produce a document with Putin’s signature saying 

‘Please, X, bribe Y with this amount in this way. He’s not going to do that.’ ” 

Steele might have been expected to move on once his investigation ofthe bidding was concluded.  

But he had discovered that the corruption at ŽƀŽŸ was global, and he felt that it should be 

addressed.The only organization that could handle an investigation ofsuch scope, he felt, was the 
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F.  In  2011,  Steele  contacted  an  American  agent  he’d  met  who  headed  the  Bureau’s  division  forB  I.  

serious  crimes  in  Eurasia. Steele  introduced  him  to  his  sources,  who  proved  essential  to  the  

ensuing  investigation. In  2015,  the  Justice  Department  indicted  fourteen  people  in  connection  

with  a hundred  and ȩftymillion  dollars  in  bribes  and kickbacks. One  ofthem  was  Chuck Blazer,  

a  top  ŽƀŽŸ  official  who  had  embezzled  a  fortune  from  the  organization  and  became  an  informant  

for  the  F.  Blazer  had  an  eighteen-thousand-dollar-per-month  apartment  in  Trump  Tower,  aB  I.  

few  ȫoors  down  from  Trump’s  residence.  

Nobody had  alleged thatTrump  knew ofany ŽƀŽŸ  crimes, but Steele  soon  came  across Trump  

Tower  again. Several years  ago, the  FB. hired Steele  to  help  crack an  international gambling  and. I.  

money-laundering  ring  purportedly  run  by  a  suspected  Russian  organized-crime  ȩgure  named  

Alimzhan  Tokhtakhounov.The  syndicate  was  based  in  an  apartment  in  Trump  Tower. Eventually,  

federal  officials  indicted  more  than  thirty  co-conspirators  for  ȩnancial  crimes.Tokhtakhounov,  

though,  eluded  arrest,  becoming  a  fugitive. Interpol  issued  a  “red  notice”  calling  for  his  arrest. But,  

in  the  fall  of2013,  he  showed  up  at  the  Miss  Universe  contest  in  Moscow—and  sat  near  the  

pageant’s  owner,  Donald  Trump.  

“It  was  as  ifall  criminal  roads  led to Trump Tower,”  Steele  told friends.  

Burrows  told  me  that  he  and  Steele  made  a  pact  when  they  left  M  I.6:  “We  both  agreed  it  was  a  

duty to  alert U.  and  allied  authorities  ifwe  came  across  anything with  national-securityK.  

dimensions. It  comes  from  a  very  long  government  service. We  still  have  that  ethos  ofwanting  to  

do  the  right  thing  by  our  authorities.”  

By  working  with  law-enforcement  authorities  on  investigations,  Steele  has  kept  a  foot  in  his  

former  life. Some  critics  have  questioned the  propriety ofthis. Lindsey Graham  recently argued,  

in  the  Washington  Post,  “You  can  be  an  F. I.  You  can  be  a  political  operative. But  youB. informant.  

can’t  be  both,  particularly  at  the  same  time.”  

Burrows  said  that  on  several  occasions  Orbis  had  warned  authorities  about  major  security  threats.  

Three  years  ago,  a  trusted  Middle  Eastern  source  told  Orbis  that  a  group  ofƀƊƀƊ  militants  were  

using  the  ȫow  ofrefugees  from  Syria  to  inȩltrate  Europe. Orbis  shared  the  information  with  

associates  who  relayed  the  intelligence  to  German  security  officials. Several  months  later,  when  a  

concert  hall  in  Paris,  the  Bataclan,  was  attacked  by  terrorists,  Burrows  and  Steele  felt  remorse  at  

not  having  notiȩed  French  authorities  as  well. When  Steele  took  his  suspicions  about  Trump  to  

the  F. I.B. in  the  summer  of2016,  it  was  in  keeping  with  Orbis  protocol,  rather  than  a  politically  

driven  aberration.  

Even  before  Steele  became  involved  in  the  U. Presidential  campaign,  he  was  convinced  that  theS.  

Kremlin  was  interfering  in  Western  elections. In  April  of2016,  not  long  before  he  took  on  the  
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Fusion  assignment,  he  ȩnished  a  secret  investigation,  which  he  called  Project  Charlemagne,  for  a  

private  client. It involved  a survey ofRussian  interference  in  the  politics  offour  members  ofthe  

European  Union—France,  Italy,  the  United  Kingdom,  and  Germany—along  with  Turkey,  a  

candidate  for  membership.The  report  chronicles  persistent,  aggressive  political  interference  by  

the  Kremlin:  social-media  warfare  aimed  at  inȫaming  fear  and  prejudice,  and  “opaque  ȩnancial  

support”  given  to  favored politicians  in  the  form  ofbank loans, gifts, and  other  kinds  ofsupport.  

The  report  discusses  the  Kremlin’s  entanglement  with  the  former  Italian  Prime  Minister  Silvio  

Berlusconi  and  the  French  right-wing  leader  Marine  Le  Pen. (Le  Pen  and  Berlusconi  deny  

having  had  such  ties.)  It  also  suggests  that  Russian  aid  was  likely  given  to  lesser-known  right-

wing  nationalists  in  the  United  Kingdom  and  elsewhere.The  Kremlin’s  long-term  aim,  the  report  

concludes,  was  to  boost  extremist  groups  and  politicians  at  the  expense  ofEurope’s  liberal  

democracies.The  more  immediate  goal  was  to  “destroy”  the  E. ,  in  order  to  end  the  punishing  U.  

economic  sanctions  that  the  E.  and  the  U. had  imposed  on  Russia  after  its  2014  political  and  U.  S.  

military  interference  in  Ukraine.  

Although  the  report’s  language  was  dry,  and  many  ofthe  details  familiar  to  anyone  who  had  been  

watching  Russia  closely,  Project  Charlemagne  was  the  equivalent  ofa  ȫashing  red  light. It  warned  

that  Russian  intelligence  services  were  becoming  more  strategic  and  increasingly  disruptive.  

Russian  interference  in  foreign  elections,  it  cautioned,  was  only  “likely  to  grow  in  size  and  reach  

over  time.”  

n  the  spring  of2016,  Steele  got  a  call  from  Glenn  Simpson,  a  former  investigative  reporter  for  I the  WallStreetJournalwho,  in  2011,  had  left  journalism  to  co-found  Fusion  GPS. Simpson  

was  hoping  that  Steele  could  help  Fusion  follow  some  difficult  leads  on  Trump’s  ties  to  Russia.  

Simpson  said  that  he  was  working  for  a  law  ȩrm,  but  didn’t  name  the  ultimate  client.  

The  funding  for  the  project  originally  came  from  an  organization  ȩnanced  by  the  New  York  

investor  Paul  Singer,  a  Republican  who  disliked  Trump. But,  after  it  became  clear  that  Trump  

would  win  the  Republican  nomination,  Singer  dropped  out. At  that  point,  Fusion  persuaded  

Marc  Elias,  the  general  counsel  for  the  Clinton  campaign,  to  subsidize  the  unȩnished  research.  

This  bipartisan  funding  history  belies  the  argument  that  the  research  was  corrupted  by  its  

sponsorship.  

Steele  and  Simpson  had  previously  worked  together,  and  they  shared  a  mutual  fascination  with  

Russian  oligarchs  and  international  organized  crime.They  had  symbiotic  approaches. Fusion  

focussed  on  open-source  research—mind-numbing  dives  into  the  ȩne  print  ofpublic  records.  

Steele’s  specialty was  gathering intelligence  from  informed  sources, many ofthem  Russian.  

Thedossieralleges thatPutin  backedDonaldTrump  overHillaryClinton  in  order to “  disc  sow  ordanddisunity”in  
America.  
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One  question  particularly  gnawed  at  Simpson. Why  had  Trump  repeatedly  gone  to  Russia  in  

search  ofbusiness, yet  returned  empty-handed?  Steele  was  tantalized, and took the  job, thinking  

that  he’d  ȩnd  evidence  ofa  few  dodgy deals,  and  not  much  else. He  evidently  didn’t  consider  the  

danger  ofpoking into  a Presidential  candidate’s  darkest  secrets. “He’s  just got blinkers,”  Steele’s  

longtime  friend  told  me. “He  doesn’t  put  his  head  in  the  oven  so  much  as  not  see  the  oven.”  

Within  a  few  weeks,  two  or  three  ofSteele’s  long-standing  collectors  came  back  with  reports  

drawn  from  Orbis’s  larger  network ofsources. Steele  looked  at the  material  and, according to  

people  familiar  with  the  matter,  asked  himself,  “Oh,  my  God—what  is  this?”  He  called  in  

Burrows,  who  was  normally  unȫappable. Burrows  realized  that  they  had  a  problem. As  Simpson  

later  put  it,  “We  threw  out  a  line  in  the  water,  and  Moby-Dick  came  back.”  

Steele’s  sources  claimed  that  the  F. B.S. could  easily blackmailTrump, in  part because  it had  

videos  ofhim  engaging in  “perverted  sexual  acts”  in  Russia.The  sources  said that whenTrump  

had  stayed  in  the  Presidential  suite  ofMoscow’s  Ritz-Carlton  hotel,  in  2013,  he  had  paid  “a  

number  ofprostitutes  to  perform  a ‘golden  showers’  (urination)  show in  front  ofhim,”  thereby  

deȩling  a  bed  that  Barack  and  Michelle  Obama  had  slept  in  during  a  state  visit. The  allegation  

was  attributed  to  four  sources,  but  their  reports  were  secondhand—nobody  had  witnessed  the  

event  or  tracked  down  a  prostitute,  and  one  spoke  generally  about  “embarrassing  material.”Two  

sources  were  unconnected  to  the  others,  but  the  remaining  two  could  have  spoken  to  each  other.  

In  the  reports  Steele  had  collected, the  names  ofthe  sources  were  omitted, but they were  

described  as  “a  former  top-level  Russian  intelligence  officer  still  active  inside  the  Kremlin,”  a  

“member  ofthe  staffat the  hotel,”  a “female  staffer  at the  hotel  when  ƋƉƌƄƇ  had  stayed there,”  

and  “a  close  associate  ofƋƉƌƄƇ  who  had  organized  and  managed  his  recent  trips  to  Moscow.”  

More  signiȩcant,  in  hindsight,  than  the  sexual  details  were  claims  that  the  Kremlin  and  Trump  

were  politically  colluding  in  the  2016  campaign.The  Russians  were  described  as  having  

cultivated  Trump  and  traded  favors  with  him  “for  at  least  5  years. Putin  was  described  as  backing  ”  

Trump  in  order  to  “sow  discord  and  disunity  both  within  the  U. ”S. and  within  the  transatlantic  

alliance.The  report  claimed  that,  although  Trump  had  not  signed  any  real-estate-development  

deals,  he  and  his  top  associates  had  repeatedly  accepted  intelligence  from  the  Kremlin  on  Hillary  

Clinton  and  other  political  rivals.The  allegations  were  astounding—and  improbable.They  could  

constitute  treason  even  ifthey were  only partly true.  

According  to  people  familiar  with  the  matter,  as  Steele  began  to  assemble  the  ȩrst  ofseventeen  

memos,  which  became  the  dossier,  Burrows  expressed  reservations  about  including  the  golden-

showers  allegation. He  had  a  cautious  temperament,  and  worried  about  the  impact  that  the  
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sensational  item  might  have. But  Steele  argued  that  it  would  be  dishonest  and  distorting  to  

cherry-pick details,  and  that  the  possibility  ofa  potential  American  President  being  subject  to  

blackmail  was  too  important  to  hide. “That’s  classic  Steele,”  his  longtime  friend  told  me. “He’s  so  

straight.”  

In  a  fateful  decision,  Steele  chose  to  include  everything. People  familiar  with  the  matter  say  that  

Steele  knew  he  could  either  shred  the  incendiary  information  or  carry  on. Ifhe  kept  investigating,  

and  then  alerted  officials  who  he  thought  should  know  about  his  ȩndings,  he  feared  that  his  life  

—and,  indeed,  the  life  ofanyone  who  touched  the  dossier—would  never  be  the  same.  

At  the  time,  Steele  ȩgured  that  almost  nobody  would  ever  see  the  raw  intelligence.The  credibility  

ofSteele’s  dossier  has  been  much  debated,  but  few  realize  that  it  was  a  compilation  of  

contemporaneous  interviews  rather  than  a  ȩnished  product. Orbis  was  just  a  subcontractor,  and  

Steele  and  Burrows  reasoned  that  Fusion  could,  ifit  wished,  process  the  ȩndings  into  an  edited  

report  for  the  ultimate  client. So  Orbis  left  it  up  to  Fusion  to  make  the  judgment  calls  about  what  

to  leave  in,  and  to  decide  whether  to  add  caveats  and  source  notes  ofthe  kind  that  accompany  

most  government  intelligence  reports.  

John  Sipher  spent  twenty-eight  years  as  a  clandestine  officer  in  the  C  I. ,  and  ran  the  agency’sA.  

Russia  program  before  retiring, in  2014. He  said  ofSteele’s  memos,  “This  is  source  material,  not  

expert  opinion. Sipher  has  described  the  dossier  as  “generally  credible,”  although  not  correct  in”  

every detail. He  said,  “People  have  misunderstood that it’s  a collection  ofdots, not  a connecting of  

the  dots. But  it  provided  the  ȩrst  narrative  saying  what  Russia  might  be  up  to. Alexander”  

Vershbow,  a  U. Ambassador  to  Russia  under  George  W  Bush,  told  me,  “In  intelligence,  youS.  .  

evaluate  your  sources  as  best  you  can,  but  it’s  not  like  journalism,  where  you  try  to  get  more  than  

one  source  to  conȩrm  something. In  the  intelligence  business,  you  don’t  pretend  you’re  a  hundred  

per  cent  accurate. Ifyou’re  seventy or  eighty per cent  accurate, that makes  you  one  ofthe  best.”  

n  June  24,  2016,  Steele’s  ȩfty-second  birthday,  Simpson  called,  asking  him  to  submit  theO The previous day, the U.  had voted to withdraw from the E. , and Steele wasdossier.  K.  U.  

feeling wretched about it. Few had thought that Brexit was possible. An upset victory by Trump 

no longer seemed out ofthe question. Steele was so nervous about maintaining secrecy and 

protecting his sources that he sent a courier by plane to Washington to hand-deliver a copy ofthe 

dossier.The courier’s copy left the sources redacted, providing instead descriptions ofthem that 

enabled Fusion to assess their basic credibility. Steele feared that, for some ofhis Russian sources, 

exposure would be a death sentence.  

Steele also felt a duty to get the information to the F. I.B. Although Trump has tweeted that the 

dossier was “all cooked up by Hillary Clinton,” Steele approached the Bureau on his own.  

According to Simpson’s sworn testimony to the House Intelligence Committee, Steele told him 
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in  June,  2016,  that  he  wanted  to  alert  the  U. government,  and  explained,  “I’m  a  formerS.  

intelligence  officer,  and  we’re  your  closest  ally. Simpson  testiȩed  that  he  asked  to  think  about  it”  

for  a  few  days;  when  Steele  brought  it  up  again,  Simpson  relented. As  Simpson  told  the  Senate  

Judiciary Committee,  “Let’s  be  clear.This  was  not  considered by me  to  be  part ofthe  work we  

were  doing.This  was  like  you’re  driving  to  work  and  you  see  something  happen  and  you  call  911.”  

Steele,  he  said,  felt  “professionally  obligated  to  do  it. Simpson  went  along,  he  testiȩed,  because”  

Steele  was  the  “national-security  expert,”  whereas  he  was  merely  “an  ex-journalist.”  

The  Pulitzer  Prize-winning  historian  David  Garrow  has  questioned  Steele’s  motives  in  the  Wall  

StreetJournal,  calling  him  a  “paid  operative”  spreading  “partisan  gossip. He  told  me  that  Steele’s”  

whistle-blowing  seemed  “self-dramatizing,”  adding,  “We  see  Steele  viewing  himselfas  a  

historically  important  person. He  believes  he  has  unique  knowledge  that  he  must  warn  the  world  

about.”As  a historian  who  has  written  critically about the  FB  I..  ’s  persecution  ofMartin  Luther  

King,  Jr.  “In  this  secret-agent  world,  there’s  a  desire  to,  Garrow  is  troubled  by  Steele’s  zealousness.  

maximize  their  importance,”  Garrow said. “It’s  as  ifall these  guys  wanted to  play themselves  in  

the  movies.”  

But Mark Medish, a  former  director  ofRussian  affairs  at the  National Security Council, told  me  

that  “ifSteele  had  not  shared his  ȩndings, he  might have  been  accused  ofdereliction  or a  

coverup. He  added,  “It  takes  courage  to  deliver  bad  news,  particularly  when  the  stakes  are  so”  

high. And  Senator  Whitehouse  described  Steele’s  actions  as  akin  to  warning  the  FB. about  a”  . I.  

“physical  detonation  ofsome  sort,”  noting,  “Ifit  had  gone  off,  and  he  or  the  F. I.B. had  ignored  it,  

heads  would  roll.”  

Regardless  ofwhat  others  might  think,  it’s  clear  that  Steele  believed  that  his  dossier  was  ȩlled  

with  important  intelligence. Otherwise,  he  would  never  have  subjected  it,  his  ȩrm,  and  his  

reputation  to  the  harsh  scrutiny  ofthe  F.  “I’m  impressed  that  he  was  willing  to  share  it  withB  I.  

the  F. I.  “That  gives  him  real  credibility  to  me,  the  notion  that  he’d  give  it  to  theB. ,”  Sipher  said.  

best  intelligence  professionals  in  the  world.”  

On  July  5,  2016,  Steele  went  to  his  London  office  and  met  with  the  F. I.B. agent  with  whom  he’d  

worked  on  the  ŽƀŽŸ  case.The  agent  responded  to  the  ȩrst  memo  in  the  dossier,  Steele  has  said,  

with  “shock and horror. Simpson  knew that Steele  had informed the  FB. , but he  has  said that,”  . I.  

amid  the  tumult  ofthe  2016  campaign,  it  more  or  less  slipped  his  mind. (In  testimony  before  the  

Senate  Judiciary  Committee,  he  recalled  asking  himself,  “I  wonder  what  the  F.  did?  WhoopsB  I.  

—haven’t  heard  from  them.  . I.”)  As  the  summer  went  on,  there  was  little  indication  that  the  FB.  

was  paying  much  attention,  either.  

For  all  the  Republicans’  talk  ofa  top-down  Democratic  plot,  Steele  and  Simpson  appear  never  to  

have  told  their  ultimate  client—the  Clinton  campaign’s  law  ȩrm—that  Steele  had  gone  to  the  
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F.  Clinton’s  campaign  spent  much  ofthe  summer  of2016  fending  offstories  about  theB  I.  

Bureau’s  investigation  into  her  e-mails,  without  knowing  that  the  F. I.B. had  launched  a  counter-

intelligence  investigation  into  the  Trump  team’s  ties  to  Russia—one  fuelled,  in  part,  by  the  

Clinton  campaign’s  own  opposition  research. As  a top  Clinton-campaign  official told  me,  “IfI’d  

known  the  F.  was  investigating  Trump,  I  would  have  been  shouting  it  from  the  rooftops!”B  I.  

t  virtually  the  same  time  that  Steele  told  the  F. I.B. about  Russia’s  interference  in  the  2016APresidential  campaign,  the  Kremlin  was  engaged—without  his  knowledge—in  at  least  two  

other  schemes  to  pass  compromising  information  about  Hillary  Clinton  to  Trump’s  inner  circle.  

The  ȩrst  scheme  involved  the  Trump  foreign-policy  adviser  George  Papadopoulos. In  April,  

2016,  over  drinks  with  an  Australian  diplomat  at  a  London  bar,  he  divulged  that  Russia  had  

access  to  thousands  ofClinton  e-mails.The  diplomat  informed  his  supervisors  ofthis  bizarre-

sounding  claim,  but  Papadopoulos  was  young  and  inexperienced,  and  the  Australians  didn’t  give  

it  much  weight.  

The  second  scheme  unfolded  at  Trump  Tower  in  New  York. On  June  9,  2016,  top  members  of  

Trump’s  campaign—including  Donald  Trump,  Jr.,  Paul  Manafort,  and  Jared  Kushner—had  a  

private  meeting  on  the  twenty-ȩfth  ȫoor  with  Natalia  Veselnitskaya,  a  Russian  lawyer.The  

attendees  had  been  promised  that  she  would  present  them  with  dirt  Moscow  had  collected  on  

Hillary  Clinton.The  meeting  was  set  up  after  Donald,  Jr.,  was  approached  by  an  emissary  close  to  

the  Agalarov  family—Azerbaijani  oligarchs  with  whom  Trump  had  partnered  on  the  2013  Miss  

Universe  pageant,  in  Moscow.  ,  that  theIn  an  e-mail,  the  emissary  promised  Donald,  Jr.  

documents  “would  incriminate  Hillary  and  her  dealings  with  Russia  and  would  be  very  useful  to  

your  father,”  and described this  gift  as  “part  ofRussia  and its  government’s  support for  Mr.  

Trump. Instead  ofgoing to  the  FB. , as  Steele  had,Trump’s  older  son  responded giddily to  the”  . I.  

e-mail:  “Ifit’s  what  you  say  I  love  it  especially  later  in  the  summer.”  

Donald,  Jr.,  and  the  other  participants  insist  that  nothing  ofconsequence  happened  at  the  Trump  

Tower  meeting:  Veselnitskaya  expressed  frustration  with  U. sanctions  on  Russia,  but  offered  noS.  

information  on  Clinton. A  number  offormer  intelligence  officers,  however,  believe  that  the  

meeting,  which  happened  soon  after  Papadopoulos’s  encounter  with  the  Australian  diplomat,  

enhances  the  dossier’s  credibility.  I.  from  2000John  McLaughlin,  the  deputy  director  ofthe  C. A.  

until 2004, told  me,  “I  haven’t formed  a ȩnal thought, but  clearly parts  ofit  are  starting to  

resonate  with  what  we  know  to  be  true  about  the  Russians’  willingness  to  deliver  information  

harmful  to  Hillary  Clinton.”  

Furthermore,  Steele’s  dossier  had  highlighted  the  Agalarov  family’s  connection  with  Trump.Ten  

months  before  the  Times  reported  on  the  Trump  Tower  meeting,  exposing  the  role  ofthe  

Agalarov  family’s  emissary  in  setting  it  up,  one  ofSteele’s  memos  had  suggested  that  an  “Azeri  
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business  associate  ofTrump, Araz ŸžŸƃŸƉƆƍ, will know the  details”  of“bribes”  and  “sexual  

activities”  that  Trump  had  allegedly  engaged  in  while  visiting  St. Petersburg. (A  lawyer  for  the  

Agalarovs  denies  these  claims.)  

On  June  14,  2016,  ȩve  days  after  the  Trump  Tower  meeting,  the  Washington  Post broke  the  news  

that  the  Russians  were  believed  to  have  hacked  into  the  Democratic  National  Committee’s  e-

mail  system.The  ȩrst  reports  were  remarkably  blasé.  N.  officials  admitted  that  they  hadD. C.  

learned  about  the  hack months  earlier. (It  later  surfaced  that  in  November  of2014  Dutch  

intelligence  officials  had  provided  U. authorities  with  evidence  that  the  Russians  had  brokenS.  

into  the  Democratic  Party’s  computer  system. U. officials  reportedly  thanked  the  Dutch  for  theS.  

tip,  sending  cake  and  ȫowers,  but  took  little  action.  N.  ȩnally)  When  the  inȩltration  ofthe  D. C.  

became  public,  various  officials  were  quoted  as  saying  that  the  Russians  were  always  trying  to  

penetrate  U. government  systems,  and  were  likely  just  trying  to  understand  American  politicsS.  

better.  

The  attitudes  ofDemocratic  officials  changed  drastically  when,  three  days  before  the  start  ofthe  

Democratic  National  Convention  in  Philadelphia,  WikiLeaks  dumped  twenty  thousand  stolen  

D. C.  The  e-mails  had  been  weaponized:  what  had  seemed  a  passiveN.  e-mails  onto  the  Internet.  

form  ofspying was  now  “an  active  measure,”  in  the  parlance  ofespionage.The  leaked  e-mails,  

some  ofwhich  suggested  that  the  D. C.N.  had  secretly  favored  Clinton’s  candidacy  over  that  of  

Bernie  Sanders,  appeared  just  when  the  Party  was  trying  to  unify  its  supporters.The  Party’s  chair,  

Debbie  Wasserman  Schultz,  was  forced  to  resign,  and  recriminations  and  demonstrations  

disrupted  the  Convention.  

Trump’s  response  was  exultant. He  said,  “Ifit is  Russia—which it’s  probably not, nobody knows  

who  it is—but ifit is  . Russia, ifyou’re  listening, I hope  you’re  able  to  ȩnd the  thirty thousand  

e-mails  that  are  missing. I  think  you  will  probably  be  rewarded  mightily  by  our  press. His”  

campaign  later  described  these  comments  as  a  joke.  

At  this  point,  a  Clinton  foreign-policy  adviser,  Laura  Rosenberger,  who  had  held  various  

positions  at  the  National  Security  Council  and  at  the  State  Department  during  the  Bush  and  

Obama  Administrations,  grew  seriously  alarmed. She’d  already  noticed  that  Trump  had  pro-

Russian  positions  on  many  issues,  which  seemed  to  her  to  be  inexplicably  outside  the  Republican  

mainstream. She’d also  been  struck byTrump’s  hiring  ofPaul Manafort, who  had  worked  as  a  

political  consultant  for  pro-Kremlin  forces  in  Ukraine.Trump’s  team  then  appeared  to  play  a  role  

in  modifying  the  G.O.P. platform  so  that  it  better  reȫected  Russia’s  position  on  Ukraine  policy.  

“It  was  all  beginning  to  snowball,”  she  told  me. “And  then,  with  the  e-mail  leaks,  it  was,  like,  ‘Oh,  

fuck’—excuse  my  French—‘we  are  under  attack!’That  was  the  moment  when,  as  a  national-

security  adviser,  you  break  into  sweats.”  
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Rosenberger,  meanwhile,  had  no  idea  that  the  Clinton  campaign  had  indirectly  employed  a  

Russia  expert:  Steele. Orbis’s  work  was  sealed  off,  behind  a  legal  barrier. Marc  Elias,  the  attorney  

at  Perkins  Coie  who  was  serving  as  the  Clinton  campaign’s  general  counsel,  acted  as  a  ȩrewall  

between  the  campaign  and  the  private  investigators  digging  up  information  on  Trump. It’s  a  

common  practice  for law ȩrms  to  hire  investigators  on  behalfofclients, so  that  any details  can  be  

protected  by  attorney-client  privilege. Fusion  briefed  only  Elias  on  the  reports. Simpson  sent  

Elias  nothing  on  paper—he  was  briefed  orally. Elias,  according  to  people  familiar  with  the  matter,  

was  ȫabbergasted by the  dossier but wasn’t  sure  what to  do  with the  allegations. “Sex  stuffis  kind  

ofworthless  in  a campaign,”  Simpson  told  me. In  the  absence  oflive  accusers  or  documentary  

evidence,  such  material  is  easy  to  dismiss,  and  can  make  the  purveyor  look  sleazy.  

At  the  same  time,  the  ȩnancial  machinations  described  in  Steele’s  reports  were  complex,  and  

difficult  to  conȩrm:  “ƐŸƅƌƂƆƍƐźſ  had  conȩded  in  ƇƌƋƀƅ  that  he  did  authorise  and  order  

substantial  kick-back  payments  to  ƄŸƅŸŽƆƉƋ  as  alleged  but  sought  to  reassure  him  that  there  

was  no  documentary  trail  left  behind.”  (Manafort  has  denied  this.)  Elias  broadly  summarized  

some  ofthe  information  to  top  campaign  officials,  including  the  campaign  manager,  Robby  

Mook,  but  Elias  found  much  ofthe  Kremlinology  abstruse. He  was  more  interested  in  ȩnding  

actionable  intelligence  on  the  people  who  had  exȩltrated  the  Democrats’  internal  e-mails,  and  

how  to  stop  them.  

Mook  told  me,  “The  problem  with  the  Russia  story  is  that  people  just  weren’t  buying  it. Today,  

it’s,  like,  ‘Ofcourse!’  But  back then  people  thought  that  we  were  just  desperately  peddling  

conspiracy  theories.”  After  the  D. C.N. ’s  e-mails  were  hacked,  Mook  went  on  TV  talk  shows  and  

pointed  the  ȩnger  at  Russia,  but,  he  says,  his  comments  were  often  dismissed  as  “spin. On  Jake  ”  

Tapper’s  “State  ofthe  Union,”  he  declared,  “What’s  disturbing to  us  is  that experts  are  telling  us  

that  Russian  state  actors  broke  into  the  D. C.N. ,  stole  these  e-mails,  and  other  experts  are  now  

saying  that  the  Russians  are  releasing  these  e-mails  for  the  purpose  ofactually  helping  Donald  

Trump.  ,  who  ridiculed  Mook’s  accusation  as  ”Tapper  then  interviewed  Donald  Trump,  Jr.  

“disgusting”  and  “phony”—even  though  it’s  now  known  that,  just  a  few  weeks  earlier,  he  had  met  

at  Trump  Tower  with  a  Russian  offering  dirt  on  Clinton.  

hat  summer,  Steele  noticed  a  few  small  news  items  further  connecting  Trump’s  circle  to  T On  July 7, 2016, two  days  after  Steele  met in  London  with the  FB. , Carter  Page, a  Russia.  . I.  

Trump  foreign-policy  adviser,  travelled  to  Moscow,  on  a  campaign-approved  visit,  and  delivered  a  

lecture  at  the  prestigious  New  Economic  School. Page’s  remarks  were  head-turning. He  criticized  

“Washington  and  other  Western  capitals”  for  “their  often  hypocritical  focus  on  ideas  such  as  

democratization,  inequality,  corruption,  and  regime  change.”  

Page  was  an  odd  choice  for  Trump. In  New  York  in  2013,  two  Russian  intelligence  operatives  had  

attempted  to  recruit  Page,  an  oil-industry  consultant,  although  wiretaps  revealed  that  one  ofthe  
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operatives  had  described  him  as  an  “idiot.”The  F. I.B. later  indicted  the  two  Russian  spies,  and  

warned  Page  that  the  Kremlin  was  trying  to  recruit  him,  but  he  continued  to  pursue  oil-and-gas  

deals  in  Russia. Ian  Bremmer,  the  president  ofthe  Eurasia  Group,  a  risk-consulting  ȩrm  where  

Page  had  previously  worked,  said  that  Page  had  become  a  pro-Kremlin  “wackadoodle.”  

Steele  didn’t  know  it,  but  U.S. authorities  were  independently  monitoring  Page. According  to  the  

recently  released  report  by  the  Democratic  minority  on  the  House  Intelligence  Committee,  the  

F.  had  interviewed  Page  about  his  contacts  with  Russian  officials  in  March,  2016—the  sameB  I.  

month  that  Trump  named  him  an  adviser.  

When  Page  gave  his  Moscow  lecture,  he  declined  to  answer  questions  from  the  audience  about  

whether  he  would  be  meeting  Russian  officials. Soon  afterward,  Steele  ȩled  another  memo  to  

Fusion,  alleging  that  Page  had  indeed  met  with  Russians  close  to  Putin,  as  part  ofan  ongoing  

effort  by  the  Russians  to  cultivate  sympathetic  Trump  aides. Steele’s  sources  claimed  that  one  

person  Page  had  met  with  was  Igor  Sechin,  the  C. O.  Sechin  hadE.  ofthe  oil  giant  Rosneft.  

purportedly  proposed  to  Page  increasing  U. -Russian  energy  coöperation  in  exchange  for  liftingS.  

the  Ukraine-related  sanctions  on  Russia. Page,  the  dossier  said,  had  “reacted  positively”  but  had  

been  “non-committal.”  (Rosneft  declined  to  comment. Page  told  me,  “Steele  got  everything  

wrong  as  it  relates  to  me.”)  

A  subsequent  Steele  memo  claimed  that  Sechin  was  so  eager  to  get  U. sanctions  lifted  that,  asS.  

an  incentive,  he  offered  Page  the  opportunity  to  help  sell  a  stake  ofRosneft  to  investors. Steele’s  

memo  also  alleged  that  while  Page  was  in  Russia  he  met  with  a  top  Kremlin  official,  Igor  

Diveykin,  who  ȫoated  the  idea  ofleaking  Russian  kompromaton  Clinton,  in  order  to  boost  

Trump’s  candidacy. According  to  Steele’s  memos,  the  damaging  material  on  Clinton  was  political,  

not  personal,  and  had  been  gathered  partly  from  Russian  intercepts.  

Page  has  denied  any  wrongdoing. In  a  congressional  interview  in  November,  2017,  he  initially  

said  that  he  had  not  met  with  any  Russian  officials  during  his  July  trip. But,  according  to  the  

Democrats’  recent  Intelligence  Committee  report,  when  Page  was  confronted  with  evidence  he  

was  “forced  to  admit”  that  he  had  met  with  a  top  Kremlin  official,  after  all,  as  well  as  with  a  

Rosneft  executive—Sechin’s  close  associate  Andrey  Baranov.The  dossier  may  or  may  not  have  

erred in  its  naming  ofspeciȩc  officials, but it was  clearly prescient in  its  revelation  that during the  

Presidential  campaign  a  covert  relationship  had  been  established  between  Page  and  powerful  

Russians  who  wanted  U.S. sanctions  lifted.Trump  and  his  advisers  have  repeatedly  denied  having  

colluded  with  Russians. But,  in  Steele’s  telling,  the  Russians  were  clearly  offering  Trump  secret  

political  help.  

Steele’s  memos  describe  two  other  Trump  advisers  as  sympathetic  to  Russia:  Paul  Manafort,  then  

the  campaign  manager,  and  Michael  Flynn,  an  adviser  whom  Trump  later  appointed  his  national-
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security  adviser. Flynn  resigned  from  that  post  almost  immediately,  after  it  was  revealed  that  he  

had  engaged  in  conversations  with  the  Russian  Ambassador,  Sergey  Kislyak,  about  U. sanctionsS.  

that  Obama  had  imposed  before  leaving  office. Flynn  has  become  a  central  ȩgure  in  Mueller’s  

investigation,  having  pleaded  guilty  to  lying  to  the  F.  about  his  conversations  with  Kislyak.B  I.  

n July 26, 2016, after WikiLeaks  disseminated the  D. C.N.  e-mails,  Steele  ȩled  yet  anotherOmemo, this  time  claiming that the  Kremlin  was  “behind”  the  hacking, which  was  part ofa  

Russian  cyber  war  against  Hillary  Clinton’s  campaign. Many  ofthe  details  seemed  far-fetched:  

Steele’s  sources  claimed  that  the  digital  attack  involved  agents  “within  the  Democratic  Party  

structure  itself,”  as  well  as  Russian  émigrés  in  the  U.S. and  “associated  offensive  cyber  operators.”  

Neither  ofthese  claims  has  been  substantiated,  and  it’s  hard  to  imagine  that  they  will  be. But  one  

ofthe  dossier’s  other  seemingly outlandish  assertions—that the  hack involved  “state-sponsored  

cyber  operatives  working  in  Russia”—has  been  buttressed. According  to  Special  Counsel  

Mueller’s  recent  indictment  ofthirteen  Russian  nationals,  Kremlin-backed  operatives,  hiding  

behind  fake  and  stolen  identities,  posed  as  Americans  on  Facebook  and  Twitter,  spreading  lies  

and fanning ethnic  and  religious  hatred  with the  aim  ofdamaging Clinton  and helpingTrump.  

The  Kremlin  apparently  spent  about  a  million  dollars  a  month  to  fund  Internet  trolls  working  

round-the-clock  shifts  in  a  run-down  office  building  in  St. Petersburg.Their  tactics  were  similar  

to  those  outlined  in  Steele’s  Charlemagne  investigation,  including  spreading  falsehoods  designed  

to  turn  voters  toward  extremism.The  Russian  operation  also  involved  political  activism  inside  the  

U. ,  including  the  organizing  ofbogus  pro-Trump  rallies.S.  

In  England,  Steele  kept  cranking  out  memos,  but  he  was  growing  anxious  about  the  lack  of  

response  from  the  F. I.B. As  the  summer  wore  on,  he  conȩded  in  an  American  friend,  Jonathan  

Winer,  a  Democratic  lawyer  and  foreign-policy  specialist  who  was  working  at  the  State  

Department. Steele  told  him  that  Orbis  sources  had  come  across  unsettling  information  about  

Trump’s  ties  to  Russia. Winer  recalls  Steele  saying  that  he  “was  more  certain  ofit  than  about  any  

information  he’d  gotten  before  in  his  life. Winer  told  me,  “Chris  was  deeply  disturbed  that  the”  

Kremlin  was  infecting  our  country. By  hacking  our  computers  and  using  WikiLeaks  to  

disseminate  the  information—it  was  an  infection. He  thought  it  would  have  really  bad  

consequences  for  the  U.S. and  the  U. ,  for  starters.K.  He  thought  it  would  destabilize  these  

countries. He  wanted  the  U. government  to  know  He’s  a  very  institution-oriented  person.S.  .  ”  

During  the  previous  two  years,  Steele  had  been  sending  Winer  informal  reports,  gratis,  about  raw  

intelligence  that  he’d  picked  up  on  Ukraine  and  related  areas  while  working  for  commercial  

clients. Winer,  who  encouraged  Steele  to  keep  sending  the  reports,  estimated  that  he  had  received  

more  than  a hundred  and twenty ofthem  by 2016. He  and  others  at the  State  Department found  

the  research  full  ofinsights. Winer  recalls  Victoria  Nuland,  the  top  official  overseeing  U. policyS.  

on  Russia,  expressing  surprise  at  how  timely  Steele’s  reports  were. A  former  top  State  
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Department  official  who  read  them  said,  “We  found  the  reports  about  eighty  per  cent  consistent  

with  other  sources  we  had. Occasionally,  his  sources  appeared  to  exaggerate  their  knowledge  or  

inȫuence. But  Steele  also  highlighted  some  players  and  back  channels  between  Russia  and  

Ukraine  who  became  important  later. So  the  reports  had  value.”  

In  September,  2016,  Steele  briefed  Winer  on  the  dossier  at  a  Washington  hotel. Winer  prepared  

a  two-page  summary  and  shared  it  with  a  few  senior  State  Department  officials. Among  them  

were  Nuland  and Jon  Finer, the  director  ofpolicy planning  and the  chiefofstaffto  Secretary of  

State  John  Kerry. For  several  days,  Finer  weighed  whether  or  not  to  burden  Kerry  with  the  

information. He’d  found  the  summary  highly  disturbing,  but  he  didn’t  know  how  to  assess  its  

claims. Eventually,  he  decided  that,  since  others  knew,  his  boss  should  know,  too.  

When  Kerry  was  briefed,  though,  he  didn’t  think  there  was  any  action  that  he  could  take. He  

asked  ifF.  agents  knew  about  the  dossier,  and,  after  being  assured  that  they  did,  that  wasB  I.  

apparently the  end  ofit. Finer  agreed  with Kerry’s  assessment, and put the  summary in  his  safe,  

and  never  took  it  out  again. Nuland’s  reaction  was  much  the  same. She  told  Winer  to  tell  Steele  

to  take  his  dossier  to  the  F. I.B. The  so-called  Deep  State,  it  seems,  hardly  jumped  into  action  

against  Trump.  

“No  one  wanted to  touch it,”  Winer  said. Obama  Administration  officials  were  mindful  ofthe  

Hatch  Act,  which  forbids  government  employees  to  use  their  positions  to  inȫuence  political  

elections.The  State  Department  officials  didn’t  know  who  was  funding  Steele’s  research,  but  they  

could  see  how  politically  explosive  it  was. So  they  backed  away.  

Steele  believed  that  the  Russians  were  engaged  in  the  biggest  electoral  crime  in  U. history,  andS.  

wondered  why  the  F.  and  the  State  Department  didn’t  seem  to  be  taking  the  threat  seriouslyB I.  .  

Likening  it  to  the  attack  on  Pearl  Harbor,  he  felt  that  President  Obama  needed  to  make  a  speech  

to  alert  the  country. He  also  thought  that  Obama  should  privately  warn  Putin  that  unless  he  

stopped  meddling  the  U. would  retaliate  with  a  cyberattack  so  devastating  it  would  shut  RussiaS.  

down.  

Steele  wasn’t  aware  that  by  August,  2016,  a  similar  debate  was  taking  place  inside  the  Obama  

White  House  and  the  U.S. intelligence  agencies. According  to  an  article  by  the  Washington  Post,  

that  month  the  C  I.  sent  what  the  paper  described  asA.  “an  intelligence  bombshell”  to  President  

Obama,  warning  him  that  Putin  was  directly  involved  in  a  Russian  cyber  campaign  aimed  at  

disrupting  the  Presidential  election—and  helping  Trump  win. Robert  Hannigan,  then  the  head  of  

the  U.K.’s  intelligence  service  the  G. H. .C.  Q,  had  recently  ȫown  to  Washington  and  briefed  the  

C. A.I. ’s  director, John  Brennan, on  a stream  ofillicit communications  between Trump’s  team  and  

Moscow  that  had  been  intercepted. (The  content  ofthese  intercepts  has  not  become  public.)  But,  

as  the  Postnoted,  the  C. A.I. ’s  assessment  that  the  Russians  were  interfering  speciȩcally  to  boost  
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Trump was not yet accepted by other intelligence agencies, and it wasn’t until days before the 

Inauguration that major U.S. intelligence agencies had unanimously endorsed this view.  

In the meantime, the White House was unsure how to respond. Earlier this year, at the Council 

on Foreign Relations, former Vice-President Joe Biden revealed that, after Presidential daily 

brieȩngs, he and Obama “would sit there” and ask each other, “What the hell are we going to do?” 

The U. eventually sent a series ofstern messages to the Russians, the most pointed ofwhichS.  

took place when Obama pulled Putin aside on September 5th, at a G20 summit in China, and 

reportedly warned him, “Better stop, or else.” 

But Obama and his top advisers did not want to take any action against Russia that might 

provoke a cyber war. And because it was so close to the election, they were wary about doing 

anything that could be construed as a ploy to help Clinton. All along, Trump had dismissed talk 

ofRussian interference as a hoax, claiming that no one really knew who had hacked the D. C.N. : 

it could have been China, he said, or a guy from New Jersey, or “somebody sitting on their bed 

that weighs four hundred pounds.”Trump had also warned his supporters that the election would 

be rigged against him, and Obama and his top aides were loath to further undermine the public’s 

faith.  

In early September, 2016, Obama tried to get congressional leaders to issue a bipartisan 

statement condemning Russia’s meddling in the election. He reasoned that ifboth parties signed 

on the statement couldn’t be attacked as political. The intelligence community had recently 

informed the Gang ofEight—the leaders ofboth parties and the ranking representatives on the 

Senate and House Intelligence Committees—that Russia was acting on behalfofTrump. But one 

Gang ofEight member, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, expressed skepticism about 

the Russians’ role, and refused to sign a bipartisan statement condemning Russia. After that, 

Obama, instead ofissuing a statement himself, said nothing.  

Steele anxiously asked his American counterparts what else could be done to alert the country.  

One option was to go to the press. Simpson wasn’t all that worried, though. As he recalled in his 

subsequent congressional testimony, “We were operating under the assumption at that time that 

Hillary Clinton was going to win the election, and so there was no urgency to it.” 

Contemporaneous F.  text messages disclosed recently allStreetJournalreȫect aB I.  by the W 

similar complacency.  .  employees, Lisa Page and Peter Strzok, textedIn August, 2016, two FB I.  

about investigating possible collusion between Trump and the Russians. “ƆƄž ƀ źŸƅƅƆƋ Źżƃƀżƍż 

Ǝż ŸƉż ƊżƉƀƆƌƊƃƐ ƃƆƆƂƀƅž ŸƋ ƋſżƊż ŸƃƃżžŸƋƀƆƅƊ ŸƅŻ Ƌſż ƇżƉƍŸƊƀƍż źƆƅƅżźƋƀƆƅƊ,” Strzok 

wrote. Page suggested that they could take their time, because there was little reason to worry 

that Clinton would lose. But Strzok disagreed, warning that they should push ahead, anyway, as 
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“an  insurance  policy”  in  case  Trump  was  elected—like  “the  unlikely  event  you  die  before  you’re  

40.”  

When  excerpts  ofthese  texts  ȩrst became  public,Trump  defenders  such  as Trey Gowdy seized  on  

them  as  proofthat  the  F. I.B. had  schemed  to  devise  “an  insurance  policy”  to  keep  Trump  from  

getting  elected. But  a  reading  ofthe  full  text  chain  makes  it  clear  that  the  agents  were  discussing  

whether  or  not  they  needed  to  focus  urgently  on  investigating  collusion.  

In  late  summer,  Fusion  set  up  a  series  ofmeetings,  at  the  Tabard  Inn,  in  Washington,  between  

Steele  and  a handful  ofnational-security reporters.These  encounters  were  surely sanctioned in  

some  way by Fusion’s  client, the  Clinton  campaign.The  sessions  were  offthe  record, but because  

Steele  has  since  disclosed  having  participated  in  them  I  can  conȩrm  that  I  attended  one  ofthem.  

Despite  Steele’s  generally  cool  manner,  he  seemed  distraught  about  the  Russians’  role  in  the  

election. He  did  not  distribute  his  dossier,  provided  no  documentary  evidence,  and  was  so  careful  

about  guarding  his  sources  that  there  was  virtually  no  way  to  follow  up. At  the  time,  neither  The  

NewYorkernor  any  other  news  organization  ran  a  story  about  the  allegations.  

Inevitably,  though,  word  ofthe  dossier  began  to  spread  through  Washington. A  former  State  

Department  official  recalls  a  social  gathering  where  he  danced  around  the  subject  with  the  British  

Ambassador,  Sir  Kim  Darroch. After  exchanging  cryptic  hints,  to  make  sure  that  they  were  both  

in  the  know, he  asked the  Ambassador,  “Is  this  guy Steele  legit?”The  Ambassador  replied,  

“Absolutely  ”  I.  director,  also  heard  the  rumors.. Brennan,  then  the  C. A.  (Nunes  reportedly  plans  to  

examine  Steele’s  interactions  with  the  C. A.  )  But  Brennan  saidI.  and  the  State  Department  next.  

recently,  on  “Meet  the  Press,”  that  he  heard  just  “snippets”  about  the  dossier  “in  press  circles,”  

emphasizing  that  he  didn’t  see  the  dossier  until  well  after  the  election,  and  said  that  “it  did  not  

play any role  whatsoever”  in  the  intelligence  community’s  appraisal  ofRussian  election  meddling.  

Brennan  said  ofthe  dossier,  “It  was  up to  the  F.  to  see  whether or  not they could  verify any ofB  I.  

it.”  

It  wasn’t  until  October  7,  2016,  that  anyone  in  the  Obama  Administration  spoke  publicly  about  

Russia’s  interference. James  Clapper,  Obama’s  director  ofNational  Intelligence,  and  Jeh  Johnson,  

the  head  ofthe  Department  ofHomeland  Security,  issued  a  joint  statement  saying  that  the  U.S.  

intelligence  community was  “conȩdent”  that Russia  had directed the  hacking ofthe  Democratic  

National  Committee’s  e-mails. James  Comey,  then  the  FB. director,  had  reportedly  changed  his. I.  

mind  about  issuing  a  public  statement,  deciding  that  it  was  too  close  to  the  election  to  make  such  

a  politically  charged  assertion.  

In  a  normal  political  climate,  the  U. government’s  announcement  that  a  foreign  power  hadS.  

attacked  one  ofthe  two  dominant  parties  in  the  midst  ofa  Presidential  election  would  have  

received  enormous  attention. But  it  was  almost  instantly  buried  by  two  other  shocking  news  
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events.Thirty  minutes  after  the  statement  was  released,  the  Washington  Post brought  to  light  the  

“Access  Hollywood”  tape,  in  which  Trump  describes  how  his  celebrity  status  had  allowed  him  to  

“grab”  women  “by  the  pussy. A  few  hours  after  that,  WikiLeaks,  evidently  in  an  effort  to  bail  out”  

Trump  by  changing  the  subject,  started  posting  the  private  e-mails  ofJohn  Podesta,  Clinton’s  

campaign  chairman.The  intelligence  community’s  assessment  was  barely  noticed.  

teele  ȩnally  met  again  with  the  F. I.  This  time,  he  went  to  RomeB. in  early  October  of2016.S to  speakwith  a team  ofagents, who  avidly asked him  for  everything he  had.The  news  

generated  by  the  publication  ofthe  D. C.  It  had  led  theN.  e-mails  had  triggered  the  change.  

Australians  to  reconsider  the  importance  ofGeorge  Papadopoulos’s  claims,  and  to  alert  American  

authorities. On  July  31,  2016,  the  FB  I..  had  launched  a  formal  investigation.  

The  agents  asked  Steele  about  Papadopoulos,  and  he  said  that  he  hadn’t  heard  anything  about  

him. After  the  meeting,  Steele  told  Simpson  that  the  Bureau  had  been  amassing  “other  

intelligence”  about Russia’s  scheme. As  Simpson  later told the  Senate  Judiciary Committee, FB.. I.  

agents  now  “believed  Chris’s  information  might  be  credible. Although  the  Bureau  had  paid”  

Steele  for  past  work,  he  was  not  paid  for  his  help  on  the  Trump  investigation. Orbis  remained  

under  contract  to  Fusion,  and  Steele  helped  the  F.  voluntarily  (He  did  request  compensationB I.  .  

for  travelling  to  Rome,  but  he  never  received  any.)  

Soon  after  the  meeting  in  Rome,  the  F. I.B. successfully  petitioned  the  Foreign  Intelligence  

Surveillance  Court  for  a  warrant  to  spy  on  Carter  Page.Trump’s  defenders  have  accused  the  

Bureau  ofrelying  on  politically motivated  smears  to  spy onTrump’s  campaign, but by then  Page  

was  no  longer  an  adviser  to  Trump,  and  the  F. I.B. had  collected  information  in  addition  to  what  

had  been  supplied  by  Steele.  

The  Bureau  encouraged  Steele  to  send  any  relevant  information  he  came  across,  and  that  October  

he  passed  on  a  questionable  item—a  bit  ofamateur  sleuthing  that  had  been  done  by someone  

he’d  never  met,  a  former  journalist  and  self-styled  investigator  named  Cody  Shearer. Jonathan  

Winer,  Steele’s  friend  at  the  State  Department,  had  shared  with  him  an  unȩnished  memo  written  

by Shearer. Not  only did it claim  that the  FS. had incriminating  videotapes  ofTrump  having. B.  

sex  in  Moscow;  it  also  made  wild  allegations  that  leaders  offormer  Soviet  states  had  given  huge  

payments  to  Trump  family  members. Steele  wasn’t  aware  that  Shearer  had  longtime  ties  to  the  

Clintons,  as  did  Sidney  Blumenthal,  a  Clinton  ally,  who  had  given  Shearer’s  report  to  Winer.  

Steele  had  never  met  Blumenthal,  either,  but  he  dutifully  jotted  down  the  chain  ofcustody  on  the  

cover  ofthe  report  before  sending  it  on  to  the  F.  ,  with  the  caveat  that  he  couldn’t  vouch  for  itsB  I.  

credibility. He  noted, though, that some  ofthe  ȩndings  were  “remarkably similar”  to  Orbis’s.  

Trump’s  defenders  have  seized  on  the  Shearer  memo,  which  Steele  didn’t  write,  using  it  to  argue  

that  Steele’s  research  was  politically  tainted  by  the  Clintons. Sean  Hannity’s  official  Web  site  
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carried  the  inaccurate  headline  “źſƉƀƊƋƆƇſżƉ  ƊƋżżƃż  ŸƌƋſƆƉżŻ  ŸƅƆƋſżƉ  ŻƆƊƊƀżƉ,  ƌƊżŻ  

źƃƀƅƋƆƅ  źƆƅƋŸźƋƊ.”  

As  the  election  approached,  the  relationship  between  Steele  and  the  F. I.B. grew  increasingly  

tense. He  couldn’t  understand  why  the  government  wasn’t  publicizing  Trump’s  ties  to  Russia. He  

was  anguished  that  the  American  voting  public  remained  in  the  dark. Steele  conȩded  in  a  

longtime  friend  at  the  Justice  Department,  an  Associate  Deputy  Attorney  General,  Bruce  Ohr  

(whose  wife,  Nellie  Ohr,  was  brieȫy  a  contractor  for  Fusion). In  a  memo  to  the  FB  I..  ,  Bruce  Ohr  

recalled  Steele  saying  that,  given  what  he  had  discovered,  he  “was  desperate  that  Donald  Trump  

not  get  elected  and  was  passionate  about  him  not  being  President. According  to  people  familiar”  

with  the  matter,  Ohr  and  other  officials  urged  Steele  not  to  be  so  upset  about  the  F.  ’s  secrecy,B  I.  

assuring  him  that,  in  the  U. ,  potentially  prejudicial  investigations  ofpolitical  ȩgures  were  alwaysS.  

kept  quiet,  especially  when  an  election  was  imminent.  

Steele  was  therefore  shocked  when,  on  October  28,  2016,  Comey  sent  a  letter  to  congressional  

leaders:  the  F. I.B. had  come  across  new  e-mails  bearing  on  its  previously  closed  investigation  into  

Hillary Clinton’s  use  ofa  private  server  as  Secretary ofState. He  said that these  e-mails  required  

immediate  review.The  announcement  plunged  Clinton’s  campaign  into  chaos.Two  days  before  

the  election,  Comey  made  a  second  announcement,  clearing  her  ofwrongdoing,  but  by that  point  

her  campaign’s  momentum  had  stalled.  

To  Steele,  the  F. I.B. ,  by  making  an  incriminating  statement  so  close  to  Election  Day,  seemed  to  

be  breaking  a  rule  that  he’d  been  told  was  inviolable. And,  given  what  he—and  very  few  others—  

knew  about  the  F. I.B. ’s  Trump  investigation,  it  also  seemed  that  the  Bureau  had  one  standard  for  

Clinton  and  another  for  her  opponent. “Chris  was  concerned  that  something  was  happening  at  

the  F. I.  “We  were  very  concerned  thatB. ,”  Simpson  later  told  the  House  Intelligence  Committee.  

the  information  that  we  had  about  the  Russians  trying  to  interfere  in  the  election  was  going  to  be  

covered  up. Simpson  and Steele  thought that  “it  would  only be  fair  ifthe  world knew that both”  

candidates  were  under  investigation.”  

At  Fusion’s  urging,  Steele  decided  to  speak,  on  background,  to  the  press. Identiȩed  only  as  a  

“former  Western  intelligence  officer,”  he  told  David  Corn,  ofMotherJones,  that  he  had  provided  

information  to  the  F.  as  part  ofa  “pretty substantial inquiry”  into Trump’s  ties  to  Russia.B  I.  He  

noted,  “This  is  something  ofhuge  signiȩcance, way above  party politics.”  

The  F. I.  Nunes,B. ,  which  had  hoped  to  protect  its  ongoing  probe  from  public  view,  was  furious.  

in  his  memo,  claimed  that  Steele  was  “suspended  and  then  terminated”  as  a  source. In  reality,  the  

break  was  mutual,  precipitated  by Steele’s  act  ofconscience.  
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Inside  the  Clinton  campaign,  John  Podesta,  the  chairman,  was  stunned  by  the  news  that  the  

F.  had  launched  a  full-blown  investigation  into  Trump,  especially  one  that  was  informed  byB  I.  

research  underwritten  by  the  Clinton  campaign. Podesta  had  authorized  Robby  Mook,  the  

campaign  manager,  to  handle  budget  matters,  and  Mook  had  approved  Perkins  Coie’s  budget  

request  for  opposition  research  without  knowing  who  was  producing  it. Podesta  and  Mook  have  

maintained  that  they  had  no  idea  a  former  foreign  intelligence  officer  was  on  the  Democrats’  

payroll  until  the  MotherJones  article  appeared,  and  that  they  didn’t  read  the  dossier  until  

BuzzFeed  posted  it  online. Far  from  a  secret  campaign  weapon,  Steele  turned  out  to  be  a  secret  

kept  from  the  campaign.  

n  November  8,  2016,  Steele  stayed  up  all  night,  watching  the  U.S. election  returns.Trump’sO surprise  victory hit Orbis  hard. A staffmemo  went  out forgiving  anyone  who  wanted to  

stay  home  and  hide  under  his  duvet.The  news  had  one  immediate  consequence  for  Steele. He  

believed  that  Trump  now  posed  a  national-security  threat  to  his  country,  too. He  soon  shared  his  

research  with  a  senior  British  official. The  official  carefully  went  through  the  details  with  Steele,  

but  it  isn’t  clear  whether  the  British  government  acted  on  his  information.  

The  election  was  over,  but  Steele  kept  trying  to  alert  American  authorities. Later  that  November,  

he  authorized  a  trusted  mentor—Sir  Andrew  Wood,  a  former  British  Ambassador  to  Moscow—  

to  inform  Senator  John  McCain  ofthe  existence  ofhis  dossier. Wood,  an  unpaid  informal  adviser  

to  Orbis, and Steele  agreed that McCain, the  hawkish  chair  ofthe  Senate  Armed Services  

Committee, should know what  was  going on. Wood told  me,  “It  was  simply a  matter  ofduty”.  

Steele  had  gone  to  him  before  the  election  for  counsel. They’d  discussed  the  possibility  that  

Steele’s  sources  in  Russia  were  wrong,  or  spreading  disinformation,  but  concluded  that  none  of  

them  had  a  motive  to  lie;  moreover,  they  had  taken  considerable  risks  to  themselves  to  get  the  

truth  out. “I  sensed  he  was  distinctly  alarmed,”  Wood  told  me. “I  don’t  doubt  his  good  faith  at  all.  

It’s  absurd  for  anyone  to  suggest  he  was  engaged  in  political  tricks.”  

The  week  before  Thanksgiving,  Wood  briefed  McCain  at  the  Halifax  International  Security  

Forum. McCain  was  deeply  concerned. He  asked  a  former  aide,  David  Kramer,  to  go  to  England  

to  meet  Steele. Kramer,  a  Russia  expert  who  had  served  at  the  State  Department,  went  over  the  

dossier  with  Steele  for  hours. After  Kramer  promised  to  share  the  document  only  with  McCain,  

Steele  arranged  for  Kramer  to  receive  a  copy  in  Washington. But  a  former  national-security  

official  who  spoke  with  Kramer  at  the  time  told  me  that  one  ofKramer’s  ideas  was  to  have  

McCain  confront  Trump  with  the  evidence,  in  the  hope  that  Trump  would  resign. “He  would  tell  

Trump,  ‘The  Russians  have  got  you,’  ”  the  former  official  told  me. (A  lawyer  for  Kramer  

maintains  that  Kramer  never  considered  getting  Trump  to  resign  and  never  promised  to  show  the  

dossier  only  to  McCain.)  Ultimately,  though,  McCain  and  Kramer  agreed  that  McCain  should  

take  the  dossier  to  the  head  ofthe  F. I.B. On  December  9th,  McCain  handed  Comey  a  copy  of  
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the  dossier.The  meeting  lasted  less  than  ten  minutes,  because,  to  McCain’s  surprise,  the  FB.. I.  

had  possessed  a  copy  since  the  summer. According  to  the  former  national-security  official,  when  

Kramer  learned  about  the  meeting  his  reaction  was  “Shit,  ifthey’ve  had  it  all  this  time,  why  didn’t  

they  do  something?”  Kramer  then  heard  that  the  dossier  was  an  open  secret  among  journalists,  

too. He  asked,  “Is  there  anyone  in  Washington  who  doesn’tknow  about  this?”  

On  January  5,  2017,  it  became  clear  that  at  least  two  Washingtonians  remained  in  the  dark  about  

the  dossier:  the  President  and  the  Vice-President.That  day,  in  a  top-secret  Oval  Office  meeting,  

the  chiefs  ofthe  nation’s  top  intelligence  agencies  briefed  Obama  and  Biden  and  some  national-

security  officials  for  the  ȩrst  time  about  the  dossier’s  allegation  that  Trump’s  campaign  team  may  

have  colluded  with  the  Russians. As  one  person  present  later  told  me,  “No  one  understands  that  

at  the  White  House  we  weren’t  briefed  about  the  F.  ’s  investigations.B  I.  We  had  no  information  

on  collusion. All  we  saw  was  what  the  Russians  were  doing.  . I.The  FB. puts  anything  about  

Americans  in  a  lockbox.”  

The  main  purpose  ofthe  Oval  Office  meeting  was  to  run  through  a  startling  report  that  the  U.S.  

intelligence  chiefs  were  about  to  release  to  the  public. It  contained  the  agencies’  unanimous  

conclusion  that,  during  the  Presidential  campaign,  Putin  had  directed  a  cyber  campaign  aimed  at  

getting  Trump  elected. But,  before  releasing  the  report,  the  intelligence  chiefs—James  Clapper,  

the  director  ofNational  Intelligence;  Admiral  Mike  Rogers,  the  N. A.S.  director;  Brennan;  and  

Comey—shared  a  highly  classiȩed  version  with  Obama,  Biden,  and  the  other  officials.  

The  highly  classiȩed  report  included  a  two-page  appendix  about  the  dossier. Comey  briefed  the  

group  on  it. According  to  three  former  government  officials  familiar  with  the  meeting,  he  didn’t  

name  Steele  but  said  that  the  appendix  summarized  information  obtained  by  a  former  

intelligence  officer  who  had  previously  worked  with  the  F.  and  had  come  forward  withB  I.  

troubling  information. Comey  laid  out  the  dossier’s  allegations  that  there  had  been  numerous  

contacts  between  the  Trump  campaign  and  Russian  officials,  and  that  there  may  have  been  deals  

struck between  them. Comey also  mentioned  some  ofthe  sexual details  in  the  dossier, including  

the  alleged  golden-showers  kompromat.  

“It  was  chilling,”  the  meeting  participant  recalls.  

Obama  stayed  silent. All  through  the  campaign,  he  and  others  in  his  Administration  had  insisted  

on  playing  by  the  rules,  and  not  interfering  unduly  in  the  election,  to  the  point  that,  after  Trump’s  

victory,  some  critics  accused  them  ofpolitical  negligence.The  Democrats,  far  from  being  engaged  

in  a  political  conspiracy  with  Steele,  had  been  politically  paralyzed  by  their  high-mindedness.  

Biden  asked,  “How  seriously  should  we  take  this?”  Comey  responded  that  the  F. I.B. had  not  

corroborated the  details  in  the  dossier, but he  said that portions  ofit  were  “consistent”  with  what  
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the  U. intelligence  community  had  obtained  from  other  channels.  . I.  S.  He  also  said  that  the  FB.  

had  “conȩdence”  in  the  dossier’s  author—a  careful  but  deȩnite  endorsement—because  it  had  

worked  not  only  with  him  but  with  many  ofhis  sources  and  sub-sources,  whose  identities  the  

Bureau  knew. “He’s  proven  credible  in  the  past,  and  so  has  his  network,”  Comey  said.  

“Ifthis  is  true, this  is  huge!”  Biden  exclaimed.  

Someone  asked  how  intelligence  officials  planned  to  handle  the  dossier  with  Trump. Comey  

explained  that  he’d  decided  to  briefthe  President-elect  about  it  the  next  day. He  would  do  it  on  

his  own,  he  said,  to  avoid  unnecessary  embarrassment. But  he  thought  that  Trump  needed  to  

know  about  the  dossier,  even  ifthe  allegations  were  false,  for  two  reasons:  it  could  prove  

“impactful”  ifthe  dossier  became  public, and the  dossier  could be  used  as  leverage  over  the  

President-elect.Trump  later  suggested  that  Comey  had  actually  used  the  dossier  to  get  leverage  

over  him,  but,  according  to  the  officials  familiar  with  the  meeting,  Comey’s  motive  was  to  protect  

the  President-elect. In  fact,  ifComey  had  wanted  to  use  the  dossier  as  leverage,  he  could  have  

done  so  months  earlier,  before  Trump  was  elected,  since  it  had  been  in  the  F. I.B. ’s  possession.  

Comey’s  meeting  with  the  President-elect,  in  a  conference  room  at  Trump  Tower,  did  not  go  well.  

Neither  he  norTrump has  disclosed details  oftheir exchange, but Comey later released  a public  

statement  in  which  he  said  that  as  soon  as  he  left  the  building  he  “felt  compelled”  to  memorialize  

in  writing  what  had  occurred. He’d  never  felt  the  need  to  take  such  a  legal  step  during  the  Obama  

years. Later,  when  he  was  questioned  by  a  Senate  panel,  Comey  explained  that  he  had  done  so  

because  ofthe  “nature  ofthe  person,”  adding,  “I  was  honestly concerned he  might lie  about the  

nature  ofour  meeting.”The  brieȩng  established  a  rocky  dynamic  that  culminated  in  Trump’s  

dismissing  Comey,  and  with  Trump  adopting  a  hostile  posture  toward  the  intelligence  and  law-

enforcement  agencies  investigating  him.  

Republican  critics  have  accused the  intelligence  agencies  ofhaving blended Steele’s  workwith  

their  own  investigations. But  the  FB. ,  by relegating  the  dossier  to  an  appendix,  deliberately  . I.  

separated  it  from  the  larger  intelligence-community  report. Steele  has  told  friends  that  this  

approach  left  him  exposed.The  FB. never  asked  his  permission  to  do  this. “They  threw  me  . I.  

under  the  bus,”  Steele  has  complained  to  friends.  

Unsurprisingly,  the  salacious  news  leaked  in  no  time. Four  days  after  Comey  briefed  Trump,  

CNN  reported  that  the  President-elect  had  been  briefed  on  a  scandalous  dossier  supplied  by  a  

former  British  intelligence  operative. Almost  instantly,  BuzzFeed  posted  a  copy  ofSteele’s  dossier  

online,  arguing  that  the  high-level  brieȩng  made  it  a  matter  ofpublic  interest. BuzzFeed  has  

declined  to  reveal  its  source  for  the  dossier,  but  both  Orbis  and  Fusion  have  denied  supplying  it.  

By  a  process  ofelimination,  speculation  has  centered  on  McCain’s  aide,  Kramer,  who  has  not  

responded  to  inquiries  about  it,  and  whose  congressional  testimony  is  sealed.  
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Trump  immediately  denounced  CNN’s  report  as  “fake  news,”  and  BuzzFeed  as  “a  failing  pile  of  

garbage. He  called  the  document  “crap”  compiled  by  “sick  people,”  and  at  a  news  conference  at  ”  

Trump  Tower  he  insisted  that  the  golden-showers  episode  couldn’t  be  true,  because  he  was  “very  

much  ofa  germophobe.”  

The  day  after  BuzzFeed  posted  the  dossier,  the  WallStreetJournal identiȩed  Steele  as  its  author.  

In  England,  reporters  peered  in  his  windows  and  tracked  down  his  relatives,  including  the  

siblings  ofhis  deceased  wife.Two  reporters  from  RT,  a  Russian  state  news  agency,  seemed  

especially  aggressive  in  staking  out  his  house. In  response,  Steele  and  his  family  went  into  hiding.  

They  reportedly  left  their  three  cats  with  neighbors,  and  Steele  grew  a  beard.  

he  dossier’s  publication  caused  a  series  ofrepercussions. Aleksej  Gubarev,  the  Russian  TInternet  entrepreneur,  sued  Steele  and  Orbis,  and  also  BuzzFeed,  for  libel. He  said  the  

dossier  falsely  claimed  that  his  companies,  Webzilla  and  XBT  Holding,  had  aided  the  Russian  

hacking  ofthe  D. C.N.  (Steele’s  lawyers  have  said  that  the  dossier’s  publication  was  unforeseen,  so  

he  shouldn’t  be  held  responsible. BuzzFeed  has  argued  that  the  content  was  not  libelous.)  Pretrial  

maneuvering  in  the  libel  case  has  resulted  in  a  court  ordering  Gubarev  to  disclose  whether  he  or  

his  companies  are  under  criminal  investigation. His  answer  may  shed  some  light  on  the  dossier’s  

depiction  ofhim  as  a  questionable  character.  

In  Russia,  there  were  rumors  ofa  more  primitive  kind  ofjustice  taking  place. During  Glenn  

Simpson’s  testimony  to  the  Senate  Judiciary  Committee,  his  lawyer  asserted  that  “somebody’s  

already been  killed  as  a result ofthe  publication  ofthis  dossier. Who  that  could be  has  been  the  ”  

subject  ofmuch  media  speculation. One  possibility  that  has  been  mentioned  is  Oleg  Erovinkin,  a  

former  F. B.  On  December  26,  2016,  S. officer  and  top  aide  to  Igor  Sechin,  the  Rosneft  president.  

Erovinkin  was  found  dead  in  his  car. No  official  cause  ofdeath  has  been  cited. No  evidence  has  

emerged  that  Erovinkin  was  a  Steele  source,  and  in  fact  Special  Counsel  Mueller  is  believed  to  be  

investigating  a  different  death  that  is  possibly  related  to  the  dossier. (A  representative  for  Mueller  

declined  to  answer  questions  for  this  article.)  Meanwhile,  around  the  same  time  that  Erovinkin  

died,  Russian  authorities  charged  a  cybersecurity  expert  and  two  F. B.S. officers  with  treason.  

In  the  spring  of2017,  after  eight  weeks  in  hiding,  Steele  gave  a  briefstatement  to  the  media,  

announcing his  intention  ofgetting back to  work. On  the  advice  ofhis  lawyers, he  hasn’t spoken  

publicly  since. But  Steele  talked  at  length  with  Mueller’s  investigators  in  September. It  isn’t  

known  what  they  discussed,  but,  given  the  seriousness  with  which  Steele  views  the  subject,  those  

who  know  him  suspect  that  he  shared  many  ofhis  sources,  and  much  else,  with  the  Mueller  team.  

One  subject  that  Steele  is  believed  to  have  discussed  with  Mueller’s  investigators  is  a  memo  that  

he  wrote  in  late  November,  2016,  after  his  contract  with  Fusion  had  ended.This  memo,  which  

did  not  surface  publicly  with  the  others,  is  shorter  than  the  rest,  and  is  based  on  one  source,  
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described  as  “a  senior  Russian  official.”The  official  said  that  he  was  merely  relaying  talk  

circulating  in  the  Russian  Ministry  ofForeign  Affairs,  but  what  he’d  heard  was  astonishing:  

people  were  saying  that  the  Kremlin  had  intervened  to  block  Trump’s  initial  choice  for  Secretary  

ofState,  Mitt  Romney. (During  Romney’s  run  for  the  White  House  in  2012,  he  was  notably  

hawkish  on  Russia,  calling  it  the  single  greatest  threat  to  the  U. )  The  memo  said  that  theS.  

Kremlin,  through  unspeciȩed  channels,  had  asked  Trump  to  appoint  someone  who  would  be  

prepared  to  lift  Ukraine-related  sanctions,  and  who  would  coöperate  on  security  issues  ofinterest  

to  Russia,  such  as  the  conȫict  in  Syria. Ifwhat  the  source  heard  was  true,  then  a  foreign  power  

was  exercising  pivotal  inȫuence  over  U. foreign  policy—and  an  incoming  President.S.  

As  fantastical  as  the  memo  sounds,  subsequent  events  could  be  said  to  support  it. In  a  humiliating  

public  spectacle,  Trump  dangled  the  post  before  Romney  until  early  December,  then  rejected  him.  

There  are  plenty ofdomestic  political  reasons  thatTrump  may have  turned  against Romney.  

Trump  loyalists,  for  instance,  noted  Romney’s  public  opposition  to  Trump  during  the  campaign.  

Roger  Stone,  the  longtime  Trump  aide,  has  suggested  that  Trump  was  vengefully  tormenting  

Romney,  and  had  never  seriously  considered  him. (Romney  declined  to  comment.The  White  

House  said  that  he  was  never  a  ȩrst  choice  for  the  role  and  declined  to  comment  about  any  

communications  that  the  Trump  team  may  have  had  with  Russia  on  the  subject.)  In  any  case,  on  

December  13,  2016,  Trump  gave  Rex  Tillerson,  the  C. O.  The  choiceE.  ofExxonMobil,  the  job.  

was  a  surprise  to  most,  and  a  happy  one  in  Moscow,  because  Tillerson’s  business  ties  with  the  

Kremlin  were  long-standing  and  warm. (In  2011,  he  brokered  a  historic  partnership  between  

ExxonMobil  and  Rosneft.)  After  the  election,  Congress  imposed  additional  sanctions  on  Russia,  

in  retaliation  for  its  interference,  but  Trump  and  Tillerson  have  resisted  enacting  them.  

ighteen  months  after  the  dossier’s  publication,  Steele  has  impassioned  detractors  on  bothEthe left and the right. On the left, Stephen Cohen, a Russia scholar and Nation contributor, 

has denied the existence ofany collusion betweenTrump and Russia, and has accused Steele of 

being part ofa powerful “fourth branch ofgovernment,” comprising intelligence agencies whose 

anti-Russia and anti-Trump biases have run amok. On the right, the Washington Examiner’s 

Byron York has championed Grassley and Graham’s criminal referral, arguing that Steele has a 

“credibility issue,” because he purportedly lied to the F.  about talking to the press.B I.  But did 

Steele lie? The Justice Department has not ȩled charges against him.The most serious accusation 

these critics make is that the F.  tricked the ŽƀƊŸ Court into granting a warrant to spy onB I.  

Trump associates on the basis offalse and politically motivated opposition research. Iftrue, this 

would be a major abuse ofpower. But the Bureau didn’t trick the court—it openly disclosed that 

Steele’s funding was political. Moreover, Steele’s dossier was only part ofwhat the ŽƀƊŸ warrant 

rested on. According to the Democrats’ Intelligence Committee report, the Justice Department 

obtained information “that corroborated Steele’s reporting” through “multiple independent 

sources.” 
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It’s  too  early  to  make  a  ȩnal  judgment  about  how  much  ofSteele’s  dossier  will  be  proved  wrong,  

but  a  number  ofSteele’s  major  claims  have  been  backed  up  by  subsequent  disclosures. His  

allegation  that  the  Kremlin  favored  Trump  in  2016  and  was  offering  his  campaign  dirt  on  Hillary  

has  been  borne  out. So  has  his  claim  that  the  Kremlin  and  WikiLeaks  were  working  together  to  

release  the  D. C.  Key elements  ofSteele’s  memos  on  Carter  Page  have  held  up, too,  N. ’s  e-mails.  

including  the  claim  that  Page  had  secret  meetings  in  Moscow  with  Rosneft  and  Kremlin  officials.  

Steele  may  have  named  the  wrong  oil-company  official,  but,  according  to  recent  congressional  

disclosures,  he  was  correct  that  a  top  Rosneft  executive  talked  to  Page  about  a  payoff. According  

to  the  Democrats’  report, when  Page  was  asked ifa  Rosneft  executive  had  offered him  a “potential  

sale  ofa  signiȩcant  percentage  ofRosneft,”  Page  said,  “He  may  have  brieȫy mentioned  it.”  

And,  just  as  the  Kremlin  allegedly  feared,  damaging  ȩnancial  details  have  surfaced  about  

Manafort’s  dealings  with  Ukraine  officials. Further,  his  suggestion  that  Trump  had  “agreed  to  

sideline  Russian  intervention  in  Ukraine  as  a  campaign  issue”  seems  to  have  been  conȩrmed  by  

the  pro-Russia  changes  that  Trump  associates  made  to  the  Republican  platform. Special  Counsel  

Mueller’s  various  indictments  ofManafort  have  also  strengthened  aspects  ofthe  dossier.  

Indeed,  it’s  getting  harder  every  day  to  claim  that  Steele  was  simply  spreading  lies,  now  that  three  

former  Trump  campaign  officials—Flynn,  Papadopoulos,  and  Rick  Gates,  who  served  as  deputy  

campaign  chairman—have  all  pleaded  guilty  to  criminal  charges,  and  appear  to  be  coöperating  

with  the  investigation. And,  ofcourse,  Mueller  has  indicted  thirteen  Russian  nationals  for  waging  

the  kind  ofdigital  warfare  that  Steele  had  warned  about.  

On  January  9th,  Trump’s  personal  attorney,  Michael  Cohen,  ȩled  a  hundred-million-dollar  

defamation  lawsuit  against  Fusion. He  also  sued  BuzzFeed. Cohen  tweeted,  “Enough  is  enough  

ofthe  #fake  #RussianDossier. Steele  mentioned  Cohen  several  times  in  the  dossier,  and  claimed  ”  

that  Cohen  met  with  Russian  operatives  in  Prague,  in  the  late  summer  of2016,  to  pay  them  off  

and  cover  up  the  Russian  hacking  operation. Cohen  denies  that  he’s  ever  set  foot  in  Prague,  and  

has  produced  his  passport  to  prove  it. A  congressional  official  has  told  Politico,  however,  that  an  

inquiry  into  the  allegation  is  “still  active. And,  since  the  dossier  was  published,  several  examples  ”  

have  surfaced  ofCohen  making  secretive  payments  to  cover  up  other  potentially damaging  

stories. Cohen  recently  acknowledged  to  the  Times  that  he  personally  paid  Stephanie  Clifford,  a  

porn  star  who  goes  by  the  name  Stormy  Daniels,  a  hundred  and  thirty  thousand  dollars;  it  is  

widely  believed  that  Trump  and  Clifford  had  a  secret  sexual  relationship.  

In  London,  Steele  is  back  at  work,  attending  to  other  cases. Orbis  has  landed  several  new  clients  

as  a  result  ofthe  publicity  surrounding  the  dossier.The  week  after  it  became  public,  the  company  

received  two  thousand  job  applications.  

h 
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CONDE NAST 

/8/2018 Christopher Steele, the Man Behind the Trump Dossier | The New Yorker

.John  Sipher,  the  former  C  I.  officer,  predicts  that  Mueller’s  probe  will  render  the  ȩnal  verdictA.  

on  Steele’s  dossier. “People  who  say  it’s  all  garbage,  or  all  true,  are  being  politically  biased,”  Sipher  

said. “There’s  enough  there  to  be  worthy  offurther  study. Professionals  need  to  look  at  travel  

records,  phone  records,  bank  records,  foreign  police-service  cameras,  and  check  it  all  out. It  will  

take  professional  investigators  to  run  it  to  ground. He  believes  that  Mueller,  whose  FB. he”  . I.  

worked  with,  “is  a  hundred  per  cent  doing  that.”  

Until  then,  Sipher  said,  Steele,  as  a  former  English  spook,  is  the  perfect  political  foil:  “The  Trump  

supporters  can  attack  the  messenger,  because  no  one  knows  him  or  understands  him,  so  you  can  

paint  him  any  way  you  want. Strobe  Talbott,  a  Russia  expert  who  served  as  Deputy  Secretary  of”  

State  in  the  Clinton  Administration,  and  who  has  known  Steele  professionally  for  ten  years,  has  

watched  the  spectacle  in  Washington  with  regret.Talbott  regards  Steele  as  a  “smart,  careful,  

professional,  and  congenial”  colleague  who  “knows  the  post-Soviet  space,  and  is  exactly  what  he  

says  he  is. Yet,  Talbott  said,  “they’re  trying  to  turn  him  into  political  polonium—touch  him  and”  

you  die.”  ♦  

This artic  h 12,  2018,  issue,  with the headline  TheManle appears in  the print edition  oftheMarc  “  

BehindtheDossier.”  

JaneMayerhas been  aNewYorker staffwriter since 1995.  Readmore »  

© 2018 Condé Nast. All rights reserved. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our user agreement  

(effective 1/2/2016) and privacy policy (effective 1/2/2016). Your California privacy rights. The material  

on this site may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with  

prior written permission of Condé Nast. The  New  Yorker  may earn a portion of sales from products and  

services that are purchased through links on our site as part of our aǽiliate partnerships with retailers.  
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Hornbuckle, Wyn (OPA) 

From: Hornbuckle, Wyn (OPA) 

Sent: Monday, February 26, 2018 9:55 PM 

To: Gauhar, Tashina (ODAG) 

Subject: RE: sorry - another WSJ request 

FISA Abuses Are a Special Threat to Privacy and Due Process 
The standard for obtaining an intelligence surveillance warrant is lower than that in a criminal investigation. 
By David B. Rivkin Jr. and Lee A. Casey 
Feb. 26, 2018 6:57 p.m. ET 
The House Democratic surveillance memo is out, and it should worry Americans who care about privacy and 
due process. The memo defends the conduct ofthe Justice Department and Federal Bureau ofInvestigation in 
obtaining a series ofwarrants under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to wiretap former Trump 
campaign adviser Carter Page. 

The Democrats argue that Christopher Steele, the British former spy who compiled the Trump "dossier" on 
which the government's initial warrant application was grounded, was credible. They also claim the FISA court 
had the information it needed about the dossier' s provenance. And they do not dispute former FBI Deputy 
Director Andrew M cCabe' s acknowledgment that the FBI would not have sought a FISA order without the 
Steele dossier. 

The most troubling issue is that the surveillance orders were obtained by \vi.thholding critic-al information about 
Mr. Steele from the FISA court. The court was not informed that Mr. Steele was personally opposed to Mr. 
Trump's election, that his efforts were funded by Hillary Clinton' s c.ampaign, or that he was the source ofmedia 
reports that the FBI said corroboratedhis dossier. These facts are essential to any judicial assessment ofMr. 
Steele' s veracity and the applications' merits. 

The FBI should have been especially wary ofprivately produced Russia-related dossiers. As the W ashlngton 
Post and CNN reported in May 201 7, Russian disinformation about Mrs_ Clinton and Attorney General 
Loretta Lynch evidently prompted former FBI Director James Camey to announce publicly the close ofthe 
investigation of the Clinton email server, for fear that the disinformation might be released and undermine the 
bureau, s credibility. 

In addition, even assuming the dossier was accurate regarding Mr. Page, its allegations are thin. :Mr. Page was 
said to have met in Moscow with Russian officials, who raised the potential for cooperation ifTrump was 
electe~ Mr. Page was noncommittal_ The most significant claim-that those officials offered Mr. Page a bnbe 
in the form ofRussian business opportunities- suggests he was not a Russian agent. Existing operatives don' t 
need to be bnbeci 

There was no good reason to withhold from the FISA court any infonnation regarding Mr. Steele, his anti
Trump biases, or the dossier' s origin as opposition research_ The court operates in secret, so there was no 
danger ofrevealing intelligence sources and methods. The inescapable conclusion is that the information was 
withheld because the court would have been nnli:k:ely to issue the order ifit knew the whole truth_ 

That' s a problem because following the rules and being absolutely candid with the court is even more essential 
in the F ISA context than in ordinary criminal investigations. Congress enacted FISA in 1978 to create a judicial 
~ ~ ~ - rr •k~••~t. •••t.~~t. ~~•-•-••~11!~-~~ r•- •,.;11~-~- ~~••1 ,.i • ~ I.-~ -1~~~ ••.:+t.;_ •t.~ T i <:: - •~- •nt.- A:.-~ ~•,,.,.I: ~• 
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American citizens, consistent with "this Nation' s commitment to privacy and individual rights." 

Because the purpose ofcounterintelligence is to gather information, not necessarily to prosecute criminals, the 

standards required for issuance ofa FISA order are less demanding than those governing warrant requests in 
criminal cases.. In both contexts a finding of"probable cause" is. required But an application for a criminal 
\Varrant must show, among other things, that "there is probable cause for belief that an individual is committing, 

has committed, or is about to commit a particular offense" under federal law. Under FISA, it' s enough to show 
probable cause that the targeted U.S. person' s "'activities may involve a violation ofthe criminal statutes ofthe 
United States" (emphasis ours). 

This d±fference is. subtle but crucial. The FISA standard is far easier to meet;, and in the past, the FISA court 

has criticized the government for talcing advantage of the lower standard to obtain FISA warrants for use in 
criminal investigations. The lower standard makes it imperative that the respons.tble officials be extra careful 

when validating the information on which the order is based, in ensuring that the statutory standards are met, 
and in keeping the FISA court fully informed. 

Slipshod and duplicitous FISA order applications also necessarily raise constitutional issues. FISA has been 
generally considered permissible under the Fourth Amendment, even though its probable-cause standard 

is "more flexible,"' as one court noted, because ofthe s.tahrte' s procedural safeguards. But those protections 
mean very little ifinvestigators withhold material information from the court. Moreover, in an ordinary criminal 

case, the target of surveillance has full due-process rights in a public trial If a FISA order is obtained 
improperly, the target, s privacy is still invaded, but there is no opportunity for vindication. The perpetrators of 
the abuse, and even the abuse itself, will likely never be exposed. 

Congress must consider carefully the actions ofthe FBI and Justice Department, with a determination to hold 

the responsible parties to account and to ask whether these abuses, which nearly went undetected, demand 
significant changes to the FISA process itselfto protect the privacy and due-process rights. ofAmericans. 

Messrs. Rivkin and Casey practice appellate and constitutional law in Washington. They served in the White 
House Counsel' s. Office and Justice Department in the Reagan and George H.W. Bush administrations. 

From: Gauhar, Tashina (ODAG) 
Sent Monday, February 26, 2018 9:50 PM 
To: Hornbuckle, Wyn {OPA) <whornbuckle@jmd.usdoj.gov> 
Subject: sorry - another WSJ request 

(b)(5) 

Thanks. 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2018 8:56 AM 

To: Boyd, Stephen E. {OLA); Schools, Scott (ODAG}; Hur, Robert (ODAG) 

Subject : Fwd: WSJ: Editorial: More Doubts About Mr. Steele 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: RNC War Room <Warroom@gop.com> 
Date: February 7, 2018 at 10:13:34 PM EST 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: WSJ: Editorial: More Doubts About M r. Steele 

More Doubts About Mr. Steele 
Wall Street Journal 
Editorial Board 
February 7, 2018 - 7:09 PM 
httpsJ/1..vww.wsj.com/articles/more-doubts-about-mr-steele-151804-8549 

Including an appearance by none other than Sidney Blumenthal. 

The case of the FBI and Christopher Steele gets curiouser and curiouser. In the latest news, GOP 
Senators Chuck Grassley and Lindsey Graham late Tuesday released a less redacted version of 
their criminal referral letter to the Justice Department concerning Mr. Steele, who wrote the now 
famous dossier alleging Russian collusion with Donald Trump. The letter supports the recent 
House Intelligence Committee claims of surveillance abuse and offers new evidence that the 
Clinton campaign may have been more involved than previously known. 

Democrats claim the House Intel memo distorts the FBl's actions in obtaining in October 2016 an 
order from the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court to monitor former Trump aide Carter Page. 
But the Grassley-Graham referral makes public for the first time actual text from the FBl's FISA 
application, as well as classified testimony the FBI gave the Senate Judiciary Committee about the 
dossier and FISA application. 

In particular, the referral rebuts the Democratic claim that the FBI told the FISA oourt about the 
partisan nature of the Steele dossier. !he FBI noted to a vaguely limited extent the political origins 
of the dossier; says the letter. And "the FBI stated that the dossier information was oompiled 
pursuant to the direction of a law firm who had hired an 'identified U.S. person'-now known as 
Glenn Simpson of Fusion GPS: the firm that hired Mr. Steele. 

But, adds the referral letter, 'the application failed to disclose that the identities of Mr. Simpson's 
ultimate clients were the Clinton campaign and the ONG [Democratic National Committee]: That's 
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not being honest with the judges who sign off on an eavesdrop order. 

The referral also confirms the House memo's finding that the FBI ·relied heavilf on Mr. Steele's 
dossier claims, as well as on a Yahoo News article for which Mr. Steele was the main source. And 
the letter notes that 1he application appears to contain no additional information corroborating the 
dossier allegations against Mr. Page.~ 

James Corney, who was running the FBI at the time of the FISA fiasco, told the Senate Judiciary 
Committee as much in March 2017. According to the referral, when Mr. Corney was asked "why the 
FBI relied on the dossier in the FISA applications absent meaningful corroboration: he said this 
was "because Mr. Steele hfmseff was considered reliable due to his past work with the Bureau.· 

In other words, the FBI rested rts wiretap application on the credibility of a source who was working 
at the direction of the Clinton campaign. The FBI also seems to have closed its eyes to evidence 
that Mr. Steele wasn't honest. The FBI acknowledges that it told Mr. Steele not to speak to the 
media about the dossier. Yet in September 2016 the ex-British spy briefed reporters about the 
FBrs investigation and the dossier, which resulted in the Yahoo News article. The Clinton 
campaign cited 1hat article on TV and social media to attack the Trump campaign. This was about a 
month prior to the FBI filing its first FISA application. 

Yet the FBl's October application told the FISA court th-at, 'Toe FBI does not believe that [Steele] 
directly provided this information to the press.% Whether Mr. Steele lied to the FBI, or the FBI was 
too incompetent to verify that he was the source of the Yahoo News story, the result is the same: 
The FISA court issued a surveillance order on the basis of false information about the credibility of 
the FBl's main source. 

Even after Mr. Steele safd under oath in court fi lings in London that he had briefed Yahoo News, 
and this fact was reported by U.S. media in April 2017, the FBI didn't tell the FISA court in any 
subsequent wiretap application. 

The Grassley-Graham referral also drops the stunning news that Mr. Steele received at least some 
of the information for his dossier from the Obama State Department. The letter redacts the names 
involved. But the press is now reporting, and our sources confirm, 1hat one of the generators of this 
information was none other than Sidney Blumenthal. GOP Rep. Trey Gowdy, who has seen the 
documents, told Fox News "that woufd be really warm· when asked if Mr. Blumenthal is one of the 
redacted names. 

Mr. Blumenthal has declined comment to several media outlets. But our readers will recall that he 
is a long-time Hillary Clinton operative whom President Obama barred from an official role at state 
but was later discovered to have sent her policy and political advice via her private email server. 
This revelation raises questions about the degree to which the Clinton team was involved in the 
Steele-Fusion effort from the beginning. 

Some of our media friends are so invested in the Steele dossier, or in protecting their Fusion pals, 
or in Donald Trump's perfidy, that they want to ignore all this. But journalists ought to tell the 
complete story. 

The best way to learn what's true and false in the Russian influence story is radical transparency, 
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and the Trump Administration should declassify all four FISA applications on Mr_ Page and all of 
the documents behind them. Meanwhile, thanks to the two Senators for helping get closer to the 
truth. 

Disclaimer. The Republican National Committee provided the above article as a service to tts 
employees and otherselected individuals. Any opinions expressed therein are those of the 
article's author and do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the RNC. 
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Hur, Robert (ODAG) 

From: Hur, Robert (ODAG} 

Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 9:21 PM 

To: Boyd, Stephen E. {OLA}; Schools, Scott (ODAG} 

Subject : Nadler/HJC rebuttal of Nunes memo 

Attachments: Nadler_ Letter re Nunes HPSCI Memo.pdf 

Haven't reviewed. in detail- (b)(5) 

Article about the attached here: 

https://www_cnn.com/2018/02/03/politics/nadler-democratic-rebuttal-nunes-memo/index_html 

Thanks, 
Rob 

RobertKHur 
Principal Associate Deputy Attorney General 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
(202) 514-2105 desk 
(b)(6) cell 

Robert.Hur®usdoj.gov 
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To Democratic Subscribers 

House Judiciary Committee Analysis of the Nunes Memo 

Sending Office: Committee on the Judiciary - Minority Staff 

Sent B (b)(6) Congressional Email 

February 3, 2018 

Dear Democratic Colleague: 

On Friday, House Republicans released the so-called "Nunes memo," a set of deeply 

misleading talking points drafted by the Republican staff of the House Permanent Select Committee 

on Intelligence. House Republicans did so over the objections of the Department of Justice, the 

Director of the FBI, the Director of National Inte lligence, and several Senate Republicans, among 

others. 

You may have heard Pres ident Trump describe the allegations in the Nunes memo as a 

"disgrace." He thinks "a lot of people should be ashamed." President Trump is right, in his way. This 

embarrassingly flawed memo is a disgrace. House Republicans shou ld be ashamed. 

Although I have had the benefit of reading the materia ls that form the basis for the Nunes 

memo, most members have not-including, reportedly, Chairman Nunes. Accordingly, I am 

forward ing the legal analysis below for use by your office based on my review the Nunes memo and 

on outside sources. 

Please let my staff know if we can provide your office with any additional guidance. 

Sincerely, 

Jerrold Nadler 

Ranking Member 

House Committee on the Judiciary 

I. The FISA court found probable cause to believe that Carter Page is an agent of a 

foreign power. Nothing in the Nunes memo rules out the possibility that considerable 

evidence beyond the Steele dossier helped the court reach that conclusion. 
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We  should  not lose  sight of a  critical  and  undisputed  fact:  the  Foreign  Intelligence  

Surv  cause  believ that Carter Page—a  member of the  Trump  eillance  Court found  probable  to  e  

campaign’s  foreign  policy team—was  an  ernment.  agent of the  Russian  gov  

The  Nunes  memo  states  that,  “[o]n  October 21 ,  2016,  DOJ  and  FBI  sought and  receiv  aed  

FISA probable  cause  order . . . authorizing  electronic surv  on  Carter Page.”  To  obtain  an  eillance  

order  to  conduct  eillance  under Title  I of the  Foreign  Intelligence  Surv  surv  eillance  Act,  the  

gov  ide  “a  statement of the  facts  and  circumstances”  demonstrating probable  ernment must prov  

cause  that  “the  target of the  electronic  eillance  is  . . . an  surv  agent of a  foreign  power.”  

The  central  allegation  of the  Nunes  memo  ernment committed  fraud  when  it  is  that the  gov  a  

obtained  an  surv  a member of President Trump’s  foreign  order to  conduct  eillance  of Carter Page,  

policy team  during  the  campaign.  The  memo  claims  that  “[t]he  ‘dossier’  compiled by Christopher  

Steele  .  .  .  formed  an  ernment  essential  part of the  Carter Page  FISA application,”  but that the  gov  

failed  to  disclose  “the  role  of the  DNC,  Clinton  campaign,  or any party/campaign  in  funding  Steele’s  

efforts.”  

If not for this  misrepresentation  to  the  court,  the  story goes,  there  er  e  anev would  hav been  

Russia  inv  claim  deliberately misleading  deep  on  the  law.  estigation.  This  is  and  ly wrong  

First,  the  Nunes  memo  appears  to  estigation  into  the  Trump  campaign’s  concede  that the  inv  

ties  to  ernment  well  underway before  the  gov  an  the  Russian  gov  was  ernment applied  for  order to  

conduct surv  memo  eillance  of Carter Page.  In  its  final  paragraph,  the  Nunes  states:  “[t]he  

Papadopoulos  information  triggered  the  opening  of an  FBI  counterintelligence  investigation  in  late  

July 2016.”  The  statement refers  to  George  Papadopoulos,  another member of the  Trump  

campaign’s  foreign  policy team.  There  is  no  reason  to  dispute  the  Nunes  memo’s  assertion  that the  

FBI  was  ely inv  court about  activ  estigating  the  Trump  campaign  months  before  they  approached  the  

Carter Page.  

Second,  there  is  already  a  well-established  body of law dealing  with  allegations  that “material  

and  relev  was  the  court—and,  in  the  case  of Carter  ant information  omitted”  from  the  application  to  

Page,  that law appears  to  fall  almost  entirely  the  side  of the  gov  on  ernment.  In  Franks  v.  Delaware  

(1978),  the  U.S.  Supreme  Court held  that a court  may only v  a  ernment  oid  search  warrant if the  gov  

“knowingly and  intentionally,  or with  reckless  disregard  for the  truth,”  included  false  information  or  

excluded  true  information  that was  or  e been  critical  to  the  court’s  determination  of  would  hav  

probable  cause.  The  Nunes  memo  alleges  nothing  that would  even  come  close to meeting  this  

standard.  Indeed,  we  e  ery indication  that the  gov  the  court in  hav ev  ernment made  its  application  to  

good  faith.  
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So,  to  be  clear:  Carter Page  was,  more  likely than  not,  an  agent of a  foreign  power.  The  

Department of Justice  thought so.  A federal judge  agreed.  That  consensus,  supported  by the  facts,  

forms  the  basis  for the  warrant issued by  the  FISA court.  The  Russian  gov  a  eernment waged  massiv  

campaign  to  discredit our election.  Carter Page  appears  to  hav played  a role  in  that  effort.  The  FBI  e  

has  a responsibility to  follow these  facts  where  they lead.  The  Nunes  memo  e us  sweep  would  hav  

this  all  under the  rug.  And for what,  exactly?  

II.  Christop  a  exp  on  organized  her Steele is  recognized  ert  Russia and  crime.  

Through  sev  of willful  omission,  the  Nunes  memo  alleges  the  FISA application  is  eral  acts  

tainted because  Christopher Steele  “was  a longtime  FBI  source  who  was  paid  erov $160,000  by the  

DNC  and  the  Clinton  campaign  .  .  .  to  obtain  derogatory information  on  Donald  Trump’s  ties  to  

Russia.”  The  Nunes  memo  e us  believ the  Russia  inv  was  a Democratic plot  would  hav  e  estigation  

from  the  outset.  That is  simply ridiculous.  

The  Nunes  memo  ernment  relied  solely,  ev  substantially,  does  not show that the  gov  or  en  on  

the  information  provided  to  the  FBI  by Christopher Steele  when  it made  its  application  to  the  court.  It  

does  not show  that Steele’s  work  was  compromised  by the  source  of funding.  It does  not show  that  

Fusion  GPS—the  firm  that hired  Steele  to  do  this  work—was  any more  or less  diligent when  it worked  

for Democratic clients  than  when  it worked for Republicans.  And,  amazingly,  the  Nunes  memo  

does  not  rovide a single shred  ect of the  Steele dossier is false or  p  of evidence that any asp  

inaccurate  in  any way.  

We  hav no  ev  knew  the  of his  funding  when  Fusion  GPS  e  idea  if Christopher Steele  en  source  

first hired  him  to  research Donald Trump’s  connections  the  Russian  gov  to  ernment.  In  fact,  Fusion  

GPS initiated  the  project on  behalf of the  conserv  e  Washington  Free  Beacon, not the  DNC.  The  ativ  

firm’s  task  was  prov  an  expert  for the  job—a  retired  British  to  ide  credible  research,  and  they hired  

intelligence  officer,  experienced  in  Russian  affairs  and  well-known  to  the  FBI  as  a  useful  source  of  

v  estigations.  aluable  intelligence  in  earlier inv  

Nothing  about the  source  of Steele’s  funding  or his  later opinions  about  Donald  Trump  speak  

to  the  credibility of his  work,  or its  inclusion  in  the  FISA application.  The  Nunes  memo  giv  us  es  no  

reason  to  doubt the  court’s  determination  of probable  cause  e that Carter Page  was  an  agent  to  believ  

of the  Russian  gov  en  the  press  about his  ernment—particularly giv  Page’s  later admissions  to  

interactions  with  Russian  officials.  

And  nothing  about the  payment from  the  DNC is  unethical  or improper.  Christopher Steele  is  

one  of the  world’s  leading  experts  on  Russian  organized  crime.  His  job  was  to  eruncov the  facts.  

Many feared  during  the  election  that the  Trump  campaign  had  been  compromised  by the  Russian  

gov  indictments  later,  those  fears  well justified.  ernment.  Two  guilty pleas  and  two  seem  
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III.  The  Nunes  memo  rovides  no credible  basis  whatsoever for removing  Rod  Rosenstein  p  

as  Deputy Attorney General.  

The  Nunes  memo  makes  a  point of stating  that a  number of officials,  including  Deputy  

Attorney General,  “signed  one  or more  FISA applications  on  behalf of DOJ.”  Because  Attorney  

General  Jeff Sessions  is  recused  from  any inv  the  2016  campaigns,  Deputy  estigation  related  to  

Attorney General  Rosenstein  directly ov  the  Special  Counsel’s  inv  ersees  estigation.  The  Deputy  

Attorney General  has  become  a  estigation.  target for those  attempting  to  interfere  with  that inv  

President  Trump  has  refused  to  rule  out  using  the  Nunes  Memo  as  pretext for dismissing  the  DAG.  

“You  figure  that  one  out,”  he  said  when  asked  about the  Deputy Attorney General  on  Friday.  

Whatever one  thinks  of the  merits  of the  Nunes  memo—and  it is  clearly not  a  serious  

document—the  memo  ides  basis  whatsoev to  remov  as  prov  no  er  justify the  al  of Rod  Rosenstein  

Deputy Attorney General from  his  critical  and  trusted  position.  The  Nunes  memo  focuses  largely  on  

process  that transpired  before  the  Deputy Attorney General  took office.  There  is  no  reason  to  ebeliev  

that he  rev  or  ed  any FISA application  for submission  to  the  court except  according  to  iewed  approv  

normal  process  and  procedures.  

The  Nunes  memo  es  a  area  well.  Under the  Foreign  leav  out  critical point in  this  as  

Intelligence  Surv  a  surv  ernment is  eillance  Act,  when  seeking  renewal  of a  eillance  order,  the  gov  

required  to  prov  statement of the  facts  concerning  all prev  . . .ide  the  court  “a  ious  applications  

inv  ing  any of the  persons,  facilities,  places  specified in  the  application.”  That requirement  olv  or  

includes  a  ed  so  far and its  alue  to  the  underlying  case.  description  of the  intelligence  receiv  v  

Although  he  was  olv  enot inv  ed  in  the  initial  application,  the  Deputy Attorney General  could  not hav  

signed  an  application  to  renew  eillance  on  Carter Page  if the  gov  was  unable  to  show  surv  ernment  

that it had  already gathered  v  ev  aluable  idence  under existing  orders  and  expected  that collection  to  

continue.  Under these  circumstances,  any decision  not  to  approv the  renewal  would  hav appeared  e e  

to  hav been  politically motiv  e  ated.  

If the  President is  looking  to  fire  Mr.  Rosenstein,  he  will  hav to  look outside  the  Nunes  memo  e  

for his  pretext.  

IV.  The  Nunes  memo shows  that House Rep  are  now p and  arcel  to an  ublicans  art  p  

organized  effort to obstruct the  ecial  investigation.  Sp  Counsel’s  

On  January 24,  2018,  the  Department of Justice  wrote  to  warn  the  House  Intelligence  

Committee  that  releasing  the  memo  would be  “extraordinarily reckless.”  On  January 29,  the  FBI  

issued  a  estatement citing  “grav concerns”  with inaccuracies  and  omissions  in  that document.  On  

January 30,  the  Majority twice  blocked  our  to  erequest  mov the  House  Judiciary Committee  into  

closed  session,  where  we  e  discuss  own  with  the  plan  to  make  would  hav been  free  to  our  concerns  
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this  information  public  without context,  without  meaningful  input from  the  FBI,  and  without providing  

Members  with  access  to  the  source  materials.  On  February 1 ,  I wrote  to  Chairman  Goodlatte  asking  

for him  to  call  the  FBI  Director and  other officials  from  the  Department of Justice  to  brief us  on  an  

emergency basis—before  the  Nunes  memo  was  made  public—but my  request was  again  ignored.  

House  Republicans  do  not speak up  when  President Trump  attacks  the  press,  smears  career  

investigators  by  name,  or demands  loyalty from  the  leadership  of the  Department  of Justice  and  the  

FBI.  They have taken  no  significant steps  to  understand how the  Russian  government worked  to  

undermine  our last  election.  They  show little  interest in  protecting  our next election  from  foreign  

attack—even  though  President  Trump’s  hand-picked  intelligence  chiefs  warn  us  that the  threat is  

very real.  

Until  now,  we  could  only really accuse  House  Republicans  of ignoring  the  President’s  open  

attempts  to  estigation.  block the  Russia  inv  

But with  the  release  of the  Nunes  memo—a  backhanded  attempt to  cast doubt on  the  origins  

of the  Special  Counsel’s  investigation—we  can  only  conclude  that House  Republicans  are  complicit  

in  the  effort to  help  the  President avoid  accountability for his  actions  and  for the  actions  of his  

campaign.  

In  the  end,  who  could  possibly benefit from  the  release  of this  shoddy  work?  

Only Donald  Trump,  who  will  use  these  half-truths  to  further interfere  with  the  Special  

Counsel,  and  Vladimir Putin,  who  now has  a clear v  our  iew of how  intelligence  community attempted  

to  interrupt  his  operations  in  the  United  States.  

Additional  Background  

Christop  serv  as  intelligence  officer with  British intelligence  ice  MI6 from  her Steele  ed  an  serv  

1987  until  his  retirement in  2009.  From  1990  to  1 992,  he  worked  under diplomatic  er  an  MI6  cov as  

agent in  the  Embassy  of the  United Kingdom  to  Russia.  By 2006,  Steele  headed  the  Russia  Desk at  

MI6.  He  remains  one  of the  world’s  foremost experts  on  Russia—and,  in  particular,  connections  

between  the  Russian  government and  organized  crime.  

In  September 2015,  the  conserv  e  serv  ativ Washington  Free  Beacon  retained  the  ices  of  

Fusion  GPS  to  conduct  opposition  research  on  Donald  Trump.  When  President Trump  emerged  as  

the  Republican  candidate,  the  Clinton  Campaign  and  the  Democratic  National  Committee  hired  

Fusion  GPS  for the  same  ices.  As  part of this  project,  Christopher Steel produced  what became  serv  

known  as  the  Steele  dossier.  
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Carter  Page  was  known  to  the  United  States  government for his  involvement with  the  

Russian  government long  before  he  joined  the  Trump  campaign.  Court  documents  show that  

Russian  intelligence  operatives  attempted  to  recruit Page  in  2013.  One  spy thought that Page  was  

“an  idiot”  who  wants  to  “rise  up”  and  “earn  lots  of money.”  

Then-candidate  Donald  Trump  named  Page  a  part of the  Trump  campaign’s  foreign  policy  

team  on  March  21 ,  2016.  In  July 2016,  with  the  explicit approval  of the  Trump  campaign,  Page  

traveled  to  Moscow to  give  a  speech  on  “the  future  of the  world  economy”  and  to  meet with  Russian  

officials.  Despite  several public accounts  of these  meetings,  Page  would  later deny any contact with  

the  Russian  government.  By August 2016—when  it had  become  apparent that the  Russian  

government was  working  to  undermine  the  election—the  Trump  campaign  began  to  distance  itself  

from  Carter Page.  

Later reports  show  that,  in  testimony before  the  House  Intelligence  Committee,  Page  

admitted  to  meeting  with  Russian  officials  and  to  briefing  at  least one  “senior person” on  the  Trump  

campaign  about  those  meetings.  

None  of this  information  relies  upon  the  Steele  dossier.  

The  relevant  legal  standard  for evaluating  the  FISA application  is  laid  out  in  Franks  v.  

Delaware.  “[T]here  is,  of course,  a presumption  of validity  with  respect  to  the  affidavit supporting  the  

search  warrant.”  438 U.S.  154,  171 .  

Related  Legislative  Issues  

Selected  legislative  information:  

Manage  Your Subscriptions  Account  

e-Dear Colleague  version  2  Contact eDC Support  .0  
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 11:06 AM 

To: Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA}; Hur, Robert (ODAG}; Schools, Scott (ODAG}; Terwilliger, 
Zachary (ODAG) 

Subject more from grassley 

Dossierauthor Steele wrote another anti-Trump memo;wa.s fed info by Clinton-connected contact, Obama State 
Department 
Washington Examiner 
Byron York 
February 5, 2018 - 10:39 AM 
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/dossier-author-steele-wrote-another-anti-trump-memo-was-fed-info-by-clinton
connected-contact-0bama-state.-departmentJarticle/2648099?platform=hootsu1te 

Anewlyreleased document from the Senate Judiciary Committee says Christopher Steele, the former British spywho 
compiled the Trump dossier,wrote an additional memo on the subject ofDonald Trump and Russia that was not among 
those published by BuzzFeed in January 2017. 

The newly-released document is an unclassified and heavily redacted version of the criminal referral targeting Steele filed 
on Jan. 4 by Republican Sens. Chuck Grassley, of Iowa, and Lindsey Graham, of SouthCarolina. It appears to oonfirm 
some level of coordination between theextended Clinton circle and the Obama administration in the effort to seek 
damaging information aboutthen-candidate Trump. 

According to the referral, Steele wrote the additional memo based on anti-Trump information that originated with aforeign 
source. In a convoluted scheme outlined in the referral, theforeign source gave the informationto an unnamed associate 
ofHillary and Bill Clinton, who then gave the information to an unnamed official in the Obama State Department, who then 
gave the information to Steele. Steele wrote a report based on the information, but the redacted version ofthe referral does 
not saywhat Steeledid with the report after that 

Published accounts in the Guardian and the Washington Post have indicated that Clinton associate Cody Shearer was in 
oontact with Steele about anti-Trump research, and Obama State Departmentofficial Jonathan Winer was a oonnection 
between Steele and the State Department during the2016 campaign. 

When Grassley and Graham filed the referral with the Justice Departmenton Jan. 4, the documentwas classified (although 
the two senators released an unclassified rover letter announcing the referral}. What followedwas amonth of haggling with 
the Justice Department over whatmaterial in the referral could be made public. The result is the version ofthe referral 
released this morning. It has whole paragraphs and keywords bfacked out making ithard lo discern its full meaning. 

For example, a press release acoompanying the referral said the referral "contains verbatim quotes from the [Carter Page 
survei llance] applrcation that are not included in the [House Intelligence Committee] memo. Specifically, the referral 
quotes the application's descriptions of Steele's statements to the FBI about his oontacts with the media.• Lest anyone get 
too excited, the press release went on to say that the quotes "remain redacted' in theversion of the referral 
released Monday. 
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Also redacted is information related to the key all~ation of the Grassley-Graham referral: that Steele was untruthful with the 
FBI and Justice Departmentoverthe issue ofhismanycontacts with the press. IfSteele was acting as a trusted source for 
the FBI on thehighly confidential Trump-Russia investigation, it would have been improper for him to share his information 
with the press at the same time. 

Some of the redacted passages also relate to the question ofstatements about Steele's press contacts that the FBI made to 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveil lance Court in applying for the Page surveillance warrant that was the subject ofthe House 
Intelligence Committee memo released Friday. 

It's alot to digest But further details will have to wait until the rest of the referral is declassified. Senate sources saythey 
hope that will be soon. 

Satah Isgur Flores 
Director of Poblic Affair; 
202.3055808 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur {OPA) 

Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 10:52 AM 

To: Boyd, Stephen £. {OLA); Hur, Robert (OOAG); Schools, Scott (ODAG); 
Terwilliger, Zachary {OOAG) 

Subject: FW: After House GOP Memo, FBI OKs Release of Unclassified Steele Referral 

And this 

Sarah Isgw: Flore., 
Director of Public Affairs 
202.305.5808 

From: Elana Schor [mailto:eschor@politico.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 5, 201810:47 AM 
To: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) <siflores@jmd.usdoj.gov> 
Subject: Fw: After House GOP Memo, FBI OKs Release of Unclassified Steele Referral 

Hi Sarah - Looking for any comment OOJ can make in response to the below request letter sent this 
morning about updating the classification on this referral. 

thanks, 

Elana Schor 
POLITICO 
646-29S-6261 
eschor@politico.com 
Twitter: @eschor 

From: Chairman Grassley (Judiciary-Rep} <ChairmanGrassley@judiciary-rep.senate.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February S, 2018 10:33 AM 
To: Foy, Taylor (Judiciary-Rep); Hartmann, George (Judiciary-Rep) 
Subject: After House GOP Memo, FBI OKs Release of Unclassified Steele Referral 

000

° COMMITTEE on the JUDICIARY ~~~~ CHAIRMAN CHUC• GoASSlEY W.'l\'-JUOICtAO, ,SENATE,GOV 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Monday, February 5, 2018 

After House GOP Memo, FBI OKs Release of Unclassified Steele 
Referral 
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FBI Required Redactions of Unclassified Material; Grassley Seeks Full 
Declassification Review 

WASHINGTON - The Federa l Bureau of Investigation signed off on an unclassified version of the 
criminal refe rra l by Senate Judicia ry Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley and Crime and 
Terrorism Subcommittee Chairman Lindsey Graham only after the White House declassified a 
House Intelligence Committee (HPSCI) Majority memo largely based on the same underlying 
documents. Grassley is now calling on the FBI to update the classification of the referral to a llow 
complete disclosure of important context from the documents on which it is based. 

HSeeking transparency and cooperation should not be this challenging. The 
government should not be blotting out informatfon that it admits isn"t secret, and it 
should not take dramatic steps by Congress and the White House to get answers that 
the American people are demanding. There are still many questions that can only be 
answered by complete transparency. That means declass ifying as much of the 
underlying documents as possible, " Grossley said. 

On January 4, Grassley and Graham referred Christopher Steele. the author of an 
unverified "Trump dossie r," to the FBI for furthe r investigation after reviewing Justice Department 
documents that conflicted with Steele1 s sworn statements in Brit ish court about the distribut ion of 
his research. At the time of the referral, the existence of the fore ign Intelligence Surve illance Act 
{FISA) warrant applications described in the HPSCI memo was still classified. Grassley had sought 
the FBI's cooperation to confirm that portions of the referra l derived from sources other than the 
applications were unclassified. Following weeks of consultation, the FBI asked the committee to 
redact additional material despite confirming that it was, in fact, not classified, and only approved 
the re lease of the unclassified, heavily-redacted version of the referral after the White House 
formally declassified the House memo. 

While the HPSC I Majority memo is no longer classified, the underlying text of the FISA applications 
that it references is still controlled by the Executive Branch. The Grassley-Graham referra l 
contains ve rbatim quotes from the FISA applications that are not included in the HPSCI memo. 
Specifica lly, the referral quotes the government's description of Steele' s statements to the FBI 
about his contacts with the media. Those quotes remain redacted in the ve rsion currently approved 
for public reJease. Friday evening, Grassley formally requested the FBI to update the classification 
of the refe rra l and remove the extensive redactions to a llow a more complete understanding and 
better inform the public debate. That letter fo llows: 

February 2, 2018 

VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 
The Honorable Christopher A. Wray 
Director 
Federa l Bureau of Investigation 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20535 

The Honorable Rod J. Rosenstein 
Deputy Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
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Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Director Wray and Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein: 

Pursuant to Section 3.5 of Executive Order 13526, I am writing to formally demand a Mandatory 
Declassification Review of the classified criminal refe rra l Chairman Graham and I sent to the FBI 

and Justice Department regarding Christopher Steele' s potential violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001.ill 

On January 4, 2018, Senator Graham and I sent a classified memo to the Justice Department and 
the FBI. The e ight-page memo referred for further investigation materially inconsistent statements 
reportedly made by Christopher Steele, the author of the anti-Trump dossie r funded by the 
Democratic Nationa l Committee and the Clinton campaign during the 2016 Presidential e lection. 
On January 19, 2018, an FBI Congressional liaison, Greg Brower, sent a letter claiming that a few of 
the paragraphs marked as unclassified in our memo contained classified information. A redacted 
copy of Mr. Brower's letter is attached for reference. 

As I expla ined in a speech on the Senate floor , the fBl's cla ims mischaract e rize and m isstate what 
those paragraphs actually say. Nonetheless, on January 29, I wrote to Director Wray and Inspector 
General Horowitz, ra ising my objections to the FBl's classification claims, but attaching a fu rther 
redacted ve rsion of the referra l that addressed FBI's concerns. On February 2, 2018, Mr. Brower 
stated that the FBI had no concerns with the public release of that further redacted version, which 
is attached to this letter. 

Today, the President formally declassified a memorandum drafted by the majority staff of the 

House Pe rmanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCl).I11 Much of the information in the 
declassified HPSCI memorandum ove rlaps with the information in the criminal referral made by 
Senator Graham and me. That information has now been declassified and can no longer properly 
be deemed as classified in our crimina l referra l. Accordingly, I ask that you immediately review 
the classified referra l in light of today's declassification and provide a declassified ve rsion of it to 
the Committee with the declassified version by no later than February 6, 2018. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. Please contact Patrick Davis of my staff at 
(202} 224-5225 if you have any questions. 

Sincere ly, 

Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 

Enclosures: As stated. 

cc: The Honorable Michael E. Horowitz 
Inspector General 
United States Department of Justice 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
Ranking Member 
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Committee on the Judicia ry 

Director, Office of Information Policy 
United States Department of Justice 
1425 New York Ave, NW 
Suite 11050 
Washington, DC 20530 

-30-
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Friday, February 2, 2018 10:49 PM 

To: Rosenstein, Rod (ODAG); Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA}; Schools, Scott (OOAG} 

Subject: Fwd: NYT: Kashyap Patel, Main Author of Secret Memo, ls No Stranger to Quarrels 

Kashyap Patel, Main Author of Secret Memo, Is No Stranger to Quarrels 
New York nmes 
Katie Rogers & Matthew Rosenberg 
February 2, 2018 
https://www.nvtimes.com/2018/02102/us/politics/kashyap-patet--nunes~memo.html 

Kashyap Patel is a lawyerwho has sometimes run afoul of the rules. 

As a lawyer in Florida, Mr. Patel, 37, entered and then dropped out of a charity bachelor auction 
featuring some colleagues after a blogger pointed out that his license to practice in the state 
appeared out of date. In 2016, as a counterterrorism prosecutor for the Justice Department, he was 
berated by a federal judge who then issued an "Orderon Ineptitude· directed at the entire agency. 
And over the summer, in a trip arranged outside official channels, he traveled to London, where he 
tried unsuccessfully to meet with Chrfslopher Steele, the author of the dossier that purported to 
details links between the Trump campaign and Russia, according to multiple people with 
knowledge of the trip. 

After less than a year as a Republican staff member on the House Intelligence Committee, Mr. 
Patel has found himself in the middle of another controversy. According to congressional sources, 
he is the primary author of the politically charged memo, released on Friday by the committee 
chairman, Representative Devin Nunes, over the opposrtion of the F.B.I. and the intelligence 
community, that accuses federal officials of bias against President Trump. 

Democrats, led by Representative Adam B. Schiff, the top Democrat on the committee, were 
scathing in their criticismof both the report and the decision to release it to the public. 

•Toe President's decision to publicly release a misfeading memo attacking DOJ & FBI is a 
transparent attempt to discredit these institutions and undermine Muellers probe: Mr. Schiff said 
on Twitter on Friday, referring to Robert S. Mueller 1, the special counsel investigating Russia's 
involvement in the 2016 presidential election. 

Damon Nelson, the committee's staff director, said in an emailed statement that no single member 
was responsible for the memo and that its creation was a "team effort'" that involved investigators 
who had access to source material 
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!he clamor to identify 'an author' is indicative of an alarming trend by opponents of our 
investigation; Mr. Nel.son said, "which is to promote spurious allegations against committee 
embers and staff. They will not impact the committee's focus and commitment to oontinue this 
investigation.· 

But he praised Mr_ Patel, saying, LWe value Kash's dedicatfon and his contributions to the 
committee's oversight efforts: 

Mr. Patel, who did not respond to a request for comment for this article, grew up in Garden City, 
NY , and graduated from the University of Richmond in 2002. He earned a certificate in 
international law from the University College London Faculty of Laws, according to his Faceb-ook 
page, and graduated from Pace University's law school in 2005. 

He spent part of his career in the Miami area as a federal public defender in Florida before 
surprising his co-workers there by taking a job at the Justice Department in 2014, according to his 
Facebook profile. 

In early 2016, during a court appearance in Houston, Mr_ Patel found himself in the cross hairs of 
Judge Lynn N. Hughes of Federal District Court, who became incensed that Mr_ Patel had used the 
internet credentials of another lawyer to give notice that he would be involved in a terrorism case, 
and then did not like how he was dressed. 

~The last thing I need here, Mr_ Patel; the judge said, according to atranscript of the hearing, «is a 
bureaucrat who flies down here at great expense and causes trouble rather than actually is a 
productive member of the team: 

After working on counterterrorism cases at the Justice Department, Mr. Patel joined the Intelligence 
Committee last spring as a senior staff member, and has been at the forefront of Mr_ Nunes's 
inquiry into whether the F-8J. and the Justice Department abused the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act. 

Over the summer, Mr_ Nunes dispatched Mr. Patel and another member of the committee's 
Republican staffto London, where they showed up unannounced at the offices of Mr_ Steele, a 
former British intelligence officiaL 

Told Mr. Steele was not there, Mr. Patel and Douglas E. Presley, a professional staff member, 
managed to track him down at the offices of his lawyers. There. they said they were seeking only 
to establish contact with Mr. Steele, but were rebuffed and left without meeting him, according to 
two people with knowledge of the encounter. 

A senior official for the Republican majority on the Intelligence Committee, who spoke on the 
condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak about the matter, said the purpose 
of the visit had been to make contact with Mr. Steele's lawyers, not Mr. Steele. Still, the visit was 
highly unusual and appeared to violate protocol, because they were trying to meet with Mr. Steele 
outside official channels. 

Ordinarilv such a visit would be coordinated throuoh lawvers conducted with knowledae of the 
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House Democrats, who were not informed and the American Embassy. 

In the months since, Mr. Patel has apparently forged connections at the White House. In 
November, he posted a series of photos to Facebook of him and several friends wearing 
matching shirts at the White House bowling alley. ·1ne Dons hit the lanes at 1600 Pennsylvania,"' 
Mr. Patelh wrote under the photos. 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Friday, February 2, 2018 4:38 PM 

To: Terwilliger, Zachary {OOAG); Hur, Robert (ODAG}; Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA); 
Schools, Scott {ODAG) 

Subject NYT story on memo 

But the memo falls well short ofproviding the material promised by some Republicans: namely, that the evidence it 
contained would cast doubt on the origins of the Russia investigation and possiblyundermine the inquiry, which has been 
taken over by the special counsel, Robert S. Mueller Ill. 

House Republicans ReleaseSecret Memo Accusing Russia Investigators of Bias 
New York Times 
Adam Goldman, Nicholas Fandos &Charlie Savage 
February 2, 2018 
https:/lwww.n\'times.com/2018/02/02/us/politicsJtrump.lbi-memo.html?smid=pl-share 

House Republicans released adisputed memoon Friday compiled by congressional aides that accused the F .8.1. and 
Justice Department of abusing their surveillance powers to spyon aformer Trump campaign adviser, CarterPage. 

The memo,whichhas prompted a political firestorm, also criticizes information used by law enforcement officials in their 
application for awarrantto wiretap Mr.Page, and names the seniorF.BJ and Justice Department officials who approved 
the highlyclassified warrant 

But the memo falls well short of providing the material promised by some Republicans:namely,that the evidence it 
contained would cast doubt on the origins of the Russia investigation and possiblyundermine the inquiry,which has been 
taken over by the special counsel,Robert S. Mueller Ill. 

Instead, the document confirms that actions taken by another former Trump foreign policy adviser, George Papadopoulos, 
were afactor in the opening of the investigation. 

The F.8.1. and House Democrats have both said the memo is misleading because it contains both omissions and 
inaccuracies. The memo does not provide the full scope of evidence the F.8.1. and Justice Department used to obtainthe 
warrant to surveil Mr. Page. 

The outlines ofthe memo were widely detailed in news reports in recent days. Several details from the complete memo 
show that it reflects aline of attack circulating for weeks in conservative media outlets,which have been amplifying a 
narrative that the Russia investigation is the illegitimate handiwork of acabal of seniorJustice Department and F .8.1. 
officials who were biased against President Trump and set outto sabotage him. 

One of its chief accusations centers on in11estigators' inclusion in the FISAwarrant application of material from aformer 
British spy, Christopher Steele. Mr. Steele was researching possible ties between Russia's election interference and 
Trump associates, butthe application did not explain that he was financed by the Democratic National Committee and 
l;n.wPro: fnr l-lill:::uv i:lin!nn 'c:. r:::tmn:::tinn 
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But aDemocratic memo written to rebut the Republican documentsays that the F.8.1. was more forthcoming with the 
surveillance court than the Republicans say. The F.B.I. told the court that the information it received from Mr. Steele was 
politicallymotivated, although the agency did not specifically identify the information as financed by Democrats, according 
lo two people familiar with the Democratic memo. 

It is not clearto what extentthe FISA application hinges on the material provided by Mr.Steele. In December 2017, the 
Republican memo said,Andrew G. McCabe, then the deputy director of the F.B.I., told the House Intelligence Committee 
that no surveillance would have been sought without Mr. Steele's information. 

But the people familiar with the Democratic memo said that Republicans had distorted what Mr. McCabe told the 
intelligence committee about the importance of the information from Mr. Steele. Mr. McCabe presented the material as 
part of aconstellation ofcompelling evidence that raised serious suspicions about Mr. Page, the two people said. The 
evidence included contacts Mr. Page had in 2013 with a Russian intelligence operative. 

Mr. Page's contacts with the Russian operative led to an investigation ofMr. Page that year, including awiretap on him, 
another person familiar with the matter said. 

Mr. McCabe told the committee that the decision to seek aFISA warrant was also prompted by Russian attempts to target 
Mr. Papadopoulos, a trip Mr.Page took to Moscow in July2016 and the Russian hacking of Democratic emails that 
appeared to be aimed at harming the presidential campaign ofHillaiy Clinton, the two people familiar with the Democratic 
memosaid 

The Democratic memo also says that when the F .BJ returned to court lo renew the wiretap on Mr. Page, bureau officials 
told the judge that the agency had cut ties with Mr. Steele because he was talking to reporters about the investigation. The 
judge extended the warrant anywa'f. 

The Republicans' assertion that investigators were not forthcoming about Mr. Steele is ·potentiallyproblematic: said David 
Kris, a FISA expert and former head ofthe Justice Department's National Security Division in the first term of the Obama 
administration. 

Ifthe warrant applications did disclose that Mr. Steele's research was funded by people who were opposed lo Mr. Trump's 
campaign, even if it did not name the DN.C. or the Clinton campaign, then the applications -Would be fine,· he said, and 
the author ofthe memo and those who backed its release are tiying to mislead the American people. 

rT o me,that appears to be the lens through which we should evaluate the honesty,decency, and integrity ofthe two sides 
here,· Mr.Kris said. *Not having seen the FISA applications, my moneyis on D.O.J. and the F.B.I., but presumablytime will 
tell."' 

Among the handful ofdetails revealed by the publication ofthe memo was that the application also cited a September 2016 
article published by Yahoo News. Written by the veteran i nvestigalivereporter Mi chael lsikoff, it cited unnamed sources 
saying thatgovemment investigators were scrutinizing Mr.Page's ties to Russia. 

Mr. Steele was later revealed to be asource for the article, and the memo suggests that law enforcement officials' 
inclusion of it in their warrant application means theywere using the same source twice but presenting it as separate 
sources. 
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Yahoo News: the memo said, underlining the assertion. 

But it is unlikelythat such an article would have been submitted to the court for the purpose ofcorroborating that asuspect 
was an agent of aforeign power,said Mr. Kris. 

·The idea that theywould cite anewspaper article as affirmative evidence of information contained in the article strikes me 
as very far-fetched: he said. ctt is much more likelythattheywould include an article to show that the investigation had 
become public, and that the target therefore might take steps to destroy evidenoe or cover his tracks: 

In an extraordinary move, the president declassified the identities ofthe people who had authorized the warrant. 
Republican committee staff members said the initial FISA warrant for surveillance ofMr. Page was approved by James B. 
Corney, the former F.B.I. director, and SallyQ. Yates, then the deputy attorneygeneral. The date ofthe original application 
was Oct 21, 2016. 

The warrant was renewed three times, meaning Mr.Page was. under surveillance for about a year. At various points in 
renewals of the warran~ required every 90 days, other law enforcement officials who signed off included Rod J. Rosenstein, 
the deputy attorneygeneral; Dana J. Boente, now the general counsel ofthe F.BJ; and Andrew G. McCabe, the former 
F.BJ deputy director who resigned under pressure this week. 

Mr. McCabe has been afrequent target of Republicans and ofthe president. Mr. Trump is also said to be unhappywith Mr. 
Rosenstein,who appointed Mr. Mueller as special counsel to oversee the Russia investigation. 

Asked at the White House on Fridaywhether he would fire Mr. Rosenstein, the president cocked his head suggestivelyand 
said: "You figure that one out: 

Pressed on whether he had confidence in Mr. Rosenstein, Mr. Trump would not answer. Also on Friday, AttorneyGeneral 
JeffSessions said in astatement that he would evaluate the Republican's criticism. 

·1 am determined that we will fullyand fairlyascertain the truth/ he said. 

The F.B.I.,which woul dhad publiclyclashed with the president over the memo's release, had so far held its fire 

The memo has set offpartisan fury in Congress and protests within the executive branch. Law enforoement officials have 
warned thattheyhave concerns that it jeopardizes sensitive national security information. 

Led by Representative Devin Nunes ofCalifornia, the chairman of the Intelligence Committee. Republicans have portrayed 
the memo as revealing ascandalous abuse of surveillance powers by the executive branch as it launched the investigation 
into Russia's interferenoe in the 2016 election and ties to the Trump campaign. 

·rhe committee has discovered serious violations ofthe public trust, and the American people have a right to know when 
officials in crucial institutions are abusing their authority for political purposes," Mr.Nunes said in a statement portraying 
the memo as recounting an ·alarming series of events· in which intelligence and law enforcement agencies 
were ·exploited to target one group on behalfof another.~ 

The memo also highlights Bruce Ohr, then an associate deputy attorneygeneral,whose wife worked as a contractor with 
FusionGPS, the opposition research firm that hired Mr. Steele. 
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open-source research. Her role was relativelyminor, a person familiar with her effort said. Ms. Ohr was notfullybriefed on 
the work that Fusionwas doingwith Mr. Steele's research, the person said. 

Ms. Oh r's background was in open-source intelligence- information that is publiclyavailable-and she worked 
previously at the Open Source Center al the Central Intelligence Agency. The center does nothandle classified 
information,and Ms. Ohr would not have had access to highlyclassified secrets or programs during her time there. 

The memo also notes that the FISA application mentions Mr. Papadopoulos. who pleaded guilty last year to lying to the 
F.B.1. about his contacts with people connected to the Russiangovernment. The memo said there is no evidence Mr. 
Papadopoulos conspired with Mr. Page. 

Top officials and investigators at the F.BJ and Justice Department have «politicized the sacred investigative process: Mr. 
Trurnpsaid earlier on Friday. 

Mr. Page was on the radar of intelligence agencies for years when Mr. Trump named him to be one of his foreign policy 
advisers in 2016.He had visited Moscow in July2016 and was- preparing to return there that December when investigators 
obtained the warrant White House officials have described Mr. Page as agadflywho had been "puton notice· by the 
campaign and whom Mr. Trump did not know. 

Sarah Isgur Flores 
Directo.r ofPoblic Affairs 
202.305.5808 
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Hur, Robert (ODAG) 

From: Hur, Robert (ODAG} 

Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2018 9:27 PM 

To: Rosenst ein, Rod (ODAG) 

Subject: FW: some editorial coverage 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur {OPA) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2018 2:07 PM 
To: Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA) ; Hur, Robert (ODAG) <rhur@jmd.usdoJ.gov>; Schools, 
Scott (ODAG) <sschools@jmd.usdoj.gov>; Terwilliger, Zachary {OOAG} <zterwilliger@jmd.usdoj.gov> 
Subject: some editorial coverage 

Fix the F.B.I. Don't Politicize It. 
By JOHN YOOJAN. 30, 2018 

From left, President Trump, Attorney General Jeff Sessions and the F.B.I. director, Christopher A. 
V'-lray, in December. CredhTom Brenr..er•The Keh l ork Times 

The F.B.I. director, Christopher \Yray, has begun clearing the Augean stab1es at the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, which should prompt a broader - and long 
overdue - cleanup of the government,s sloppy intelligence operations. 

But he and Attorney General Jeff Sessions may face their greatest obstade in the 
form of their president. Donald Trump's impulse to transform every activity of 
government into a partisan conflict undermines the difficult task of repairing a 
Justice Department that sore1y needs it. 

On Monday, Mr. v\Tray's reform effort took an important step fonvard with the 
resignation of Andrew McCabe, the F.B.I.'s deputy director. !v'lr. McCabe had 
worked on the F .B.I.'s investigation into Hillary Clinton's unsecured private 
computer network even though his wife, as a candidate for a Virginia State Senate 
seat, had received $500,000 in campaign contributions from a C1inton friend. 

That conflict of interest was one of many during the 2016 election that seemed to 
afflict Main Justice, as the Justice Department headquarters is known (and where I 
worked in the George W. Bush administration ·with Mr. '\l\1ray> whom I have known 
since law school). Attorney General Loretta Lynch's tarmac meeting ,vith former 
President Bill Clinton in June 2016, while his ,we was under investigation, created 
another appearance of a conflict of interest. Ms. Lynch,s recusal led to the July news 
conference where James Corney announced that he would not seek charges against 
Hillary Clinton. 

In doing so, Mr. Corney violated longstanding department practice against publicly 
discussing the targets of investigations, and he seized authority from prosecutors on 
whether to indict Mrs. Clinton. To compound these errors. Mr. Corney announced be 
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, . 
had reopened and then shut dov.'Il again 

~ 

the investigation just a few weeks before 
the election. 

Justice Department alumni of both parties expressed shock at the politicization of 
law enforcement during the election. "This whole mess was the Justice 
Department's worst episode since v\Tatergate," Laurence Silberman, a federal 
appeals court judge, wrote in TheViall Street Journal. "I doubt," he added, "the 
bureau will ever completely recover." 

But leave it to Mr. Trump to shoot himself and his administratio~ which is trying to 
clean things up, in the foot. He has taunted Mr. McCabe for months on Twitter. And 
in a phone conversation with him, the president reportedlv called Mr. McCabe's 
,-vne "a loser" in an apparent dig about the Virginia race. 

By attacking Mr. McCabe and b y continuing to attack the F.B.I., 11r. Trump has 
clouded an o,·erdue changing of the guard and has provoked resistance to reform 
efforts. Democrats can now fairly characterize his actions as politically motivated. 

Another opportunity for departmental reform comes in the debate over whether to 
release a Republican congressional memo that outlines abuses in electronic 
surveillance. 

In the memo, drawn from c1assified material, the staff of the House Intelligence 
Committee under Devin Nunes, Republican of California, apparently alleges that the 
Obama Justice Department sought a warrant for an electronic wiretap based on a 
dossier :financed by the Clinton campaign and produced by Fusion GPS with 
information surreptitiously pro,ided by Russian intelligence. If descriptions of its 
contents are true, the memo details a shocking collapse of standards in one of the 
government's most importantjobs: collecting foreign intelligence to stop terrorist 
attacks and enemy spies. 

The president has the constitutional authority to classify and declassify secrets. 
President Trump could allow the Justice Department to negotiate with the House 
over release of the Nunes memo, so as to protect intelligence sources and methods. 
An agreement could also provide the starting point for re·view and restructuring of 
the department's national security division and its management of electronic 
surveillance. 

But again, the presidentseems unable to allow good government to proceed freely. 
Instead, he has claimed for months that the Obama administration hatched a 
conspiracy to illegally eavesdrop on him and, according to reports, has decided to 
approve release of the Nunes memo even before re\>iewing it. Again, l\tlr. Trump 
risks the prospects for departmental reform to score political points against Mr. 
Obama. 

These episodes reveal a shortcoming in Mr. Trump's understanding of the 
presidency. He has the constitutional power to push out Mr. McCabe and to release 
the Nunes memo. Yet doing so is a serious political misuse of thatpower. 

Machiavelli, the father of modern thinking about executive power, described ideal 
princes as quick to execute the law and able to act "at a stroke." In Federalist 70, 
Alexander Hamilton extended the insight to argue that the executive should act 
with "decision, activity, secrecy and dispatch." The founders believed that 
presidents advance the public good when they draw upon their undefined powers to - . 
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respond to emergencies. 

Mr. Trump acts at odds vvith the founders' vision. Rather than conserving his 
authority for t rue crises, he seems intent on creating and prolonging false ones. This 
may appeal t orus base, but he is eroding the presidency's constitutional pD"wer and 
political authority. He may not find them there when necessity forces himto 
confront a real challenge, as when surely one comes. 

John Yoo is a law professor at the University of California, Berketey, and a visiting scholar at the 
American Enterprise Institute. 

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook and Twitter (@NYTop;nion). and 
sign up for the Opinion Today newsletter. 

Suah Isgur Flore. 
Di£ector ofPublic Affain 
202.305.5808 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2018 2:07 PM 

To: Hur, Robert (ODAG); Terwilliger, Zachary (ODAG}; Schools, Scott (ODAG); Boyd, 
Stephen E. (OLA) 

Subject WSJ 

The House Memo, the FBI and FISA 
Progressives suddenly don't care about wiretap applications. 

Rep Devin Nunes (R-CA). Chainnan of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence on Capitol 
Hill Jan 30 2018 PHOTO MARK WILSON/GETTY IMAGES 

By 

The EditoriaJ Board 
Jan. 30, 2018 7:1 5 p.m. ET 

714 COMMENTS 

The House Intelligence Committee voted Monday night to release a Republican memo that by 

most accounts reveals how the FBI handled, or mishandled, federal wiretap requests during the 

2016 presidential campaign_ The White House should now approve its public disclosure as the 

first ofseveral to help the country understand what really happened. 

Democrats are objecting to the release, claiming partisanship and "violations ofnational security. 

None of this is persuasive. Republican Intelligence Chairman Devin Nunes has followed a long and 

deliberative process that follows House protocol. 

W'hen the FBI finally agreed after months ofresisting to answer a committee subpoena for 

documents, Mr. Nunes deputized former prosecutor and South Carolina Rep. Trey Gowdy to 

investigate. The subsequent memo was vetted for security concerns, provided to the entire House 

committee, then made available to the entire House, then shown to the director of the FBI, and is 

now undergoing White House review. This is hardly a Chelsea Manning-to-WikiLeaks-to-New 

York Times leak. 

Another false claim -is that Republicans are "censoring,, a rival Democratic memo. The same 

Democrats howling about national security wanted the committee on Monday instantly to approve 

the public disclosure of their counter-memo that hasn"t gone through the equivalent reviews that 

the majority memo has. Committee Republicans voted to start that process by making the 

Democratic memo av-ailable to the full House, and by all means let's see that memo too. 
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The House memo is not about "attacking the FBP' or "our law enforcement professionals," as 

Democrat Adam Schiff insists. This is about restoring confidence in a law enforcement agency 

that played an unprecedented role in a U.S. presidential election regarding both the Trump and 

Clinton c.ampaigns. 

Americans deserve to know whether accusations that the Kremlin infiltrated the Tromp campaign 

have any basis, and prosecutors and Congressional committees are investigating. The FBI might 

well have had cause to believe Russians were targeting the Tromp campaign ,vhen they sought a 

Foreign Intelligence Suiveillance Court warrant. But Washington also should be able to investigate 

ifand how law enforcement agencies exceeded their remit in seeking wiretaps. 

The memo also concerns the integrity of the FISA process. Democrats created FISA in the 1970s 

to protect against wiretap abuses during the Cold War. We opposed it on grounds that it would 

dilute political accountability, and what do you know here we are. FISA is supposed to provide a 

measure of legal assurance against abuse, and FBI and Justice officials appear ex parte before the 

FISA judges with no competing claimants. 

The public should know ifaspart of its warrant application the FBI used the Christopher Steele 

dossier that we now know was financed by the Hillary Clinton campaign. The House intelligence 

memo may answer that question, as well as ,.,•hether the FBI made other misrepresentations or 

omissions in its FISA application. In June 2017 former FBI director Jim Corney referred in 

Senate testimony to the dossier as containing «salacious and unverified'° material. Is that what the 

FBI told the FISA court in 2016? 

If the FISA judges weren't told about the partisan provenance and doubts about the veracity of the 

memo in the middle of a presidential election campaign, then what is FISA for? To serve as a 

potted plant so the FBI can get whatever warrants it wants? Are they genuine Article ill judges with 

an independent writ or merely another arm of the executive branch that can be rolled like some 

deputy assistant secretary of State? 

The same progressives \Vho demanded accountability for FISA courts after Edward Snowden 

exposed federal snooping now want President Trump to shut down the House's limited attempt at 

transparency. Don' t buy it, Mr. President. Let it all out- the two House Intelligence memos, 

Senator Chuck Grassley's refetTal letter for a criminal investigation ofMr. Steele, and all other 

relevant FBI or Justice documents that won' t undermine t:.S. security. Our democracy can take the 

transparency, and after the 2016 fiasco it deserves it. 
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Sacah Isgw: Floces 
Dix:e-c:tor of Public Affair, 
202.305..5808 
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Hur, Robert (ODAG) 

From: Hur, Robert (ODAG} 

Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 8:07 PM 

To: Rosenstein, Rod (ODAG) 

Su bject: FW: whip count 

FYSA 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur {OPA) 
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 8:06 PM 
To: Hur, Robert (ODAG) <rhur@jmd.usdoj.gov>; Boyd, Stephen E. (OIL.A) (b )( 6 ) 

Terwilliger, Zachary (ODAG) <zterwilliger@jmd.usdoj.gov>; Schools, Scott (OOAG) <sschools@jmd.usdoj.gov> 
Subject: whip count 

Defiant Republ ican~ ready to send secret Russia memo to Trump 
Politico 
Kyle Cheney 
January 25, 2018- 7:06 PM 
https:llwww.politico.comJstory/20181'01/25/russia-memo-trump-republicans-369541 

Areview ofthe House Intelligence Committee's 13 GOPmembers shows firm supporttorwhat a top Justice Depattment 
official calls an 'eriraordinarily reckless' move. 

Republicans on the House Intelligence Committee are on the verge ofdefying the Department of Justice and voting to 
release aclassified memo theysay will reveal misconduct by senior FBI officials involved in investigating President Donald 
Trump's campaign. 

POLITICO contacted or reviewed statements by the committee's 13 Republicans. and found near-unanimous support for 
making public the memo, which Democrats call a misleading effort to discredit special counsel Robert Muelle(s probe 
into Trump's ties to Russia 

Avole by the committee-expected as soon as Wednesday-to release the controversial documentwould put its fate into 
the hands ofPresident Donald Trump,who has not taken a clear position on its public disclosure. 

The committee sentiment suggests that House Republicans are unfazed by a top Justice Departmen1 official's warning that 
doing so without consulting the department first would be ·extraordinarily reckless.»underscores the GOP's determination 
to shift attention from Russian election influence onto alleged anli-Trump bias among federal Russia investigators. 

The memo, drafted by Republican House Intelligence Committee staffers, has become a cause celebre in conservative 
media and on Twitter,where its most active cheerleaders include the president's son, Donald Trump Jr. It alleges that FBI 
agents seeking afall 2016 warrant to surveil Trump campaignadviser Carter Page concealed the role a controversial 
private dossier alleging Kremlin influence over Trump played in their decision, according lo sources who have read it. 

Democrats charge that Republicans are making an unprecedented push to declassify material for partisan gain, noting 
that the panel has never before voted to reveal classified information. 
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·itwould represent a new low for the majority, the politicization ofthe classification process to selectivelyrelease 
inforrmition in adistorted Wfr.f,' said Rep. Adam Schiff, the committee's top Democrat, in aphone interview. 

So far, those protests are falling on deafears- at least among the Republicans who will decide the document's fate 

·1 am in favor of releasing the memo." said Rep.Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-Fla.). one of 13 GOP members on the 
committee. 'After not cooperating with the Intelligence Committee's investigation for months in order to prevent the 
disclosure of the information contained in the memo, it's not surprising that some would try to keep the information a 
secret: 

Justice Department and FBI officials have implored committee Republicans to show them the memo before publicly 
alleging misconduct and potentiallyexposing sensitive national security information. 

"We believe it would be extraordinarilyreckless for the Committee to disclose such information publiclywithout giving the 
Department and the FBI the opportunity to review the memorandum and to advice the [committee} of the risk ofharm to 
national security and to ongoing investigations that could come for public release,' assistant attorneygeneral Stephen Boyd 
wrote in aWednesday letter to committee Chairman Devin Nunes (R-Calif.} 

Six ofthe panel's 13 Republicans told POLITICO theysupport taking that step.Four others - Nunes and Reps. Mike 
Conaway (R-Texas}, Peter King (R-NY.) and Tom Rooney (R-Fla.} - have openlybacked the memo's public release. 

Two other GOP members ofthe committee - Mike Turner (R-Ohio) and Will Hurd CR-Texas), aformer CIAofficer
declined multiple requests for comment and have not made public statements in recent days. A third,Rep.Mike Tumer, 
declined to indicate how he'll vote but stronglysuggested in aFox News interview Thursdaythat he's leaning toward 
supporting the release. 

•Let's make sure we do it right and in the proper time get itto the American people because theydeserve to be able to know 
what their government's doing," he said. 

With all nine committee Democrats opposed to releasing the memo, two of the three Republicans who haven1 finalized 
their positions would need to oppose its release to stop the effort from moving forward.But they'veshown no sign ofdoing 
so and their committee colleagues expressed confidence the votes are in hand. 

In the interview, King accused the Justice Department ofseeking access to the memo in order to "tear it down before it 
even gets out there.• 

"We're not going to show it to the Justice Departmen~•King said.1Nunes} fullyintends to go ahead.' 

The committee's ability to reveal classified intelligence is set out in a: House rule that has never been used. It dictates that if 
the committee votes to publiclyrelease the memo. its fate moves into the hands of Trump,who would have five days to 
weigh the request. Trump can approve its immediate release or. if he takes no action, the committee can release it. Should 
he object, the committee can forward the request to the full House,which would meet in a closed-door session for avote 
on its release. 

White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said earlier this week that Trump supports 'full transparency' but 
stopped short ofsaying he'd approve anyrequest to release the memo. She indicated that the White House was aware that 
ifTrump allowed five davs to laPSe. the committee could produce the memo on its own. 
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The GOP memo was compiled by Nunes' staff under the guidance of Rep. TreyGowdy (R-S.C.), who, according to the 
Justice Department, was the only member ofthe committee to view some ofthe underlying intelligence. Democrats who 
have seen the memo say it wildlymischaracterizes the underlying intelligence and that most lawmakers urging the memo's 
release aren1 familiar with the intelligence it'sbased on. 

Asked why some members of the committee who aren\ closely aligned with Trump- like Ros-Lehtinen - backed 
releasing the memo, Schiff suggested theywere doing ii out of loyalty to Nunes. 

•1 think theyall feel theyneed to do this for Nunes,• he said.He added that he's working to craft aDemocratic memo that he 
says 'reveals all of the inaccuracies and distortions in the Nunes spin documenr that he hopes will be approved by the 
committee to be shared with other House members. 

The ,dossier that the memo alleges helped drive the decision to seek aFlSA- or Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
warrant on Page was compiled in 2016 by former British spyChristopher Steele, a trusted FBI partner in previous 
investigations,who had been commissioned by the private researchfirm Fusion GPS to investigate Trump's business ties 
to Russia. Fusion's work was funded atthat time by a lawyer who represented Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign and 
the Democratic National Committee. Ifs unclear if Steele's relationship to the campaign was disclosed in the FISA 
application. 

Trump has railed against the FBI for its behavior,with particular ire aimed at two top officials - senior counterintelligence 
agent Peter Strzok and bureau attorneyLisa Page. Strzok was central to the FBl's Russia investigation, whichbegan in 
2016, as well as the probe that ultimatelyexonerated Hillary Clintonfor her handling of classified information. 

Text messages between Strzok and Page, turned over to Congress by DOJ late last year, revealed deep hostility toward 
Trump- among other political figures on both sides ofthe aisle. Republicans have pointed to those messages, as well 
others in whichtheymake Cl'fptic references to the federal Russia probe, as evidence that their political views tainted the 
investigation.But there's been no evidence that either took official actions based on their personal opinions. 

Still,Trump has highlighted the messages to suggest the FBI has been out to gethim in what he's commonly referred to as 
a"witch hunt' about his campaign's ties to Russia. 

Sarah Isgur Flore, 
Director of Public Affairs 
202.305.5808 
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Schools, Scott (ODAG) 

From: Schools, Scott (ODAG) 

Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2018 7:35 PM 

To: Hur, Robert (ODAG); Gauhar, Tashina {OOAG) 

Subject: FW: Andrew Weissmann met with AP reporters to discuss Paul Manafort case 
before joining special counsel 

FYSA. 

From:AMZ 
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2018 7:30 PM 
To: Schools, Scott (ODAG) <sschools@jmd.usdoj.gov> 
Subject: FW: Andrew Weissmann met with AP reporters to discuss Paul Manafort case before joining special 
counsel 

~4..ndrew " 'e issmann met with AP reporters to discuss PaoJ l\fa.nafort case before joining special 
couns el 

https://saraacarter.com/2018/01/11/andrew-weissmann-met-with-ap-reporters-to-discuss-paul-manafort-case
before-joining-special-counsell 
January 11. 2018 

A senior Justice Department prosecutor in Robert :\tlueller' s Special Counsel office held a meeting with 

Associated Press journalists last spring to discuss an investigation into Paul Manaforf s financial record, a day 

before the wire service published a major expose disclosing alleged money laundering made by the fonner and 

now embattled Trump campaign chairman. 

Federal prosecutor Andrew Weissmann, now a senior attorney in the special counsel' s office, met with AP 

journalists on April 11 after reporters informed him oftheir own investigation into ~lanafort' s dealings with 

Ukrainian officials. The reporters had reached out to Weissman on a different story earlier in the year and it 

was during that conversation, that the AP team told Weissmann of their investigation into :Manaf ort, stated the 

somces. The AP published the explosive expose on April 12, a day after their meeting with Weissmann. 

According to sources familiar with the meeting, the reporters had promised to share documents and other 

information gleaned from the own investigation with the Justice Department. 

AP spokeswoman Lauren Easton said Thmsday, ·'we refrain from discussing our sources." 

.. Associated Press journalists meet with a range ofpeople in the comse ofreporting stories, and we refrain from 

discussing relationships with sources. However, the suggestion that AP would vohmtarily serve as the somce of 
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information for a government agency is categorically untrue," added Easton. 

At the time of the meeting, Weissmann ,vas head ofthe Justice Departmenfs fraud division. He was the most 

senior member of the Justice Department to join the spedal coW1Sel in May. 

Sources said Weissmann, had notified his superiors about the arranged meeting with the AP and at the time of 

the meeting he was not assigned to the Manafort probe and had no knowledge ofthe state ofthe investigation. 

Vleissmann didn't have access to grand jury materials, didn't have access to reports and his role was solely to 

facilitate the meeting because the AP reached out to him, the officials added. 

The officials noted that no commitment was made to assist the reporters with their investigation into :Manaforf s 

life or activity. 

The AP meeting arranged by Weissmann came to light in a letter sent to Justice Department Deputy Attorney 

General Rod Rosenstein from House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes, R-CA, late last year, 

requesting specific FBI and DOJ documentation related to the controversial Fusion GPS dossier that alleged 

collusion between the Tnnnp campaign and Russia. 

Rosenstein not only agreed to pro,1de all the documents requested, which inctude unredacted FBI interviews 

with witnesses, as well as access to eight key FBI and DOJ witnesses but said they would provide the 

committee with information on \Veis.smann, as reported last week. 

The committee letter noted that the Justice Department i.s uresearching records related to the details ofan April 

2017 meeting between DOJ Attorney Andrew Weissmann (now the senior attorney for Special Counsel 

Robert Mueller) and the media, which will also be provided to thi.s Committee by close ofbusiness on 

Thursday, January 11, 2018." 

That meeting with the AP was attended by three different litigating offices. Two employees from the U.S. 

Justice Department and the other representative was from the U.S. Attorney's office, according to the sources. 

FBI agents also attended the meeting, law enforcement sources confirmed. 

Peter Carr, a spokesman for Mueller, declined to comment. Chief Justice Department spokeswoman Sarah 

Isgur Flores also declined to comment. 

However, the Justice Department and FBI have specific guidelines that must be followed when obtaining 

documents. or information from the media, according to the DOJ website. 

'Members ofthe Department may not employ the use ofthe investigative tool at issue until the Criminal Division 

has responded in writing," the guideline states. "Accordingly, to ensure appropriate consideration, members of 
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the Department should submit requests for authorization or consultation pursuant to this policy at least 30 days 

before the anticipated use of the covered law enforcement tool" 

Carr declined to comment on whether the AP shared docmnentation or information with Weissmann_ He also 

declined to comment on whether Weissmann followed appropriate DOJ proc edures for the meeting to obtain 

documentation_ 

And Weissmann' s role in arranging the meeting did not go over well with FBI officials, who issued a complaint 

to the Justice Department suggesting Weissmann didn' t follow normal procedures for dealing with journalists. 

The FBI ,vas concerned the meeting with the journalists could harm the ongoing probe into Russia' s 

involvement in the 2016 presidential election, according to sources with knowledge ofthe information_ 

The news organization published the Manafort story a day after the meeting on April 12_The story revealed 

that roughly S 1-2 million in payments listed for Manafort in a handwritten ledger in {Jkraine had been deposited 

into his U_S _bank accounts_ 

After the AP published a series ofinvestigative stories, ~afort was forced to file a nwnerous late lobbying 

reports_ Those reports showed he was paid millions by pro-Russian interests inUkraine_ Manafort has pleaded 

innocent to the felony charges and last week filed a lawsuit trying to remove Mueller as the special prosecutor 

in the case_ 
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Hur, Robert (ODAG) 

From: Hur, Robert (ODAG} 

Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 10:16 PM 

To: Rosenstein, Rod (ODAG) 

Subject: Fwd: CNN: Ryan backed Nunes in spat with Justice Dept. over Russia documents, 
sources say 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Flores, Sarah Isgur {OPA)" <siflores@imd.usdoj.gov> 
Date: January 4, 2018 at 10:08:58 PM EST 
To: "Hur, Robert {ODAG)" <rhur@jmd.usdoj.gov>, "Terwilliger, Zachary (ODAG)" 
<zterwilliger@jmd.usdoj.gov>, "Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA)tl 
(b )( 6) , "Schools, Scott (ODAG}" <sschools@jmd.usdoj.gov>, "Bolitho, 
Zachary (ODAG)" <zbolitho@jmd.usdoj.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: CNN: Ryan backed Nunes in spat with Justice Dept. over Russia 
documents, sources say 

Ryan backed Nunes in spat with Justice Dept. over Russia documents, sources 
say 
CNN 
Laura Jarrett, Evan Perez, & Manu Raju 
January 4, 2018 - 8:56 PM 
http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/politics/paut-ryan-nunes-justice-department/index.html? 
sr=twCNNp010418paul-ryan-nunes-iustice-department0902PMStory&CNNPotitics= Tw 

(CNN) - House Speaker Paul Ryan backed his fellow congressional Republican, 
House Intelligence Chairman Devin Nunes, during a meeting over the Russia 
investigation Wednesday, capping off a months-long dispute between the committee 
and the Justioe Department, multiple sources with the knowledge of the situation told 
CNN. 

CNN reported Wednesday that Ryan met wrth Deputy Attorney General Rod 
Rosenstein and FBI head Christopher Wray in his Caprtol Hill office, but details 
emerged Thursday providing new insight into how a nasty inter-branch dispute has 
quietly subsided - at least for now_ 

Over the summer Nunes served subpoenas seeking a broad range of documents 
------•---', _ _ LL-_.___;_.. -~ _________ ;_:.___ - 11---.&.:____L,.__,.J. n ---:--' ---' r\---1-..J 
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Trump's connections to the Kremlin, including those related to payments the FBI 
made to fund it (if any), efforts to corroborate any information contained in it and 
whether the FBI used information from the dossier to apply for warrants to conduct 
surveillance under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act on Trump associates. 
The Justice Department has already allowed Intelligence Committee members and 
staff to review a number of highty classified materials at a secure location at the 
department, but last month Nunes escalated the feud, threatening top officials at 
Justice and the FBI with contempt of Congress if they did not meet all of his 
subpoena demands. 

At Wednesday's meeting - initiated at Rosenstein's request - Rosenstein and Wray 
tried to gauge where they stood with the House speaker in light of the looming 
potential contempt of Congress showdown and Nunes' outstanding subpoena 
demands, souroes said. CNN is told the discussion did not involve details of the 
separate Russia investigation being led by special counsel Robert Mueller. 

While Ryan had already been in contact with Rosenstein for months about the dispute 
over documents, Rosenstein and Wray wanted to make one last effort to persuade 
him to support their position. The documents in dispute were mostly FBI investigative 
documents that are considered law enforcement sensitive and are rarely released or 
shared outside the bureau. 

During the meeting, however, it became clear that Ryan wasn't moved and the 
officials wouldn't have his support if they proceeded to resist Nunes' remaining highly 
classified requests, according to multiple sources with knowledge of the meeting. 

Sources also told CNN that the Justice Department and the FBI also had learned 
recently that the White House wasn't going to assert executive privilege or otherwise 
intervene to try to stop Nunes. 

Ryan spokeswoman Ashlee Strong told CNN on Thursday, "The speaker always 
expects the administration to comply withthe House's oversight requests," but would 
not address the details of the discussion. 
A compromise was reached later Wednesday that allows House Intelligence 
Committee members to go to a Justice Department facility to vi.ew the documents, 
sources said. Nunes said in a statement Wednesday night that he was being 
given "access" to the materials he had requested. Normally congressional 
committees want documents turned over to them. In this case, the documents can be 
reviewed but not taken from FBI and Justice Department possession. 

The Justice Department has also approved a slew of Justice and FBI officials to be 
interviewed by the committee in January, including form.er Associate Deputy Attorney 
General Bruce Ohr, an official with ties to Fusion GPS, the opposition research firm 
behind the Trump dossier; embattled FBI Special Agent Peter Strzok, whose text 
messages trashing the President became cannon fodder for congressional 
Republicans last month; and recently reassigned FBI General Counsel James Baker. 
The committee will also be permitted to interview FBIAttorney Lisa Page (who 
_.,._.... _____.LL..-..,___ ...._ ....:...1... n ,1.__ ,_, r n1 AA.i.---·· " -I L ... "' '--··- .. rn1 A--:-•--"' n :,_ _..._ _ ,__ 
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the Offioe of Congressional Affairs Greg Brower, FBI Assistant Director Bill Priestap 
and FBI Chief of Staff James Rybicki. 

CNN has also learned from a souroe with knowledge of the negotiations that a 
second batch of Strzok's text messages is expected to be produced for the 
committee next week. 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 10:22 AM 

To: Whitaker, Matthe w (OAG}; Cutrona, Danielle (OAG); Boyd, Stephen E. (OLA); 
Te rwilliger, Zachary (ODAG); Hur, Robert {ODAG); Bolit ho, Zachary (ODAG); 
Schools, Scott (ODAG} 

Subject : Fw: Reps. Mark Meadows and Jim Jordan: It 's time for Jeff Sessions to go, as 
s hown by the latest FBI leak 

Reps. Mark Meadows .and Jim Jordan: It's timefor Jeff Sessions to go,as shown by the latest FBI leak 
Washington Examiner 
O~Ed 
Rep.Mark Meadows and Rep. Jim Jordan 
January 4, 2018-900AM 
http://wwwwashinqtonexaminer.com/reps-mark-meadows-and-jim-jordan-its-time-for-jeff-sessions-to-qo-as-shown-bv-the
latest-fui-leak/articlel2644934 

As the first year ofthe Trump administration comes to a close, one cani. help but look back on how allegationsof «Russian 
collusion~dominated the headlines ofalmost every news agency. Hearings, leaks, and so-called 'bombshells' saturated 
the mainstream media coverage almost immediatelyafter the 2016 presidential campaign concluded. 

Sadly, manufactured hysteria on this issue throughout 2017 has frequentlymasked the substantial accomplishments of 
President Trump's administration - some that qualify as historic. The stock market has surged at levels not seenin nearly 
adecade. The Islamic State has beendecimated in the Middle East. Our embassy in Israel is moving to Jerusalem, 
Israel's undivided capital. Trump delivered on the largest tax cuts and overhaul to the tax c.ode since the Reagan 
administration. These are just afew examples. 

Yet, in spite of the oonstant headlines, rampantspeculation,and overshadowing ofaccomplishments, asimple truth 
remains: There is no evidence of anycollusion between the Trump campaign and theRussians. 

And let's be clear:The absence of evidence is not due to a lack of examination. There have been some six different 
investigations spent on the collusion narrative - more than the investigative efforts on former President Barack Obama's 
IRS targeting ofconservatives, the 30,000 missing Hillary Clinton emails, and Benghazi. And through all of tha~ there is zero 
(yes,zero) evidence of collusion. 

Even with thecomplete dearth of evidence Congressional hearings have produced, the narrative machine continues to 
mobilize. Last week, the New York Times publishedan article using four current andformer anonymous intelligence 
officials to suggestthat George Papadopoulos, a Trump campaign volunteer, was a ·driving factor" who triggeredthe FBrs 
spying on the Trump campaign. These anonymous sources claim that Papadopoulos,during a night ofdrinking at abar in 
Europe, tipped offAustralian diplomats about Russian col lusion efforts, which ultimatelyled to the FBI opening an 
investigation. 

Now, even if we put aside what should be an automatic mistrust of the motives behindanonymous intelligence officials 
sharing details about an ongoing investigation, there are two critical problems with thestory First, belief in this narrative at 
far_p v;i lt IP ri:>ni 1i ri:><: n nP tn hl;it;i.ntlv rlic:rPn;irrl ;i c;,:,rii:>c; nf f, inrl;im,=, nt~I m 1,=,c:tinnc:· 
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Question 1: If George Papadopoulos was central to the FBl's investigation of the Trump campaign, why did the FBI wait 
more than 6months to interview himin late January and again in February? And even ifthey were trying to keeptheprobe 
quiet duringthe 2016 election, why wait more than 2monthsafter ElectionDay? 

Question 2: If Papadopoulos was so critical to the investigation, why did the FBI get aForeign Intelligence Surveil lance 
Act, or FISA. warranton Carter Page in the summer of 2016 but noton Papadopoulos,the alleged central player? 

Question 3: If Papadopoulos was key to a collusion investigation and evidence existed supporting that claim,whywould 
Bruce Ohr, the former DOJ official married lo Fusion GPS' investigator, meetwith Christopher Steele, author of the so
called '"Trump dossier• hired by the Clintoncampaign, before and after the election? 

Question 4: Why would former FBI Director James Gomeybrief President Obama and President-Elect Trump on the 
contents of the Russiandossier, but not do the same thing on this campaign staffer's alleged collusion? 

Question 5: Why won't the FBI answer questions from Congress on this very topic? Why do they continue to refuse 
transparency on whether they paidChristopher Steele for theRussian Dossier? We in Congress have asked them 
repeatedly to tell us what was in the application they took to the FrSA Court to get a warrant for spying on the Trump 
campaign. Did they use the dossier in their application? This demands an answer. 

Perhaps all of these questions have answers that could help bring this Russian collusiondrama to a close. But it seems 
remarkably odd that instead of the FBI answeringthe critical questions that Congress has repeatedly asked, they instead 
leak afar-fetched and ill-supported story to the New York Times. Ifthis is the truth, then give us the documentation we've 
askedfor to prove it 

The second problem deals with arecurring issue that must be addressed immediately The alarming number ofFBI 
agents and DOJ officials sharing informationwithreporters is in clear violation of the investigative standards that Americans 
expect and should demand. How would New York Times reporters know any of this information when the FBI and DOJ are 
prohibited from talking about ongoing investigations? How manyFBI agents and DOJ officials have illegally discussed 
aspects of an ongoing investigation with reporters? When will it stop? 

It's apparent that Corney has never had aproblem sharing information with reporters, and he allowed his teamto 'follow the 
leader" in that regard-but it is Ume for this practice to come to an immediate end. 

AttorneyGeneral Jeff Sessions has recused himself from the Russia investigation, but it would appear he has no control at 
all of the premier law enforcement agency in the world. It is time for Sessions to start managing in a spirit of transparency to 
bring all of this improper behaviorto light and stop further violations. If Sessions can1 address this issue immediately, then 
we have one final question needing an answer: When is rt time for a new attorneygeneral? 

Sadly, it seems the answer is now. 

Rep. Mark Meadows, R-N.C., represents North Carolina's 11th districtin Congress.He is chair ofthe House Freedom 
Caucus. Rep Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, represents Ohio's 4th district in Congress. He is a member ofthe House Freedom 
Caucus and served as its first chairman. 

Sarah Isgur Flore, 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 12:43 AM 

To: Boyd, Stephen E. {OLA}; Schools, Scott (ODAG} 

Subject : Fwd: NYT: Simpson & Fritsch: The Republicans' Fake Investigations 

The Republicans' Fake Investigations 

New York nmes 

Op-Ed 

Glenn R Simpson & Peter Fritsch 

January 2, 2018 

hltps://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/02/opinion/republicans-investigation-fusion:9ps.htmf? 
rref=collection%2FsectioncoUection%2Fop1n1on-contnbutors&action=click&oontentCollectJon= 
contributors&region=stream&modu I e=stream unit&version=tatest&contentPlacement=1& 
pgtype=sectionfront 

A generation ago, Republicans sought to protect President Richard Nixon by urging the Senate 
Watergate committee to look at supposed wrongdoing by Democrats in previous elections. The 
committee chairman, Sam Ervin, a Democrat, said that would be «as foolish as the man who went 
bear hunting and stopped to chase rabbits." 

Today, amid a growing criminal inquiry into Russian meddling in the 2016 election, congressional 
Republicans are again chasing rabbrts. We know because we're their favorrte quarry. 

In the year since the publication of the so-called Steele dossier - the collection of intelligence 
reports we commissioned about Donald Trump's ties to Russia - the president has repeatedly 
attacked us on Twitter. His allies in Congress have dug through our bank records and sought to 
tarnish our firm to punish us for highlighting his links to Russia. Conservative news outlets and even 
our former employer, The Wall Street Journal, have spun a succession of mendacious conspiracy 
theories about our motives and backers. 
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We are happy to correct the record. In fact, we already have. 

Three congressional committees have heard over 21 hours of testimony from our firm, Fusion 
GPS. In those sessions, we toppled the far right's conspfracy theories and explained how The 
Washington Free Beacon and the Clinton campaign - the Republican and Democratic funders of 
our Trump research- separately came to hire us in the first place. 

We walked investigators through our yearlong effort to decipher Mr. Trump's complex business 
past, of which the Steele dossier is bu1 one chapter. And we handed over our relevant bank 
records - while drawing the line at a fishing expedition for the records of companies we work for 
that have nothing to do wtth the Trump case. 

Republicans have refused to release full transcripts of our firm's testimony, even as they 
selectively leak details to media outlets on the far right. It's time to share what our company told 
investigators. 

We don't believe the Steele dossierwas the trigger for the F .8.1.'s investigation into Russian 
meddling. As we told the Senate Judiciary Committee in August, our sources said the dossier was 
taken so seriously because it corroborated reports the bureau had received from other sources, 
including one inside the Trump camp. 

The intelligence committees have known for months that credible allegations of collusion between 
the Trump camp and Russia were pouring in from independent sources during the campaign. Yet 
lawmakers in the thrall of the president continue to wage a cynical campaign to portray us as the 
unwitting victims of Kremlin disinformation. 

We suggested investigators look into the bank records of Deutsche Bank and others that were 
funding Mr. Trump's businesses. Congress appears uninterested in that tip: Reportedly, ours are 
the only bank records the House Intelligence Committee has subpoenaed. 

We told Congress that from Manhattan to Sunny Isles Beach, Fla., and from Toronto to Panama, we 
found widespread evidence that Mr. Trump and hh, organization had worked with a wide array of 
dubious Russians in arrangements that often raised questions about money laundering. Likewise, 
those deals don't seem to interest Congress. 
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We explained how, from our past journalistic work in Europe, we were deeply familiar with the 
political operative Paul Manafort's coziness with Moscow and his financial ties to Russian oligarchs 
close to Vladimir Putin. 

Finally, we debunked the biggest canard being pushed by the president's men - the notion that 
we somehow knew of the June 9, 2016, meeting in Trump Tower be~Neen some Russians and the 
Trump brain trust. We first learned of that meeting from news reports last year - and the 
committees know it. They also know that these Russians were unaware of the former British 
intelligence officer Christopher Steele's work for us and were not sources for his reports. 

Yes, we hired Mr. Steele, a highly respected Russia expert. But we did so without informing him 
whom we were working for and gave him no specific marching orders beyond this basic question: 
Why did Mr. Trump repeatedly seek to do deals in a notoriously corrupt police state that most 
serious investors shun? 

What came back shocked us. Mr. Steele's sources in Russia (who were not paid) reported on an 
extensive - and now confirmed - effort by the Kremlin to help elect Mr. Trump president Mr. 
Steele saw this as a crime in progress and decided he needed to report it to the F.8.1. 

We did not discuss that decision wrth our clients, or anyone else. Instead, we deferred to Mr. 
Steele, a trusted friend and intelligence professional with a long history ofworking wrth law 
enforcement We did not speak to the F.8.1. and haven't since. 

After the election, Mr. Steele decided to share his intelligence with Senator John McCain via an 
emissary. We herped him do that. The goal was. to alert the United States national security 
community to an attack on our country by a hostile foreign power. We did not, however, share the 
dossier with BuzzFeed, whichto our dismay published rt last January. 

We're extremely proud of our work to highlight Mr. Trump's Russia ties. To have done so is our 
right under the First Amendment. 

It is time to stoo chasina rabbits. The oublic still has much to learn about a man with the most 
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troubling business past of any United States president Congress should release transcripts of our 
firm's testfmony, so that the American people can learn the truth about our work and most 
important, what happened to our democracy. 

*** 
Sarah Isgur Flores 
(b )( 6) 

@whignewtons 
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Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

From: Flores, Sarah Isgur (OPA) 

Sent: Friday, December 22, 2017 6:16 PM 

To: Schools, Scott (ODAG); Hur, Robert (ODAG); Terwilliger, Zachary (O0AG}; Boyd, 
Stephen E. (OLA); Whitaker, Matthew (OAG) 

Subject: Fwd: Polit ico: Top FBI official linked to reporter who broke Trump dossier story 

Top FBI official linked to reporter who broke Trump dossier story 
Pol~ioo 
Kyle Cheney & Rachael Bade 
December 22, 2017 
https://ww.v.pol~ioo.com/story/2017/12/22/trump--dos s ier-fbi-j ames-baker-david-com-mother-j ones-
316157 

House Republicans are investigating contact between the FBl's top lawyer and a Mother Jones 
reporter in the weeks before the left-leaning ou~et broke the first news story about the existence of 
a disputed dossier alleging ties between President Donald Trump and the Kremlin, according to 
two oongressional GOP sources who described documents linking the two men. 

The GOP sources said the documents - made available reoently to lawmakers by the Department 
of Justioe - revealed that James Baker, the FBl's general oounsel, oommunicated with Mother 
Jones reporter David Corn in the weeks leading up to the November 2016 election. Corn was the 
first to report the existence of the dossier on Oct 31 and that it was compiled by a former, high
level western spy. 

The Washington Post reported Thursday that Baker had been reassigned within the FBI, though the 
reason for the move was unclear. 

Com denied that Baker was a source for his story on the dossier. 

"I'm not going to discuss my sources,_But in order to prevent the dissemination of inaccurate 
information, I will say that James Baker was not my source for this story," he said in a statement to 
POLITICO. 

The congressional sources said there's no conclusive evidence that Baker aided Corn's reporting 
or acted as a source. But Republicans are pointing to the connection to cast suspicion about 
whether FBI officials had a hand in directing the details of the dossier to reporters, and the two 
sources said they expect ft to be a focus of GOP investigators' upooming lines of inquiry. 

Baker's connection to Corn comes as Republicans in Congress have been raising questions about 
the FBl's handling of the now-famous Steele dossier, named for Christoper Steele, the agent 
i:;uh.c:.P.t11JF!ntlv iriRntifiF!<i ::l.c:;. thF! ~uthnr nf thF! rln~umF!nt 
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The FBI declined to comment on the matter. 

Com's story indicated direct contact with Steele: "[A] former senior intelligence officer for a 
Western country who specialized in Russian counterintelligence tells Mother Jones that in recent 
months he provided the bureau with memos, based on his recent interactions with Russian 
sources, contending the Russian government has for years tried to co-opt and assist Trump-and 
that the FBI requested more information from him," he reported. 

Com then added that a "senior US government official not involved in this case but familiar with the 
former spy," told him that the agent "has been a credible source with a proven record of providing 
reliable, sensitive, and important information to the US government." 

The news of Baker's reassignment came just days after congressional Republicans began asking 
questions about his contacts with media. 

Baker was on Capitol Hill on Tuesday as counsel for Andrew McCabe, deputy director of the FBI, 
who testified to the House intelligence committee in the panel's ongoing Russia probe. 

During the closed-door session, Republicans grilled McCabe about who at the department was 
authorized to talk to the media. One Republican at Tuesday's intelligence committee interview with 
McCabe laid out a "hypothetical" example of the FBl's general counsel meeting with a Mother 
Jones reporter. 

McCabe, according to a source familiar with the exchange, said such a meeting would be 
unauthorized, according to the source. 

Sources familiar with the congressional investigations said Baker did not return Thursday when 
McCabe came back to testify before the Judiciary and Oversight Committees in their related 
inquiries. 

Republicans left the Tuesday interview intent on revisiting contacts between top FBI officials and 
the media. FBI officials declined to comment on Baker's reassignment or his connectron to Com, 
the sources said. 

Despite the suggestion, there are other ways reporters may have obtained the Steele Dossier in 
the months leading up to and after the election. 

Steele compiled the document for Fusion GPS, a firm hired by Hillary Clinton's campaign to do 
opposition research on Trump. Fusion GPS, too, reportedly shared details of the dossier with 
reporters. BuzzFeed published the full document online in January. 

Fusion's connection to Democrats, too, has added to GOP suspicion about the document's 
veracity, though congressional investigators and the FBI have attempted to corroborate its 
contents. Republicans have raised questions about whether the FBI used the document to obtain 
surveillance warrants against Trump campaign officials, and they're beginning to examine how the 
dossier made its way into the hands of news media. 
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Baker has spent more than 17 years as asenfor Department of Justice and FBI official, including a 
six-year stint as DOJ's counsel for intelligence policy. A bio from Harvard Law School, where 
Baker lectured this past fall, described him as "a former federal prosecutor [who] worked on all 
aspects of national security invesUgations and prosecutions, including in particular the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act." 

Republicans have been frustrated by what they say is FBI foot-dragging in provfding documents 
relevant to their investigations. The documents that revealed Baker's contact with Corn were first 
requested six months ago, the congressional sources said. 

The Post reported that Baker's reassignment came amid moves by newly appointed FBI director 
Christopher Wray to assemble his own senior staff. The paper reported that Baker had been caught 
in an interagency dispute. 
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